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VHAPT^R - I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The concept of social responsibility has beon 
discussed extensively during the past decades by 
the economists, buairveas executives, political 
scientists, psychologists and sociologists* Hoxe 
than four decades ago Mayo (1933) argued that those 
countries whose businessmen turned away from Just 
economic profits to more responsible goals would 
develop in a stable and secure manner while others 
2 
would experience social disorganisation. Galbraith 
(f9S0} urged business and society to 'invest' in 
individuals in order to enable them to reach their 
personal potential tharaby raising the level of 
the eommunity in which they liva, or at least 
1. Nayo, El ''The Human Problama of gn Industrial 
Civilizationl New York. John Wilev L Sons.1933. 
2. Gelbraith, J.Kt^The Affluent Societv"! Naw York, 
Houghton Mifflin Co,,1958. 
enabling them to leave their immediate environment. 
Walton (1967) in a description of social responsix 
bility emphaaiaes the "intimacy of the relationahip 
between the corporation and society and realieea that 
ouch relationehipa must be kept in mind by top 
managers as the corporation and the related groups 
pursue their respective goals". 
Nichols (1969) in a study of the attitudes 
to social responsibility of a group of British 
businessmen, summarizes the beliefs of the typical 
manager among his sample as followsi 
"that economic prosperity, the furtherance 
of which is a common endeavour, is good in 
itself} that the businessman's role is to 
pursue it; and given the assumption that 
the company is essentially a cooperative 
organisation; that by facilitating the 
achievement of organisational goals the 
businessman himself is furthering the 
interests of all partners who givs the 
company its existence"• 
Nichols suggests that the corporation is ths 
grsat provider, the manager, ths great coordinator 
3. ValtOf), Ct'Corporate Social Rssoonaibilities" t 
Belmont, Californiai Wadswoth Publishing L*o*,19o7. 
4. Nichols, Ti "Ownership Control and Xdsology-' An 
Inquiry into Certain Aspects of Modem Idsology**, 
Gsorge Allen and Unwin, 1969« 
a l l partners ta Industry are contr ibutors and, 
given the ir interdependence, a l l are b e n e f i c i a r i e s . 
1 
This 'organic view of r e s p u n s i b i l i t i e s thus 
sees no i n c o m p a t i b i l i t y between the f irm's o b l i g a -
t i o n s to employeest customers and the wider community 
and orthodox p o l i c i e s of p r o f i t s and growth. Such 
an outlook i s in sharp contrast to the s p i r i t of 
Charles Wilson's reputed remark whan Pres ident of 
general Motorsi "What i s good for General Motors i s 
good for America"• 
5 
Votaw and S e t h i (1969) argue that i f upto now 
corporations have f a i l e d to respond to the cha l l enges 
of a changing environment i t i s due to the fac t that 
they have not recognised public va lues as part of 
t h e i r own because they s t i l l s e e the s o c i e t y as 
eopposed of independent subosyatema, rather than as 
a l a r g e r , uni f ied a y s t e n . 
Fr i e ldsn (1970) emphasises tha t corporations* 
i f they are to s u r v i v e , w i l l have to be responsive 
to the needs of the soc i s ty f they have a tremendous 
S» VotsMf S and S e t h i , Pt *Do We Need a New Corporate 
Response to a Changing Soc ia l Cnvixronmant?* 
g.^Ufffin^ft fl^nflflffHPnt R?YJ^B»f,12(1),3>t6,17»31,1969> 
6 . F r i s l d s n , «li * Today the Computers, Tomorrow the 
Corporat ions ' , B^glPWft H9ff4.^ Bnff> 1 3 ( 3 ) , 1 3 - 2 0 , 1 9 7 0 . 
KJ 
stake in s o l v i n g the problems of employment as we l l 
as in community development and have had the p o t e n t i a l 
for accomplishing the task . I f i s f r i e l d o n ' s conten-
t i o n howeveXf that t h i s job can not be accomplishad 
without the help of a new breed of questionning» 
c r e a t i v e and innovat ive msmbers of the o r g a n i s a t i o n s . 
Kolasa (1927) in a d i s c u s s i o n of the concept 
of s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y emphasises that t "even though 
the f i e l d has been de l ineated in terms of bus iness 
e t h i c s , moral i ty , values o r - e s p e c i a l l y now- s o c i a l 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y , these terms have been used i n t e r -
chanqsably to r e f e r to the general f e e l i n g s and 
behaviour c a l l e d for in the promotion of the coomon 
good • — The important and more d i f f i c u l t task i s 
the t r a n s l a t i o n of the cons tructs i n t o real s i t u a t i o n s " 
John Humbla (1973) b e l i e v s s that " s o c i a l 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y i s one of the key areas of the bus iness 
and i s t y p i c a l l y concerned with the external environ-
ment psoblsms of p o l l u t i o n , community and consumer 
r e l a t i o n s , and the in terna l environment problems of 
working c o n d i t i o n s , minority groups, education and 
7 . Kolata, B l a i r Jt *ft»fPfff!ffij^ |?4J,J.tY In BHSinffMI 
UfMU m^ PfOMLftir* P r e n t i c e - H s l l I n c . , Engla 
Wood C l i f f s , Naw 4 e r s e y , 1 9 7 2 . 
8 . Humbla Jt «§9ffii;i BtftPftngi»aU4i1fY Aytf i t ' - A nanaga. 
raant Tool For Surv iva l , Foundation For Businaaa 




Rockefeller (1974) argues that in social 
term8» the old concept that the owner of a business 
had a right to use his property as ho pleased to 
maximise profits has evolved into the belief that 
ownership carries certain oinding social ooligations. 
Today's manager serves as trustee not only for the 
owners but for the workers and indeed for our entire 
society—- Corporations have developed a sensitive 
awareneas of their resDonsibiiity for maintaining 
an equitable balance among the claims of stockholders, 
employees, cuatoroers and the public at large. 
It follows that although there has been an 
increasing amount of discussion about the social 
responaibiiitias of businesst but the concepts used 
are neither clear or universally accepted. It is, 
thsxefora* essential to dsfine the terms to make the 
discussion of social responsibility more careful and 
rigorous. The present research is carried out to 
encourage this procsas, to discover managerial attitudes 
to social rsaponaibility in two societies- India and 
9. Rocksfslier, Bt "Today*s Managsr- Trustee For 
Society", Business Horirona. 1974. 
Britain, and to suggest lines for future work. 
DEFINITION OF 'ATTITUDE*! 
Tho term 'attitude* has been dezivsd from 
the Latin word APTU3, meaning fitness. It connotes 
a msntai state of preparedness for action and it is 
in this sense that the term is used here. In psycho-
logy, the tern attitude maant primirily the study 
of the adjustment of individuals to changed conditions. 
There has been a growing interest during the 
past five decades in studies concerning attitudes. 
"The concept of attitudes", nays Murchison, "is 
probably the most distinctive and indispansable 
concept in American Social Psychology. No other term 
appears more frequently in oxperimental and theoreti-
10 
cal literature". Certain other writers, for 
I t 12 
instance Bogardus and Folsom have emphasised 
i t s importance to such an extent that the study of 
a t t i t u d a s , for them, i s synonymous with the study 
of s o c i a l psychology i t s e l f . For the study of the 
10. Wurchison, CCjtCd) "A t^andbook of Socj^al 
PavehQl|av"i Clark Univers i ty Press ,1935 , 
1 1 . Bogardus, ES^Tynd^ffpntfll? ftf $9ff,4iA PaVffhq^ffqv" {2nd Ed.)Certury,N.Y. ,1931,p*444 
^2' ^^i?°*»*^'/^«g^<^^ PWyghqiggy"! Marper,N.Y, 
1931, p.701. 
o 
aoclal behaviour of an individual two approaches 
are usually adoptedi first, an approach that empha* 
sises the social perceptions of the individual- hoM 
he perceives other persons and events* Secondly, the 
approach that takes into account the individual^ 
social attitudes- his dispositions towards the various 
13 
aspects of his social nilieu* This means that 
attitudes are one of those Iraportant variables which 
influence different forms of our behaviour and 
conaequently they play a significant part in every 
aspect of life. 
Social psychologists describe attitudes as 
•enduring organisations of perceptual motivational^ 
erootional and adaptive processes centring an some 
object in the persons world"• These attitudes 
probably cover the entire universe of an individual's 
behaviour- social, econoraic, political and religious* 
Xn all situations attitudes play a leading part and 
guide individual actions and reactions. Similarly, 
in businaas, managers* attitudes play a significant 
_—^  .. , .... .—, .^.  ^ ^^  ^  ^  ^ ^^^ ^^  ^^ ^  ^  ^ ^ 
13 . Krech, D & Krutchf ie ld , R.Si "pfn^ffRtB fff PfYBtlff" 
ISSkit* Alfred A* Knopf, N.Y.,195B,p*666. 
14* Kxech, B* & Krutchf ie ld ,R.St Ib id , p . 6 7 1 . 
role in evary aspect of busineae activities* 
15 Webster , for instance, ditcovers that business 
response to consumerism pressures has been mora 
in the form of token response and isolated action 
than a coordinated programme of positive, planned 
action. The problem, says Webster, appears to be 
not one of economics or ability to respond, but of 
manatjement attitude* 
Attitudes will determine largely managerial 
actions and reactions which .;ra manifested in respon-
ses to the chanrjing environment. These responses 
form the subject-matter of our study of behaviours. 
Thus, attitudes are probably an essential ingredients 
of behaviour which are manifested in every aspect of 
our activities. Without guiding attitudes the 
individual remains confused and indecisive and can 
not adjust properly to changed conditions. 
More than one meaning have usually been assigned 
to the term 'social responsibility*. It impliss 
basically tha admission of being answerable to society 
15. Webster, ft Jr.t*Does Business Misundarstand 
Consumerism?"; HiyVar«a gyy4n?f§ fffV4ffW» Vol.51 
Mo.5, 89-97,1973. 
but the issue is not as simple as that for two main 
reasons. First, the concept of social responsibility 
involves a aeries of subjective judgements which are 
extremely difficult to quantify. Second, the issue 
of social responsibility is complex because it 
involves many sets of ralatiunships, the balancing 
of which is not easy. Though it is difficult to 
formulate a single precise definition of the concept 
for the reasons mentioned, however, a fu ctional one 
is more likely to succeed on a conceptual level at 
least to produce a common indicator of social respon-
sibility. Social responsibility, in this sense, is 
defined as an obligation on business to take account 
of the interests of several different groups that 
constitute society, beyond the considerations of 
profit. 
Dr. Naftalin , a distinguished social scientist, 
has identified five sets of corporate relationships 
each of which involves major aspects of socially 
responsible behaviour* 
1. The firm's internal constitueney* workers 
and raanagsrsi 
16. Naftalin, ^t "Confrontation* Measuring Social 
Responsibilityt Chinera or Reality? £sflaQiftfliianaL 
Bvrtawicf. Autumn 19T3» 3*18. 
1 
2 . The fizm''8 external constituency- consumers 
and supplierst 
3 . The community or communities within which 
the firm operates) 
4. The larger society from which the firm draws 
i t s resources and upon which tho firm leaves 
i t s imprint for good or i l l ; 
5 . The firm's shareholders. 
Naftalin defines the concept of social respon-
s i b i l i t y by examining each of these relationships 
and states c lear ly that to become s o c i a l l y responsible 
the firm must tjive at l eas t as much weight to f a i r 
wages, fair pr ices , fair community practice and fa ir 
environmental practice as i t does to fair return on 
investment* 
In factf the concept of social responsibi l i ty 
as defined by Naftalin w i l l be acceptable only to 
•nai l minority of business corporations* Besides 
i t involves highly controvsrsial i s sues refleetitig 
changes in the s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l surroundings, for 
instancs, what i s meant when i t i s said that a firm 
i s soc ia l ly recponsible? Is i t accountable to society? 
Does this accountabil ity conf l ic t with the firm's 
accountability to i t s owners? Are there other garaups 
that constitute society to "which the firm is 
accountable? How can this accountability be assured? 
Who is to assure it? 
Business corporations are accountable to several 
different groups. A firm is accountable to not only 
the shareholders and employees but also to the 
customers, the suppliers, the local community and 
the society in general. Finure-I illustrates the 
major groups that constitute society and which may 
possibly affect the working of thu corporntion. 
Management's responcibility is to balnnce the firm's 
obligations to each of these groups. A Seminar 
Sponsored by India International Centret New Delhi* 
in 1966 spelt out clearly the social responaibilities 
of roanagsmant in these wordst 
"•*. An enterprise is a corporation citizsn 
like a citizen it is asteemed and judged by 
its actions in relation to the community of 
which it is a msmbar* aa well as by its 
aeonomic performanca. Management has tha 
nain raaponaibility today for developing tha 
cozporata enterprise which is everywhere 
replacing tha family and the family busineaa 
aa the unit of work in a technological society. 
A company has a responsibility to provide 
security of employment with fair wages. Equal 
opportunity for peraonaX growth and advancement 
lo 
within the company is a requirement of justice 
and the means of securing efficiency managoment. 
Collective bargaining and a representation by 
a trade union is the workers right* Responsi-
bility to the consumer msans setting up and 
maintaining standnrds of quality and service* 
in addition to fair price. These are best set 
by the enterprise itself or through a trade 
association. But where enterprise and trade 
fail, the State must act to protect the 
consumer" • 17 
18 
Walton (1967) emphasises the need for business-
men to balance competing interests of various consti-




Fig.It Kajor Groups Affecting the Corporation 
17. Svminar on "Social Raaponaibilitlan of RuBine««» 
India International Centra* New Delhi,l9o6»p*26 
I B . Walton, c.Ct *&ffgBf^ ?;? t^f» SgciaJL PftiB?niit?AJLit4ffi*> 
Wadaworth Publ icat ions ,1967 . 
I t 
into account the rights of all involved while 
rejecting, though in a restrained and reasonable way, 
those demands that are unjustified. This "balancing 
of interBsta" is an equilibrium raodel that derives 
from the basic concept of pluralism. In a pluralistic 
society diverse groups maintain autonomous participa-
tion and compete for societal resources. This concept 
assumes that the competition ensures equity for all 
groups in society and each group has an opportunity 
to argue its case. Some may argue in more active 
and direct ways, however, while othsrs may be handi-
capped on account of their low aocio-economic status 
and will thereforo be less able to compete for the 
attention of social policy-makers. 
Gfiven this pluralistic society, how can a firm*s 
social accountability to each of these groups be 
assured? Is there a mechanism to ensure that business 
will in fact be held accountable to its diverse groups? 
The basic problem in measuring social responsibility 
arises from a profound disagreement over the essential 
role of business firms. The traditionalists going as 
far back as Adam Smith's view of commerce as the pursuit 
of self-interest, see the main aim of the firm as 
profit maximisation and profit is regarded as the sola 
indicator of the success of a business. The proponents 
iv^ 
of this view agree that this classic function of 
business is itself the '^ oat important social respon-
aibility of business. That is to satisfy the consumers 
by fulfilling demands is the crucial function of 
business ayatem. And the effectiveness of a business 
system for its cuctoraers is measured by its profit, 
growth and survival. The best known exponent of this 
view among economists is probably Milton Frietiman, 
the distinguished American economist. 
Social responsibility is "a fundamentally 
subversive doctrine"* says Friedman*.* "few trends 
could so thoroughly undermino the very foundntione 
of our free society as the acceptance by corporate 
officials of a social responsibility other than to 
"19 
make as much for their stockholders as possible. 
20 Levitts (1958) thesis is similar when he says 
that welfare is the •Government's Job- that of business 
is making money. The role of all major groups is to 
compete by pursuing their own paths so that no entity 
dominatee the society* 
2t 
Chamberlein (1973) takes a p e s s i m i s t i c view 
of corporate s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s . He argues that 
19. Friedman, M. , 'Cepi |alj . t '^ |n4 frPBt^ fl'^ *^! Un ivers i ty 
of Chicago Frees,1962,p«133* 
20 . L e v i t t , T . f ' T h e Dangers of S o c i a l Respons ib i l i ty"* 
Harvard Buainesa Revlaw. S e p t . . O c t . » 1 9 S 8 , p . 4 1 . 9 0 * 
2 1 . Chanbarlain.N.Wt "The Liaitf i of Comorata Raoow-
•JhAJLIUf BaaiC Boeka Inc..New York,1973. 
I o 
business is fundamentally unable to undertske the 
large scale and radical problems that are needed. 
Nor, in spite of what reformers and activists may 
behave, can we accept public pressure to prode 
business into doing more because the public interests, 
both as consumers and producers, are often identical 
with those of the corporation. These pessimistic 
conclusions drawn by Prof. Chamberlain are certain 
to arouse controversy and many will disagree with 
his contention: that we had better look elsewhere if 
we expect our social needs to be met, business can not' 
and will not do it. 
We, however, disagree with Prof. Chamberlains 
thesis and argue strongly that the business, under 
pressures from a rapidly changing environment and 
with increased govornment legislation will have no 
choice but to adapt to its new conditions. By dis-
charging this social function, if it has the will 
and the power to work, business will help its cause 
immensely. 
Against this laissozofaire philosophy one may 
plsea the mors modern view that holds that the firm's 
purpose should be more than profit making and that 
it must take into aecount the affect of its operations 
1 
J. 
on society* Tha proponants of th i s view ar^ue that 
a s o c i a l l y reaponsibla company not only takes account 
of tha intaxoats of soc ie ty apart fxon oonsidesntions 
of profit but actually tr ies to balance these interes ts 
with i t e own in reaching deeieians* In othei t^rda» 
in the soc ia l ly respnnsible company naxirsum profi t i s 
not noeesaarily the avsrriding object ive . Management 
may agreo to accept lasa profit to be able to provide 
better working conditions* conduct research into 
raducing pollution or achieve other social nbjeetivas* 
Howevert i t i s said that bcitwoBn these two 
extremes a * current consensus* appears to emerge that 
while profit i s the company*a moat important objective« 
there ore certain unwritten rules that ths company 
should not infringe in order to make a profit and 
tlie Gompany should alsii have certain social objectives 
22 
o» minisUM standards* Similarly in t^s CBI rsport 
on "Ths flsttponsibility of the Brit ish Public Coiiq>any* 
prof i t i s defined as *• surplus fund that remains 
• f t e r mix proper commitments have besn met** It i e 
neither m negic wovd nor a dirty one but should be 
regarded on the principal ysrdatiek by which to Judge 
lonfederation of British I nduatry»*Thf ftitaailBli|i 
4l | ,BOht aiif||>^ ^M i^C KiiaBB¥? '^^•^,5%°*^ if tfie Conpeny Affeirs Coamitten, tondon«1f73» 
22, C lnduatry»*T& ,HHB ilil 4* 
p*4Bi 
I u 
the SUCC088 or failure of a company. 
While the CBI regards profit as the main 
objective of a companyt it is not seen as the sole 
objective. The report does not define in detail 
what it regards as the 'proper commitments* to be met 
before profit is asscGsed, but it does state... "a 
company like a natural person must be recognised as 
having functions, duties and mortal obligations that 
bo beyond the pursuit of profit and the specific 
23 
requirements of legislntion." 
It is important, however, to find out if such 
consensus exists in society. The idea of a social 
consensus appearing has been suggested but not subs-
tantiated. This research examines the attitude of 
corporate executives towards the ao-called emerging 
'social consensus'. 
A review of analysis of the notion of social 
responsibility tends to suggest that there are wida 
diffarencea of opinion regarding tha nature of corporate 
social responsibility. Consequently, to aay that 
23. Ibid, p.49. 
lo 
which actions are regarded as being socially reepon-
sibXe will depend on the conditions at the time 
including economic conditions* managerial attitudes, 
societal expectations, government requirements, and 
so on. But nothing is permanent in the landscape of 
administration and all these conditions change from 
time to time. That does not mean that it is not 
possible to work out an acceptable notion of what 
social responsibility is which will take account of 
the changes in which actims are to count as socially 
responsible. 
First of all, what is the nature of social 
responsibility? Is it an attitude? a goal? a policy? 
a constraint? The 'popular* view of the nature of 
24 
social responsibility as advanced by Steinar and 
2S Davis (Steiner,19751 Davis and Blomstrom,1975} is 
that social responsibility is a new goal adopted by 
business only in the last dscade* This view has been 
26 
convincingly criticised by Keim (Keim,1976) who 
argues that industry is increasingly forced to take 
account of its social responsibilities which operate 
as a constraint within wl^ ich it can pursue its goal 
24. Steiner,Gi Busineea and Society. New York,Random 
Hou8B»197S. 
25. Oavis.K and Blomatora,R.Ui Buaineaa and Soeietvt 
Environment and Responsibilities (3rd edition). 
New Yosk,nc«6raw HU1,197S. 
26. Kslnii6.91*Managerial Behaviour and the Social Res-
ponsibility Oabate, Goals versus Conat«aints"t 
AffflgMiy-fff ffantflfffiffnt ^ fti^rni;^»vai.2i,wo.i,i9Ti, 
pp.ST^ao. 
^ V,' 
of making money* 
While recognising the evidence presented by 
Keim and agreeing with his criticism of the view that 
industry has social goals, it is argued that social 
responsibility is not simply a constraint but a 
positive attitude engendered by the nature of the 
developing relation between industry and society. 
The primary sense in which we attribute respon-
sibility is when we attribute it to a morally mature 
individual* In this sense, to say that someone is 
responsible mxght mean several thingst it could mean 
that a person is responsible for something in the 
minimal sense that he caused something to happen: it 
could mean that he is responsible in the sense that 
he is accountable to someone else as an employee is 
accountable to his employert it could mean that he 
is responsible in the sense that he is reliable, 
conscientious, has a sense of responsibility. In 
this final sense a responsible attitude to a person 
is attributed. And this is what is being done when 
we say that someone is socially responsible. We are 
attributing to him a certain attitude, e way of seeing 
other people and conaidering their needs. In an 
organisation, what corresponds to a personal attitude 
o (^ 
of social responsibility. The •attitude' of a 
corporation (which may not be shared by all members 
of that corporation) are expressed in its policy 
statements. Consequently, it is argued from an 
analogy v;ith the ascription of personal social respon-
sibility that corporate socieil responsibility is 
neither a goal of business nor aimply a constraint 
but an attitude or policy. 
What kind of policy is it? In genaral, the 
literature defines 9 'social policy* as one which is 
directed to external rather than internal concerns* 
27 Thus W8 have Beasley and Evans (1978) offering the 
following definition of social responsibilityt 
"••• how far a company deals with its environment 
by incorporating external concerns into its 
decision powars" (p.187). 
• 2B 
In another a r t i c l e , H.R. Odsll (1974) argues 
tha i social responsibil i ty means responsibil i ty to 
socie ty . In th is ssnee social responsibi l i ty would 
hsve to do with issues of in te res t to society in 
; Croom Helm, London, 
2 7 . Beee ley , H and Evans, Ti CBgPflgfl^ft.Sflffifli RUSBgn-
ay* 
2 8 . Odel l , H.Rt "What does a o e i a l r e e p o n a i b i l i t y of 
b u s i n s s s msan?" AcatfmY Pf ^Iflnflgffiftnt PgHfffft<IJLnai» 
1974. 
r, 
general rathor than simply with the narrow coiicerne 
of the business itself. However, there is a different 
sense of social in which a concern is said to be 
social if it is directed by considerations of the 
welfare of certain groups rnther than by considerations 
of profit. In this sense, many small firms who 
can not afford large, expensive gestures towards the 
community show themselves as socially responsible in 
looking after the welfare of their workforce. 
The brief critical analysis so far shows social 
responsibility to be, on the part of the individual, 
an attitude, and on the part of the company, a policy, 
directed towards the needs and interests of the wider 
society or else directed by considerations of welfare 
rather than by profit alone. 
ORGANISATIONS AND SQCIETYt 
In talking about the interests of the wider 
29 
society we need to be more specific. Odell (1974) 
defines society for the business decision maker as 
*a unique set of interest groups on which it is 
dapendent." He goes on to add that some of these 
interest groups are within the organisation (employees) 
29. Ibid. 
and others are external, for example, customers, 
suppliers, stockholders, consumarists and environ-
mentalists. Thus, what counts as 'society* for the 
business executive is continually changing, especially 
with regard to the generally rising expectations of 
its component groups. 
Odell, then, defines •society' to the business 
decision maker as made up of interest groups on which 
the business is more or leas dependent. This is to 
see an organisation as an isolable unit having 
connections with some other isolable units (interest 
groups) within the wider society. Some recent views 
on the nature of business organisations, in contrast, 
emphasise the entrenchment of business in society. 
30 D. Bell , for example, claims thatt 
*TQ think of the business corporation simply 
as an economic instrument is to fail totally 
to understand the meaning of the social 
changes of the last half century** .(D. Ballt 
1974,p.289. 
Concsptiona of the nature of business organisa-
tion range from a view like Odell*s of the organisation 
30. Ball, D. 'III? CQ«!!4nq fff Pffit Iff^ ti^ tgAlJ. ^ Bi^MtV^ 
An Vftnturff in Sacifli f9gfifia§tlinq» Heinemann, London, 
19T4. 
as an isolable unit; through the view of writers 
31 
such as Shocker and Sethi (1973) that a corporation 
operates in society via a social contract and conse-
quently must continually justify its existence by 
showing that society needs its services} to the more 
32 
rad ica l extreme of wr i ters such as Dahl (1972) and 
33 
Holland (1975) who claiin that every large o r g a n i s a -
t ion should be thought of as a s o c i a l enterpr i se whose 
e x i s t e n c e and d e c i s i o n s can only be j u s t i f i e d in so 
far as they serve the publ ic purpose. 
These views imply a d i f f e r e n t conception of 
s o c i e t y and the place of the bus iness organisa t ion 
in i t than the t r a d i t i o n a l view of bus inss as discharging 
i t s r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s simply by being s u c c e s s f u l . Bees l sy 
and Evans'' (1978) claim that t 
"Companies may not be regarded merely as 
means of achieving economic goals* They 
are a l so express ions of human a s p i r a t i o n , 
both indiv idual and c o l l e c t i v e , sources of 
s ta tus and n e c e s s i t y , work organisat ion 
where ind iv idua l s spend l a r g e parts of t h e i r 
l i v e s and to which they devote huge propor-
t i o n s of t h e i r emotional and i n t e l l e c t u a l 
commitment. The company i s a focus of ths 
accumulation of personal power and of the 
g r a t i f i c n t i o n to be derived from i t s e x e r c i s e " . 
(p ,16) 
3 1 . Shocker,A.D and Sethi ,S.Pt^An Approach to Incorpo-
rat ing Soc ia l Preference i n Developing Corporation 
Action Strateg ioa" , C?|,4fffyn4l i^nffqffl'Uffnt RftYJBIf* 
Summer,1973. 
32 . Dahl,Ai"A Prelude to Corporate Reform"| quainaaB 
JBrt ^ff<f4Bl;YnffffY4s*t»Spring,1972. 
3 3 . HoIlahd.St Tho S o c i a l i s t ChallenoetLondon.Quagtect 
Books,1975. 
3 4 . e p « e i t . 
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In an interasting article Votavi (1972) argues 
that we are experiencing a social revolution comparable 
to the Reformation or the Industrial Revolution. He 
argues that the leaders of industry who previously 
saw themselves as the owners of the economy with the 
right to operate it entirely to their own advantage 
are coming to realise that they are an integral part 
of society and accepting the obligations and sense 
of community that involves. 
The implication of these views of the nature of 
the changing relationship between business and society 
is that the issue of social responsibility, far from 
being just another constraint on industry or a new 
goal adopted by business in response to new social 
phenomena such as consumerism is, in fact, an expression 
of this new orientation of business to societyi a 
recognition that business is a part of society and 
in the legitimate pureuit of its own selfish goals 
must at the same time abide by the standards of behaviour 
damandad by any other member of society* 
To act responsibly in a social contsxt is a 
standard sxpectsd of any normal human adult* It 
35. Votaw, Dt'Cenius Becomes Rars:A Comment on tha 
Doctrine of Social Responaibility"> Part I, 
California Management Review>VolXV.Mo.2.WintBr 1972, 
c 
I. \J 
assumes that one has a choica and a certain measure 
of control ewer one's actions as well as a certain 
sensitivity and regard for the aspirations and 
rights of others* It is worth emphasising that this 
is not an excessive demand made of only the few in 
society but a standard expected of every one most of 
the time* It is part of our understanding of what 
it is to be a human bsing• 
If a corporation is to be thought of as a 
participating member of society as a normal adult 
is thought of as a participating member of society 
then it is not unreasonable to expect it to meet the 
minimum standards expected of any normal adult, that 
is, a responsible regard for the interests and rights 
of the other members of the society* There is no 
reason why organisations should have extra rights 
and privileges over and above those enjoyed by the 
ordinary citizen, neither should they escape any 
of the constraints and obligations of ths ordinary 
citizen* 
On this wider visw of the nature of an organi-
sation and the obligations that accompany being a 
participating member of society one can see that ths 
social responsibilitiss of ths organisation will 
sxtsnd farther than the specific intsrsst groups on 
which it depends. It is in principle impossible 
to draw a limit to the possible extent of an organi-
zation's responslbilitiss. 
This brief analysis of the notion of corporate 
social responsibility has shown some of the assumptions 
implicit in the concept. It has been argued that 
social responsibility ia an attitude expected of any 
morally nature member of society and that if an 
organisation is to be viewed as a member of society 
it can not claim exemption from the standards expected 
of other members. Social responsibility is a moral 
requirement and in showing the nature of moral 
responsibility it can be claimed that unlike legal 
liability it ia something that can only be atttibuted 
to individuals and that consequently each individual 
is morally responsible for the corporate actions 
of an organisation which he has freely joined* 
BAgmpyNff fir TH^ rm^mi ^%^^^mnt 
During the past decade* there hee bean a 
growing interest in corporate aocial responsibility. 
A growing literature suggests that an increasing 
number of corporate managers accept the need to 
serve the society in ways that go well beyond the 
performance of a narrowly defined economic function 
(Monsan, 1974} Committee for Economic Development* 
19711 Wsbley, 1975f Rockefeller* 1974; Harmon and 
Humble, I974t MelroBe'»Woodman and Kvetf'Ndal, 1976| 
Holmes* 1976). Many corporations mainly in the U.S* 
have been committing theiz organisations to a variety 
of social action programmes (Aaker and Ray, 1972| 
Ackerman* 1973{ Eilblrt and Parkst, 1973} NcGuiVe and 
Parish, I971j Buehler and ahatty, 1976| Webster,1973). 
Though there has been some research there is 
still a lack of comprehensive empirical analysis of 
the attitudes of senior managers who have to play 
the main role in determining the overall objectives 
of the company and its policies, for example, how 
do the senior executives view the notion of social 
responsibility and which of the areas are viewed by 
top managers as critical* It is especially important 
to study what cnncrete actions are being taken by 
tha eompanieff in this area and what mechanisms of 
eontarol the company board applies in ordar to guarantes 
an efficient iroplamsntation of social responsibility 
daeisions* Little evidence is available to examine 
the sffset of legislative power of governments 
sxsrcissd in ths areas of corporate sttcial responsi-
bility and what side effects it has produced. Again, 
L\; 
it is difficult to find studies which report on 
a comparison of managerial attitudes to social 
responsibility in two countries- India and Britain-
whish are at different stages of economic develop-
went, but which have often been remarked upon for 
their administrative and constitutional similarities. 
The present research is mainly concerned with 
analysing managerial attitudes to social responsibi-
lity in two countries, viz. India and Britain. Tha 
aim of the research is to discover the views of 
senior managers of the place of social responsibility 
in Indian and British industry and to compare the 
patterns of actions that are being taken by the 
Indian and British companies for social improvements. 
The hypotheses are mainly twoi 
1, Whether Managerial response to social respon-
sibility is influenced by the distinctive 
cultural heritages of the two countries? and 
2« ths corporate response to social responsibility 
is affected by the contingent factors such as 
the size of the company. 
This general problem analysis rsveals three 
aspects of the problem to be investigated! 
1. Asesrtain the Indian and British executive 
«j v; 
opinions on issues concerning corporate social 
responsibility! 
2« Investigate and compare the actions that are 
being taken by the companies in India and 
Britain for social improvements} and 
3» Examine the problems that are encountered by 
the Indian and British companies in planning 
and implementing social responaibility projects. 
Fulfilment of the first aim implies an explicit 
definition of the concept of social responsibility 
and a specification of the issues that arc involved 
in this area. Socicjl responsibility is a nebulous 
idea and hence is defined in several ways* It is 
defined here as an obligation on business to take 
account of the interosta of society independently 
of considerations of profit* Based on this funda-
mental eonespt an identification of some of the issues 
concerning corporate social responsibility will be 
possible* The managerial attitudes to social issues 
were aseertainsd by means of quostionnairss and 
intexviaws* 
In order to attain the sacond aim, tha oorporata 
responsibility activities were claasif&ad into thxaa 
arsaai i*e. urban affairs* consumer affairs and 
o 
environmental affairs. The level of activity 
engaged in by the Indian and British companies in 
the three areas will be studied in terms of the 
investment made by the companies in these activities* 
This will be combined with a test of hypothesis that 
corporatfei response to social responsibility is 
influenced by the size of the company. 
Attainment of the third aim calls for an exami-
nation of the problems encountered by the Indian and 
British firms in rsspanding to social issues including 
a discussion of the costs/benefits of social respon-
sibility. Indeed the intention is to study the 
mechanisms for monitoring of social responsibility 
in Indian and British organisations. In order to 
attain this aim, a description of the mechanisms for 
the enforcement of social policies as well as the 
dsvalopmant of a proposed general model of corporate 
social responsibility is essential to facilitate social 
involvement of companies* 
This study reports on a comparison of managsrial 
attitudes to social rsaponsibility in two societies-
India and Britain. It notes the debats bet';«een those 
o<-
who argue that in different countries patterns of 
corporate response to social issues will be shaped 
by common contingencies of industrial development 
largely free of cultural effects and those who 
emphasize the influence of unique cultural factors. 
The study aims to examine these issues in the light 
of direct comparisons of managerial reeponses to 
social responsibility in two countriee- India and 
Britain- which are hnving similar industrial and 
constitutional patterns but which have often been 
noted for their cultural and social differences. 
India is a soverign socialist secular democratic 
republic with a parliamentary form of government 
elected on the basis of universal adult franchise. 
The Indian Constitution guarantees to secure for all 
citizenst justice, liberty, equality and fraternity. 
36 Hurley argues that "In a democratic society the 
administrator of any significant activity whether 
business, governmental, military or social service 
in origin^ has specific identifiable rsaponsibilities 
both to the organissd group that has given him a 
mandate to operate, and to society at large that 
has given the group a franchise to exist". 
36. Hurley, M.ci 'BwBJntm A<^«Hii.n4ityaUffn''t 
tt«w York, Prenties Hall , p«473 
t;o 
Slmllarlyt Britain ia one of the leading democratic 
nations of the world. The British Constitution 
guarantees to secure the fundanental human rights for 
all citizens and lays the foundation for establishing 
8 welfare state. In a welfare state, supremacy of 
public interest is now an unquestionned form of 
composite behaviour and the management of public 
enterprises are trustees not merely for their own 
survival but also for employees, consumers, the 
community and the general public. 
A comparative study of managerial attitudes to 
social responsibility in two democratic societies-
India and Britain* would enable the investigator to 
bring out the similarities and differences in the 
views of senior executives of Indian and British 
eonpanies. 
India ia committed to achieving the goal of 
a socialist pattern of society. The avowed aim of 
a socialist pattern of society is to have a aixad 
eeonoay wherein both public and private sectors of 
industry are harmonized in such a way that each may 
supplement the other. Public enterprises hold a 
promise to attain the goal of a socialist pattern of 
sociaty based on equality of opportunities and a 
KJ-i 
reduction in disparities of incomes and wealth. 
Public sntBrpriaes, therefore, shoulder greater 
responoibilities than the private enterprissa, which 
are largely committed to the maximisation of profit 
rather than to the social well-being. Similarly* 
the nationalised industries in the U.K. shoulder 
greater responsibilities than the private industries 
and that include not merely economic objectives but 
also social obligations. Although it is difficult 
to generalise but it may be visualised that in a 
mixed economy the attitude of the senior managers 
especially in the private sector shall go a long way 
in the realisation of the objectives of the mixed 
economy. Such an ultimate aim renders imperative a 
comparative study of the social responsibilities of 
management of the private corporate soctor in India 
and Britain. 
Introducing technological change, improving 
machine designs and laying a sound economic foundation 
do not constitute the whole story of the industrial 
progress of nations. Equally important for the 
progress of an industrial civilisation is tha consi-
dsration of the human factor in industry. The way 
institutions work is much influenced by the corporate 
ij:) 
attitudes of managers and the more so now that both 
specialist and generalist management is said to be 
becoming increa:iingXy spcciaXised and professionalised. 
A comparative study of managerial responses to social 
responsibility in India and Britain would reflect the 
distinctive patterns of corpornte social behaviour 
in the two societies and would provide us tha stimula-
tion which can be obtained by looking at how other 
countries tackle problems which are far from being 
ours alone* 
Different societies exhibit distinct and 
relatively persistent cultures- that is, widely shared 
patterns of thought and manners. This enduring strain 
of culture is internalized as each new generation 
passes through its process of socialisation* People 
learn their own unique language, concepts and systems 
of values, and they also learn to regard as legitimate 
particular modes of behaviour. Thsrefore, it is 
argued that, even if organisations located within 
different societias do face similar contingeneias and 
adopt similar models of formal structura, deep-rooted 
cultural forces will still re-assert themselves in 
the way managers actually behave and relate to each 
other* There is also some evidence from previous 
atudiaa to suggest that these broad cultural contrasts 
x.,'i) 
will bs evidant in the bshavioux of managers and 
in the ways their roles and relationships are struc-
37 38 
tured (Ruedi and Lawrence , 1970} Granick , 1972). 
39 Moksbach (1972), for instance, believes that culture 
affects the individual behaviour of managers and their 
basis for decision making, athics, morality, degree 
of individual responsibility towards society, etc* 
A comparison of managerial attitudes to social 
responsibility in India and Britain would enable us 
to determine the distinctive cultural factors that 
account for differences, if any, in the patterns of 
corporate social behaviour in the two societies and 
whether the contingent factors such as size of company 
have a bearing upon the organisational response to 
social responsibility* 
The above discussion tends to suggest that roost 
view corporate social rseponalbility to be a relevant 
constraint in business and many saw it as a worthwhile 
37* Ruadi, A and Lawrence PRi *Organisetiona in two 
Cultu^aa* in Lorseh, M and Lawrence FR|(ad8«)t 
|l«s!i#ff i n ByiiftPA8iU9n Ofi§|qn» Homewood i x t t 
Irwifiy Ooraay, i970« 
38. firaniel Pt'HBfiffiafrtg SffiltlBfgl^ ffiJft ftf fftMg JtVllftBffSi 
CiftHnliKfci.ft* » i i » b r i d g e , Haas* WT Press t9T2. 
39* [fokabaeh. Hi *Th§ PiVBflBiiBBlSil IWBMtirapi f f 
New York Aeedemy of Seienees, 1977• 
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p o l i c y for companies. However» in p r a c t i c e many 
companies behave in a s o c i a l l y i r r e s p o n s i b l s way 
disregarding a l l norms of business e t h i c s * I t would 
be useful to examine the impact of a f i rm's anti<-8ocial 
behaviour on i t s immediate environment. 
anCIftI IRRESPQNaiBILITY Pt^  qOMpAN^ S^t 
The growth of large sca le i n d u s t r i e s during the 
past century appeared to furnish evidence of s o c i a l l y 
i r r e s p o n s i b l e behaviour of corporat ions - f i r s t in the 
treatment of labour and, more r e c e n t l y , in r a c i a l 
d i s cr iminat ion , environmental p o l l u t i o n , inadequate 
investment in research for s o c i a l b e n e f i t s such as drug 
s a f e t y , i n a b i l i t y to achieve s t a b i l i t y in the economy 
and inadequate customer sarvice and p r o t e c t i o n . Such 
accusat ions aga ins t big business seem to be increas ing 
in number. Thus, Votaw and S e t h i conclude that 
"tha large p r i v a t e corporation has come under c o n s i d s r -
abXs attack in recent years on the grounds that i t s 
rssponse to a rapidly changing s o c i a l environment has 
bean slow, inadequate and often inappropriate"• However, 
41 fialbraith (1967) Has said that the "eaeaphony of 
4 0 . Votaw, 0 . and S e t h i , Pi^Do Wa Need a New Corporate 
Rasponaa To a Changing S o c i a l Environment"? £jlli£fi£* 
nAl.flMigffWttnt Bay^^g' ^^<^) ^ ' ^ ' ' 3-*16,17-31. 
4 1 . S a l b r a i t h , J< | "Ih£j|ffW .In^Mfftg^fll S t t t t " * Boston 
Houghton H i f f l i n Cp. ,1967 , p . 1 2 6 . 
f 
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voices proclaiming the purposes of the corporation" 
range from "the suggestion that the primary goal is 
ths Just distribution of income.•. to pronouncements 
of a parimary consensus for improving higher 6ducatian» 
increasing economic literacy, resisting subversion, 
supporting Americal foreign policy, upbuilding the 
connunity, strengthening the two-party system, 
upholding the constitution, amending the constitution 
to preserve its original intent and defining freadora 
and free enterprise". All of this, according to 
Galbraith, reflects the "underlying reality which is 
that the modern corporation has power to shape society". 
In fact, Warren G Bennis of Massachusetts' 
Institute of Technology actually believes that a 
significant number of U.S. corporations are becoming 
neurotic. This sort of 'neurotic' behaviour includes 
too much authoritarianism (the problem of one iron-
willed man at the top) which can hamper the upward and 
downward communication so vital to the health of a 
company} coercion of employees rather than cooperative 
participation with them; too much bureaucracyi too 
little understanding on the pert of all employees of 
the identity end goale of the corporation; and, what 
can often be ths most serious problem- one growing out 
of ell the others- an inability both to accept the 
o»/ 
xeallties of ths changing teehnological and social 
environment and to adapt to their new conditions* 
In real business situations, isxamples of this 
sort of corporate behaviour are not hard to find* 
The following are some specific cases which have bean 
labelled as examples of socially irresponsible 
behaviour of business corpoxution* 
A report * Nestle Kills Babies* was published by 
the Swiss Third World Action Group* The report 
derived from 'War on Wants* British publication- The 
Baby Killer* It alleged that Nestle, the world*8 
biggest baby milk maker, was causing infant illness 
and death by promoting its milk to mothers who could 
not use them safely* 
The affair haa highlightad the difficultisa 
of regulating the behaviour of multinational companies* 
particularly in the Third World. It has already had 
a significant effect on the way baby milks are sold. 
Since it started Nestle has ended most of its eontxo-
varaial advertising in Africa. A baby milk industry 
group haa paid lip aerviea to the iaaues raised by 
drawing up a coda of Promotional Cthica for its 
nembars* Tha public interest aroused in Third World 
'i XJ 
countsiet has given impetus to W.H.O recommendations 
that breast feeding be encouraged. 
Planes cause pollutions tests at Heathrow 
indicate that Concorde is twice as noisy as Boeing 707* 
But with the Concorde flights to Bahrein* Washington 
and other cities reducing the flying time so consider-
ably, questions have been asked by onvironmental 
pressure groupst should technological progress overwhelm 
man's responsibility to his environment and is national 
prestige more important than social needs? 
Answers to these questions and other will determine 
the future course of dsvaloproent. However, since the 
time Concorde was conceived about seventeen years ago, 
there has been a profound change in social attitudes 
and economic climate of many countries of the world* 
Problems such as urban pollution, increassd fuel 
prices, inflation and economic recession have placed 
Concord* under close scrutiny. 
The 1974 DC 10 crash near Paris is regardod 
as one of the world's worst air crashes killing all 
the 345 people on board. The Paris crash was caused 
O 
by the aft cargo door blowing open soon after ths 
plane took o f f from Orly Airport* The plane dapresau-
r i s e d and the paaaengar cabin f l o o r col lapsed* wraeking 
most of the contro l cables* The motion for summary 
Judgement claims that in s e c r e t p r e - t r i a l hearings 
McDonnell Douglas, maksrs of the DC 10, General Dynamics, 
the sub-contractors that b u i l t the DC 10 fuse lage and 
Turkish A i r l i n e s , which operated the plane, have 
according to the Sunday Times, been shown to be g u i l t y 
of " w i l l f u l negl igence"* 
The motion for summary judgement says further 
that McDonnell Douglas Corporntian designed a d e f e c t i v e 
locking system for the cargo door, ignored two previous 
warnings that the DC 10 f loor would c o l l a p s e i f the 
door blew open, and f a i l e d to i n s t a l l two v i t a l modi-
f i c a t i o n s on the Turkish DC 10 which would have 
prevented the door from opening- *'with r e c k l e s s , wanton 
and g r o s s l y n e g l i g e n t diaragard for the conaequsnces". 
(Sunday Times; dated 1£.3 .197SK 
itCtI Hff^rt BwB CaapintaUffin' 
A report appeared in The Times on July 12,1976, 
tha t X*C*X* has pa id , during the pas t twelve months, 
more than ft 150,000 in compensation to p a t i e n t s who 
had suffered s i d e - e f f e c t s from one of i t s heart drugs, 
Craldin* By the time a l l outstanding claims are 
a a t t l s d , the b i l l for compensation may reach fi 1 m i l l i o n 
4:, 
which would be tho lasgest drug payout aince Thalido* 
fflids cases* 
It has been oatlmated that 18 patients have 
died after a course of the drug and 500 others have 
suffered side*effects varying from partial blindness 
to stomach damage. It is entiraated that about 300 
patients who have been long term users of the drug 
have suffered temporary vision impairment and 24 
permanent eye damage. Hinor skin irritations have 
been suffered by 160 people and about 50 had sclerosing 
peritonitis, though most of those recovered after 
surgery* 
The drug was first marketed in 1970 and has 
so far been prescribed to 250,000 patients tt? correct 
abnormal heart rhythms* It was widely used for 
asthmatic and bronchitic patients who suffered heart 
attacks as it was believed that most other drugs 
available aggravated asthmatic conditions* 
Social Audit*a Rapoi^ t on Avon Rubbert 
The indapendent gniup called "Social Audits" 
aalf'inpoaad task has bean the investigation pf 
British companies to discover the cost of their 
operations to their employsas and society at larga 
in avary way excapt money* Their latest report is 
4o 
on Avon RubbeXf which makss tyres, inflatable boatSy 
plastics and medical supplies, with its largest works 
at Melkshan, near Bath* It is a measure of changing 
attitudes towards social responsibility largely 
produced by Social Audits* previous work that Avon 
Rubber agreed to coopersta in the enquiry. 
The most damaging discovery as far as labour 
relations were concerned was that Avon was risking 
the health of its workers by using chemicals known to 
cause cancer despite an existing categorical assurance 
by the company that no raw materials were used anywhere 
in the group which might increase the risk of getting 
cancer. 
It was catimated that uptc 10 per cent of 
individual batches of Avon remould tyres can b« 
defective, raising a query vjhether a smaller but 
squally important, percentage of new tyres night fail* 
It was alec suggested that Avon might be planning 
obsolescence in its remoulds tc) make sure that they 
do not outweer new tyres and that they are discharging 
toxic waste, indulging in restrictive trade practicss 
as wall as a host of other minor points. Almost 
incidsntal was social audit*s conclusion that Avon was 
in dssp troubls financially. 
4u 
pMtBrloratlna Environmnnti 
The faxtnar Union Worka and Housing Minister, 
Mr. Ram Kinkar, made no revelation whan he said that 
water pollution caused by industrial waste was posing 
a serious threat to life, (The Tiroes of India* New 
Delhi, Novambar 19,1979). Such large quantities of 
effluents have been discharged into the rivora that 
many hava changed colourt the Damodar in Bengal has 
turned black and the Chaliyar in Kerala is now brown* 
Besides, mercury poisoning has been detected in the 
Thane Creek in Bombay and the Rushikulya river in 
Orissa. 
What is more disturbing is that untrsated 
sewage discharged by cities is posing an even greater 
menace than industrial effluents. According to a 
survey conducted by the Central Board for Prevantion 
iind Control of Water Pollution, of the 142 major 
cities in our country only eight have eoroplete sewerage 
aysteais and sawaga treatmant facilities, 62 hava 
partial •eweraga systams and aawaga treatmant facili* 
tiaii and 72 have none at all. As a rasult* the sulXage 
discharged into the rivers and sea accounta fox 80 
par cant of the water pollution. For this the civic 
bedica sre to blame. While it can be argued that they 
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have failed to fulfil their duties for want of funds, 
no such excuse can be made by the authorities for 
neglecting to combat air pollution* So far the 
Centre has not even formulated a law to curb industrial 
emissions into the atmosphere* It has been dithering 
on this for years* As a result the State Governments 
have done little* if any thing, to prevent factories 
and industrial units from discharging toxic gases* 
This explains why an increasing number of people in 
many cities suffer from inflamed eyes, asthma, tubsr-
culosis and other ailments* 
The T^4^j^t^P'^44w P4??8^eyt 
The case is internationally known* History will 
record it as one of the major disasters involving as 
estimated 410 victims* The amount of compensation 
that has been offered by the Distillers Company to the 
British Thalidomide children is thought by many to be 
insignificant considering the irreparable damage done 
to the present 410 victims and its likely impact on 
the future generations of those victims* 
The Thalidomide disastsr has raissd ssveral new 
issues of public policy and has initiated eince then 
a searching debete, unprecedented in history, on the 
soeial reeponaibilities of public companies* 
u 
The Dlatillers affair can alao ba aaen in 
perspective as the moat important breakthrough for 
20 years in the conception of big company and investor 
accountability. The Thalidomide story is a aerioua 
blow to those who believe that business should ignore 
its responsibilities and merely make as much profit 
as possible within the law. The most distinguished 
*brutalist* according to Business Standard (dated 
January 8,1973} is Professor Milton Friedman of 
Chicago who believes that business preoccupation with 
responsibility is a major threat to capitalism. 
Thus ths Thalidomide issue has further strengthened 
the view which holds that industry's responsibilities 
go far beyond just making profits. They include full 
responsibility not only to the shareholders but to 
ths public, the employee, the consumer and to a concern 
for the environment and proper standards of integrity. 
One may debate the validity of the criticism 
levied against the big business but its existence 
can not be denied. Business either can defend itsslf 
and argue that such accusations are false or unjusti-
fied, or businsss may concede that most of such 
criticism, if not all, is in fact valid and accspt 
the challsnge to do something about it» The latter 
viewpoint is of eourse at ths root of social 
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responsibility doctrine. If the business sccepts 
the chaXlengSf then it must evolve strategies, not 
just for its survival but also for its continual 
developnent in ways beneficial to shareholders* 
eraployses, customers, the community and government 
alike* 
An analysis of the notion of corporate social 
responsibility has shown that this subject has been 
discussed extensively during the past two decades* 
Opinions differ regarding the nature of social 
responsibility and its implementation in industrial 
organisations* It has, however, been argued that 
social responsibility is an attitude expected of any 
nature member of society and that if an organisation 
is to bs viewed as a member it can not claim exemption 
from the standards sxpected of other members* Social 
responsibility is a nwral requirement and hence it 
is senething that can be attributed to individuals 
and to organisations if they are viewed as a member 
of society* 
During the past decade, there has been en 
inereeeing eaount of research on issues concerning 
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corporate social responsibility. Howevert a large 
part of this research has been carried out in the 
context of fully developed economies, viz, Britain 
and U«9«A. and no worthwhile attempt has been made 
to discuss the relevance of social responsibility for 
a developing economy like ours* Furthermore, research 
relating to a comparison of managerial attitudes to 
aocial responsibility in two societies- India aid 
Britain- is not available to the knowledge of the 
present investigator. This research aims to examine 
the attitudes of senior executives of Indian and 
British companies towards social responsibility issues 
and to discover the level of involvement of companies 
in social responsibility areas as perceived by the 
Indian and British executives. 
Social responsibility is an obligation on 
business to take account of the interests of several 
different groups that constitute society beyond the 
considerations of profit. It can, therefore, be 
argued that organisations are accountable to esveral 
different groups that constitute society. A corporation 
is accountable to not only the shareholders end 
smpXoyoos but also to ths customers, the supplisrs, 
the comnunity and the society in general* However, 
there is an ioiportant distinction to be made between 
4./ 
thoss corporate a c t i v i t i o s which ara concarned with 
rosatlng Ingal requirsm^its and that are carried out 
within the context of normal operationa which are 
Bocially reeponaibley end those ac t iv i t i ea which 
are over and above the normal obl igat ione. The 
l a t t e r have been called corporate social involvement* 
To be regarded aa a responaible part of aociety» a 
company must meet the requirements of social respon-
s i b i l i t y . 
In real l i f e s i tuations an increasing evidence 
of soc ia l ly irresponsible behaviour of large corpora-
t ions has been found not only in the treatment of work 
force but also in racial discrimination, environmental 
pollution and inadequate customer service and protect ion. 
The business can deny these accusations or i t may 
concede that most of such cr i t i c i sm, i f not al l» i s 
in fact valid and accept the challenge of i t s c r i t i c s * 
If the bueineas accepts the challenge then i t must 
fomulats atratagiee fox i t s continual development 
The businees should include not merely economic con-
0id«rationB but also soc ia l object ives in i t s dec is ion-
naking process* This i s regarded es an essent ia l 
requirement for bringing about a change in organisa-
t ional s trateg ic pr ior i t i e s to ensurs the survival 
and gsowth of business in ths long run* 
I 
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CHAPTER - U 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Pressures for change in the understanding of 
the relationship between business and society have 
lad to increased interest in and discussions of the 
notion of corporate social responsibility. 
This chapter reviews critically the existing 
literature on corporate social responsibility and 
draws out the implications of acceptance of the 
relevance of social responsibility to industry in a 
developing country like India. 
The literature suggests that during the past 
two decadesi a great deal of attention has been focussed 
on issues concerning social responsibility of business. 
However, there is still a lack of empirical analysis 
relating to the Executive perceptions of corporate 
social responsibility in two countries- India and 
Britain which are et different stages of Industrial 
development but which have often been remarked upon 
for their administrative and constitutional similarities. 
[), 
There has been an incrsauing amount of discussionf 
in recent years, about the social responsibilities of 
business, although the concept has a long history* As 
1 
early as 1890 Alfred Marshall, an English economist 
suggested that organisations ~;>hauld be concerned with 
forces outside their economic activities. Marshall was 
mainly concerned with the positive factors- the rising 
level of education amongst the workers- the public 
services provided by the Government from which entre-
preneurs benefitted but made no contribution towards. 
In 1926 John Maynard Keynes , another British economist, 
had commented upon the "tendency of big enterprise to 
socialise itself". The concept remained a theoretical 
3 
abstraction until the publication of K.W. Kapps "Social 
Costs of Private Enterprise" in 1950 in which his basic 
thesis was that maximisation of net income by enter-
preneurs and corporations was likely to reduce the 
income or utility of other economic units and of the 
society at large. In short he claimed that conventional 
1. MARSHALL, A» "Elements of Economics of Industry". 
London, Maemillan, 1949« 
2. Keynes, «1M| "The End of Laissez-Faire", published 
in his Eaaavs in Persuation. London, 1926,pp.314-15. 
3. Kapp, KWt "Th? 5o.^ i^; pos^a of Pyivat? EfitBrpyjsff", 
Asia Publishing Housa, New York, 1950, 
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accounting measures of performance were misleading 
since they ignored social and environmental costs. 
4 
The appearance of J K Galbraith's "ThB Affluent 
Society" in 1958 gave riue to much of the new debate* 
The book questioned why the US economy seemed so well 
supplied with hair oil, tail finned cars and plastic 
novelties in the private sector, while cities decayed, 
air and water became polluted and land was despoiled 
in the public sector. Elaborating on this theme, the 
economist Kenneth E Boulding attributed much of man*s 
despoiling of nature to his inadequate frame of 
psrception. In "Beyond Economics" writeen in 1968 
he claimed that man still saw his natural resource 
baue aj a limitless exploitable frontier* 
However, it was not until 1971 that the price 
of industrial activity was again considered. Twenty 
6 
years after Kapp when Jay W. Forrester's "Industrial 
Dynanics" appeared, Forrester, by different methods, 
came to the aams conclusion as Kapp had<- "In complex 
non'-linaas systems the optimisation of any sub—system 
will generally conflict with the well being of the 
4. GALBRAITH JKt "The Affluent Sociatv". Pelican 
EdiilloR, 1958. 
5. Boulding, KEt "Bavond geonomica". Essays on Society, 
Raligion and Ethics, Miohigan Press, 1968. 
6. Forrester, JWi "Industrial Dvnamiea* ; Mass.1971 
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larger system of which it is a part". In "Business 
and jociety" (1976), Professor Kempner and his 
colleagues trace the development of modern business 
thought and conclude with some suggestions for a new 
political economyi one in which efficiency will be 
combined with a concern for community welfare and in 
which the present contradictions between "Competitive 
and "Conssnaua" approaches will be resolved* 
Again, in "Business Strategies for Survival"(1976 ) 
0 
Purdie and Taylor (Ed) concluded that businessmen are 
finding more and more that their most crucial problems 
are occurring not in the traditional fields of finance, 
production and marketing, but in the areai^  of social 
responsibility, politics and the environment. The 
contributors in this book thus present new philosophies, 
policies and techniques being adopted by public and 
private organisations to keep pace with the changes 
in the social and political environment* 
A growing literature suggests that an increasing 
number of corporate managers accept the need to serve 
the socisty in ways that go beyond the performance 
7» KsmpnBXf naemillani Hawkinsf "3"°^n°^^ ''"'^  :30ciBtv* 
Pelican, 1976. 
8. Purdie, WK and Taylor, B(ed)} "BusiOMSg ^tgategjes 
for laurvival". Hememanni London,1976. 
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and jQciety" (1976), Professor Kampnar and his 
colleagues trace the development of modern business 
thought and conclude with some suggestions for a new 
political economyi one in which efficiency will be 
combined with a concern for community welfare and in 
which the present contradictions between "Competitive 
and "Consensus" approaches will be resolved. 
Again, in "Buiiiness Strategies for Survival" (1976 ) 
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Purdie and Taylor (Ed) concluded that businessmen are 
finding more and more that their most crucial problems 
are occurring not in the traditional fields of finance, 
production and marketing, but in the area^ j of social 
responsibility, politics and the environment. The 
contributors in this book thus present new philosophies, 
policies and techniques being adopted by public and 
private organisations to keep pace with the changes 
in the social and political environment* 
A growing literature suggests that an increasing 
number of corporate managers accept the nsad to serve 
the society in ways that go beyond the performance 
7. Kampnsr, Maemillani Hawkinsi "Busir^ ess and jocietv* 
Pelican, 1976. 
8. Purdie, WK and Taylor, B(ed)| "BU8inB§9 Stga^BqJg^ 
for aurvival". Hewaroannt London,1976. 
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of a narrowly defined econoraic criterion. WBblBy{1975) 
reported in a survey carried out for the Public Relations 
Coneultants Association that over 90^ of the 180 U.K. 
chief executives questioned agreed with the CBI statement 
that the company has functions and obligationb beyond 
the pursuit of profit. Over 50^ rejected the opposing 
view that profit is the purpose of a business and it is 
society's task to protect tho3e adversely offectedj and 
nearly flC?& agreed that 'neglecting the interests of 
employees, cu tomer , supplier^, creditors, govarnraant 
and the community acts against the interest of share-
holders.' 
Harmon and Humble (1974) found in a survey of 
opinion in Britain for the Management Centre Europe 
that there seems to be an increase in general in the 
awareness and acceptance of social responsibility in 
business. 
5, Holmes (1976) reported from interviews with 
officers of large corporations that a significant change 
in executive opinions and corporate philouophies of 
9. Webley, St "Corporate Social Responsibility! Report 
Consultants AaBoeiation. London. PRCA. 1975. 17 oaoea, 
lO.Hesmon, P & Humble, Ji "^ gc^ flJl f^ ffPBna;lbl?4UUffi§ and 
British Compqin^ Ba*'. Brussels, Hanagemant Centre Europe, 
1974, 11 pages. 
11 • Holfes, St "Exeeutiye„Pereeptiona.,of Corporate 
Soeiel Responsibility", Businaaa HnriZQns»3une 
19T6, pp. §4-40. 
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social responsibility has occurred in the U.S. over 
the past five years. 
12 Bowman (1972) found from interviews with both 
industrial investors in Europe and America that an 
appropriate concern for corporate social responsibility 
on the part of a company is a -ign of good managomant 
and, therefore, consistent with and necessary to good 
investment. In this study, two myths were particularly 
attacked! first, that corporate social responsibility 
is dependant upon either and -solely the noblease oblige 
of the manager or the law;> of the governmentt and 
second, that corporate social responsibility is in 
fundamental conflict with the intere;ts of the investor. 
13 Carr (1970) believed that if the executive can 
demonstrate long-range profitability by including social 
values, he can make his point and benefit in 'prestige' 
as a result. 
Managerial attitudes towards 'Codes of practice' 
were recently studied by Melrose-Waodman and Kverndal 
14 
(197^) in a survey carried out for the British Institute 
1?.. Bowman, CHi "Corporate boc ia l R e s p o n s i b i l i t y and the 
Investor", .journal., of pqnt°"'Pff?rBg,V By9Jhngsff»W^"*eg* 
V o l . 2 , N o . 1 , 1 9 7 2 . 
13. Cars, AZt "Can an Executive Afford a Conscienco?" 
Harvard B^slnyBs ^ayt?i^- 4 8 ( 4 ) , 1970,pp.58*64. 
14. MelroBB-Woodman J andKvernda3.t«'Tq>fftiird? Sft^jtj f^ftgnffn-
fUHn%p P9"lPflnv Qo^gs 9f 61fhic^ •an'j PaPBgUcH BI>< 
Survey Report No.28, London,1976»64 pages . 
h, 
of Managament. Thay found that out of one hundred 
and thirty companies that took part in the survey, 
attitudes were fairly evenly split between those that 
saw the need for a code {66) and those that did not 
(60) with only four remaining neutral. The BIM Survey 
(1976) further reported that social responsibility was 
evident in a number of these corpanies through manage-
ment style, social projects, good employment policies, 
investment in research for social benefits and financial 
sponsorship of social projects. However, the survey 
was mainly directed at those which had written 'Codes 
of Social Responsibility'. 
Many studies, but mainly in the U.S. suggest 
that more and more corporations have been comdiitting 
their organisations to a variety of a social action 
15 
programmes. Ackerman (1973) studied the reaponses 
of large corporationa to aocial issues in the U.S.A. 
Ha pointed out that there axe thraa factors that 
hinder aocial raaponaibility implementation in large 
corporationat 
1• Corporate and divisional responsibilities 
are saperata. Thua, a decision at the top 
15. Ackernan RWt "How Companiaa Reapond to Social 
Damanda", Harvard Buainaaa Review. July 1973, 
pp. 88o98. 
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doss not easily filter down to the 'firing 
Hns». 
2. The financial reporting system used for msasurs-
ment doss not include social responsibility. 
3, The performance evaluation and reward system 
does not reinforce social responsibility. 
Cohn (1970) in a survey of 247 major corporations 
carried out in the U.S. found that 201 companies have 
some sort of urban affairs programme under way* but 
only 4 of these were started before 1965. The author 
provides useful guidelines for businessmen in developing 
an effective curporate urban affairs programme to solve 
pressing social problems. 
Eilbirt and Parket (1973) ' studied the actions 
that are being taken by major companies in the U.S. 
in this field and found that all ninety^six of the 
responding firms were engaged in some form of social 
responsibility effort. 
18 
Buehler and Shetty (197B) in an effort to analyse 
managerial responses to social demand in urban, consumer 
and environmental affairs, indicated that more and more 
16. Cohn, Jt "ts Business Meeting the Challenge of 
Urban Affairs?" Harvard Business RBview.Vol.48. 
No.2^1970,pp.32-33. 
17. Eilbirt H, Parket IRt "Current Status of Corporate 
Social Responsibility", Businssa Horizons. August 
1973,pp 5«14. 
18. Bushier VMf Shetty YKt "Managerial Response to 
Social Responsibility Hhallenna".Aeadamv of Wanaa«» 
mant Journal. March 1976. 
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companies have been committing their organisations 
to s variety of social action programmes through 
structural changes. Qut of the 232 responses received 
from a total of 1250 largest U.S. industrial and non-
industrial firms, more than half of the responding 
firms appeared to have programmes designed to meet the 
challenge of corporate responsibility. However, they 
reported that despite tremendous public and government 
pressure, many firms had not effected internal changes* 
19 
McGuire and Parish (1971) studied the rapidly 
accelerating corporate involvement in urban problems 
of the United States and reported that nine out of 
every ten executivee s^ id that the recent increased 
involvement of business in urban affairs is likely to 
be permanent. Not only is accelerated business involve-
ment in urban affairs permanent, it will likely broaden 
and intensify with time. 
20 Webster (1973) found in a research survey of 
157 companies in the U.S. that business response to 
consuroszism prsssurss has more in the form of a taJcen 
response and isolated action than a coordinated 
19. HcGulre, JWf Parish «IBi "Status Report On a 
Profound ReMoiution**, (JiJLifBrn^a HanagBmftnt 
Rsviaw. V o l . 1 3 , N o . 4 , 1 9 7 1 , pp,79»86 
20 . Wsbstsr, F£ J r . "Does Businsss Misunderstand 
Consumerism? "Harvard Business RBviawi VoUSI, 
1.89-97. No.5,1973t pp. 
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programme of positive planned action. The problem, 
says Webster* appears to be not one of economics or 
ability to respond, but of managerial attitude* 
A number of companies which have given donations 
for charity, education and research have been intensively 
21 
studied by Shenfield (1969, 1971) who has, however, 
restricted her analysis to a study of aijgregated figures. 
It is a significant indicator of social responsibility 
but it has to be realised that these donations axe 
rather marginal to total organisation's resource. In 
Britain it accounts for half a percent of net profits 
and in the U.S. for just double that percentage. 
22 
Aaker and Day (1972) reported in a study of 
'Corporate Responses to Consumer Pressures' carried out 
in the U.S. that despite internal barriers and external 
threats, companies and trade associations are making 
progress with action programmes to meet consumer 
pressures. In conclusion the authors emphasize that 
Bvolution of business responses to consumerism is 
entering a new stage with increasing recognition that... 
consumerism pressures will continue at a high, although 
21 • Shenfield Bi "Company/ Boards. Political and Economic 
Planning", George Allen and Unwin, 1971* 
22* Aaker, DA and Day St "Corporate Responses to 
Consumerism Prasaures", harvard Buainei^ a[ Rqvietf. 
Vol.50, No.6, 1972, pp. 114-124. 
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perhaps less frenetic level in the future. For some 
companies consumerism has been an opportunity rather 
than a threat and that responsive programmes can yield 
dividends through increased consumer confidence. 
23 
Moss (1972) reported similar findings in his 
survey concerning the consumer affairs programmes of 
Fortune's largest 300 industrials that the companies 
accorded major importance to quality control, design 
improvements and bettering customer service. 
24 
Bragdon and Marlin in a case study of Pulp and 
Paper industry,carried out in the U.S., tested the 
negative hypothesis that social responsibility is 
necessarily unprofitable. They found that this 
hypothesis is untenable. The results of this study 
support the counter-hypothesis that pulp and paper 
firms, which have shown a high degree of pollution 
control psrformancet have also turned in high profit 
performance. 
The idea of social responsibility is thus not a 
new onsi but new pressures to recognise social rsspon-
I' 
sibilitiss have arisen in recent times. For instancs* 
23. Hoas, fCi "Initiatives in Corporate Responsibility" 
^ ,BjP°gt on Consumers Affairs ProQrarewfas.Nsw Yoric, 
24. Bragdon JH Jr.i Narlin JAtt "Zs Pollution Profit-
abis?" HAffh ffin^qnifntt April, 1972, pp.9-i8. 
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the growth of larger industrial enterprises^ the 
threat of pollution, greater affluence, increasing 
labour disputes and a changing social climate, have 
made necessary to re-examine the place of business in 
society. 
THE PRQMaTIQN AND DEVr.LnPMENT OF THE 
CONCEPT or 50CIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS IN INDIA 
The relevance of social responsibility to the 
problems and aims of a developing society like ours 
is viewed differently by many. There is a view in our 
country that holds that matters such as social Justice 
or the social accountability of industry should wait 
until there was further economic growth and more wealth 
creatodi and that too much concern with these matters 
at the ihitial stage of economic development would 
only result in arresting the process of growth. It 
can be argued that this primary and staggering task 
not to ba accomplished merely by following any single 
line of activity that has to take precedence ovsx all 
else. If that task is to be satisfactorily tackled, 
there must be varied concurrent activity and balanced 
development over e wiie range. For instance, education 
should go ahead and more employment opportunities must 
be provided. Population control should become a serious 
Go 
national concern^ the quality of leadership in every 
field must improve and so also the social and human 
resources in general; a sense of common endeavour 
and opportunities for meaningful participation would 
hove to be provided to those engaged in the process 
of production. There must be a firm commitment to 
work for achieving growth consistent with socicl 
coneiderations and to ensure that business enterprises 
pursue not merely economic objectives but also serve 
the larger interests of social and human development. 
Those who favour corporate social involvement 
have differences as to the means by which it could be 
translated into practice- either by voluntary action 
or state regulation and regulation by associations of 
businessmen, managers, workers, consumers or by means 
of education and understanding between business, 
government and the general public. 
In India Gandhiji was one of the first persons 
who had foreseen this problem and spelt out his own 
philosophy to meet this challenge. The Indian National 
Congress under his leadership was not concerned merely 
with the winning of political freedom. It had a social 
objective as well, Gandhiji was a strong advocate of 
the ideal of Sarvodaya which meant moral as well as 
b'i 
material well-being of all sections of the community* 
He had davoted special attention to the requirements 
of the poorest and the lowest strata of our society. 
He was mainly responsible for launching constructive 
programmes such as uplift of woment rural development, 
removal of untouchability, reducing disparities in 
incomes and wealth, etc. All thesa programmes had a 
social objective behind them and the Charkha was its 
symbol. He recognised the fact that if a socialist 
democracy was to function, adequate employment opportu-
nities should be provided to all the citizens irrespective 
of their caste, colour and creed to enable them to earn 
their living with self-respect and dignity. To quote 
Gandhiji, *To a people famishing and idle, the only 
acceptable form in which God can dare appear is work 
and promise of food or wages'• 
Gandhiji was the champion of the legitimate rights 
of labour and he held very strong views about the share 
that labour should have in industry* Many a tima 
although ha expressed the view that 'labour was superior 
to capital..•' but at the same time ha wanted harmonious 
cooperation between the two or, as he put it, "a marriage 
between capital and labour"* 
The concept of trusteeship as advocated by Gandhiji 
Gv; 
was one of the dominant txsnds in his political and 
social philosophy and he extended this concept of 
trusteeship to cover all fields of life. The Gandhian 
principle of trusteeship expresses the inherent respon-
sibility of business enterprise to its consumers, 
workers, shareholders and the community, and the mutual 
responsibilities of these to one another. While the 
concept of trusteeship would apply to the greater part 
of our society, Gandhiji went higher still and thought 
in terms of non-possession. He saw that the rich are 
discontented no less than the poor. 
Gandhiji was a saint and not all that he preached 
and practised could be applied in today's society. 
Moreover, the concept of trusteeship was not the final 
word on the subject. The concept as evolved some 30 
years ago was capable of being further developed and 
improved upon. There were many practical difficulties 
in bringing out social responsibilities. Illiterate 
worksra and lethargic community could not participate 
in any activity with any sense of responsibility. Social 
awareneas had to be aroused for any social action. Till 
this was achieved, trusteeship would remain only a 
concept* 
Indeed, before the advent of Gandhian philosophy, 
social raaponsibilities of business were emphasiaad by 
6u 
the influence of religion and ths institutiona of 
society. Religion had for many decades preached for 
such social responsibilities of management as protect* 
ing the rights and welfare of workers and avoiding 
exploitation of labour in all forms by the owners of 
business, construction of schools, hospitals and houses, 
providing goods and services at reasonable prices, 
curbing such malpractices as aduitaration, hoarding, 
black-marketing and so on. But of course the effects 
of such socially irresponsible practices were often 
limited especially in the industrial field due to the 
srnallness of the enterprises concernod. The Industrial 
Revolution created the opportunity for the aptearance 
of enterprises whose social effects are great and affect 
many communitisa, perhaps in many lands. It also 
stimulated efforts to enforce social responsibility 
through legislation (e.g., the Factory Acts) and the 
nineteenth and twantiath century showed a few examples 
of tha voluntary acceptance of social concern by 
anlightanad businaaaman, some of whom ware influenced 
by the early criticisms of the capitalist aociaty. 
India is trying to build a welfare State on a 
socialist damocratic pattern. The criteria for deter-
mining the lines of advance'must not be private profit 
b. 
but social gain'. To quote Late Prima Minister Mr. Lai 
25 Bahadur Shastri "The benefits of economic development 
must accrue more and more to the relatively less-
privileged class of society and there should be progressive 
reduction of the concentration of incomes» wealth and 
economic power"*.. Wu must develop but we must not allow 
unbridled profit motive to he the sole goal to economic 
activity «.• Let us look not to the immediate profit 
but to the long term gain. Let us build on strong 
foundations that will stand the test of time." 
In a survey of nearly 5D0 Chief Executives in 
11 European countries it was found that 74 per cent of 
the Chief Executives said they were spending considerably 
mors time in dealing v.iith social issues both inside and 
outside the company than they had five years ago,(Humble 
2(5 
and Jhonson,1978} • They ware actively involved in 
dealing with social iseues and donated liberally for the 
uplift and welfare of the community, workers, etc* 
A seminar sponsored by India International Centre, 
New Delhi, in 1966 on "Social Responsibilities of 
Businass" made a declaration to this effect in these 
25* Inaugural Address delivered by the late Prime Minister 
Mr* Lai Bahadur Shastri at the International Seminar 
on "Sffcisl Rsfponsibilities of Businaas". held at 
India International Centre, New Delhi, March 1965. 
26. Huwble U. and Jhonson Mi "Corcargte Social Raaponsilitv". 
Report from Nanagamant Centra Europe, BruasaXa, 
Belgium, 1978. 
G >u 
wordai "Since the business life of India closely 
concerns and increasingly determines the happiness and 
welfare of its people we declare that in addition to 
making a fair and adequate return on capital, business 
roust be just and humane, as well as efficient and 
dynamic* In the complex economic and business life of 
the country every enterprise has a manifold responsibi-
lity, viz., to itself, to its customers, workers, share-
holders and the community, and it is the task of manage-
ment to reconcile these separate and aometimes conflicting 
27 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s " . The par t i c ipant s in the Seminar 
both Indian as wel l as fore ign were united in t h e i r view 
that every e n t e r p r i s e , no matter l a r g e or small , must, 
i f i t i s to enjoy confidence and r e s p e c t , seek a c t i v e l y 
to discharge i t s r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s in a l l the d i r e c t i o n s 
indicated above and not towards one group a lone , or to 
one or two groups, such as shareholders or workers, at 
the expenaa of tha community and consumer. 
28 Frod Blum (19fi6) had apal t out concre te ly tha 
a o c i a l r a a p o n a i b i l i t i e s of managamant as f o l l ows t 
t« Proviaion of an adequate l e v e l of income for a 
working fami ly , i . e . minimum wagas} 
27 . Internat ional Seminar on "Social Raaoonaibi l i t iBe 
l.t, BUg4fHmi*» N*** Delh i , March 1965. 
28 . Blum rt "SffPl,!; P,?yBffnnkb.l.li,t4.ftg fff •gyaififfw«*>'»<^i« 
Internat ional Centre^ New De lh i , 19OD, page 4 7 . 
G . 
2* Provis ion of equal opportuni t i e s for a l l employees 
to develop t h e i r a b i l i t i e s and p o t e n t i a l i t i e s ! 
3 . Preservat ion of the l i b e r t y of the indiv idual 
and protect ion against the dangers of paternal ismi 
4* Ensuring the qual i ty of goods and s e r v i c e s elimina-
t ing adul terat iont and 
5. All round development of the l o c a l i t y in which an 
enterpr i se was l o c a t e d , e . g . no foul ing of the 
atmosphere or of r i v e r s by smoke or e f f l u e n t . 
This i s a modest and concrete etatement of the 
s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s of bus iness which roust be 
discharged by the management for i t s long-term surv iva l 
and growth as an economic and s o c i a l e n t i t y * Howevert 
in the •bsence of we l l -de f ined standards for measuring 
s o c i a l a c t i v i t i e s , the d i f f i c u l t i e s would l a r g e l y centre 
around the problem of quantifying s u b j e c t i v e judgements. 
29 
Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao (1966) suggested many non-coercive 
and non-legal ways of enforcing s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y * 
These includedi 
1* Exemplary conduct and behaviour on the part of 
e l i t e s in a l l walks of l i f e f 
2* Voluntary ac t ion by a s s o e i a t i o n s of businessmen, 
trade unions, consumers a t a o e i a t i o n s f 
3* Public pressures on the l i n e s o f , say , p r i e s 
r s s i s t a n c e movements by consumsrs and other 
29* Rao, VKRVi "Social R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s of Bus inass* , 
India Internat iona l Centre, New De lh i , 1966,p«3S« 
i U 
groups in the community if and when necassary* 
Although Dr, Rao argued that social responsibi-
lities could be effectively ensured by the business 
voluntarily rather than through legal coercion* he 
did not rule out the necessity for some kind of State 
regulation or enforcement as all human beings had their 
failings and so had business organisations. However, 
he did not suggest the specific areas v4iere State 
regulation might be more productive and what side 
effects will it produce. 
During the past decade the subject of social 
responsibility has been discussed extensively by the 
psychologists, sociologists, political scientists, 
businessmen, economists and administrators. The relevance 
of social responsibility and its implementation in 
industrial organisations is being increasingly recognised 
in the U.K. as well as in U.S.A. The literature suggests 
that an increasing number of corporate managers have 
accBpted the need to respond to ths challsnges of 
rapidly changing environment (Monseu 1974} Weblay 1975)| 
Rockefeller 1974t Harmon and Humble 1974} Melroas-
Woodman and Kverndal 1976| Holmes 1976). Many corpora-
tions mainly in U.S. have taken concrete actions for 
implewanting social responsibility programmas (Cohsn 1970| 
I JL 
McGulre and Parish 1971| Moss 1972| Aaker and Day 1972| 
Ackarman 1973| Webster 1973» E i lb i r^t and Parket 1973s 
Buehler and Shetty 1976) . 
The evidence shows that roost of the research 
concerning i s s u e s involved in corporate soc ia l raapon-
s i b i l i t y has been carr ied out in B r i t a i n and America 
and i t appears that the notion of s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
has not made much headway in a developing s o c i e t y l i k e 
ours . With the growth of l a r g e e n t e r p r i s e s , increas ing 
labour d i sputes , the r i sks of p o l l u t i o n and a changing 
s o c i a l c l imate , i t i s hoped that the relevance of s o c i a l 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for a developing s o c i e t y l ike ours w i l l 
be increas ing ly recognised and sooner or l a t e r corpora-
t i o n s w i l l have no choice but to inc lude s o c i a l c o n s i -
derat ions in t h e i r decision-making process* 
SUMMARY 
During the p a s t two d e c a d e s much a t t e n t i o n has 
been focussed on the s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of management 
in developed and developing countr ies of the world. 
Some s t u d i e s i n d i c a t e that an increas ing number of 
corporate managers accept the re levance of the not ion 
of s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y in industry (Webley 1975| 
Harmon and Humble 1974} Committee for Economic Develop-
ment 19711 Monsen 1974| Rockfe l l er 1974) . Corporats 
• • - • 
responaaBto aocial demands have been e x t e n s i v e l y 
s tudied by Ackerman (1973) , E i l b i r t and Parket (1973 ) , 
Bushier and Shetty (1976) and corporate responses to 
consumerism pressures were s tudied by Webster (1973) , 
Aakar and Day (1972) and Moss (1972 ) , Managerial 
responses to the chal lenge of urban a f f a i r s were studied 
by Cohn (1970) and McGuire and Parish (1971) . Environ-
mental i s s u e s were looked into by Bragdon and Marlin 
(1972) and Bushier and Shetty ( 1 9 7 6 ) . Managerial 
a t t i t u d e s towards * codes of p r a c t i c e ' were r e c e n t l y 
s tudied by Melrose-Woodman and Kvcrndal (1976) in a 
survey carried out for the B r i t i s h I n s t i t u t e of Management. 
I t thus appears that the s o c i a l l y or iented i s s u e s 
have bean among the roost favour i te problems of research 
in the 19608 and the 1970s . However, there i s s t i l l 
a lack of comprehensive empirical a n a l y s i s of the way 
in which aoc ia l i s s u e s are being t r e a t e d by the sen ior 
managers who play the main ro le in determining the 
o v e r a l l ob jec t ive of the company and i t a p o l i c i e s . 
Research re la t ing to a comparative study of managerial 
a t t i t u d e s to eoc ia l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y in India and B r i t a i n 
which are a t d i f f e r e n t s t a g e s of economic development 
but with s imi lar adminis trat ive and c o n s t i t u t i o n a l 
pat tern , i s not a v a i l a b l e to the knowledge of the present 
i IJ 
i n v e s t i g a t o r . This would enable the researcher to 
bring out the dominant socio-economic and c u l t u r a l 
fac tors that account for the d i f fe rences , if any, in 
the managerial responses to social r e s p o n s i b i l i t y in 
the two coun t r i e s . I t i s espec ia l ly important to study 
what concrete act ions are being taken by the Indian 
and Br i t i sh companies to implement socia l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
and what mechanisms are used by the companies for the 
enforcement of soc ia l ob jec t ives . Again, there i s 
l i t t l e evidence ava i lab le to exaraino the impact of the 
various pieces of l e g i s l a t i o n on soc ia l r e spons ib i l i t y 
and what s ide ef fec ts i t has produced. Also, l i t t l e 
attempt i s made to examine and compare the problems 
tha t are encountered by the companies in implementing 
soc ia l r e spons ib i l i t y in a developing soc ie ty with those 
of the problems encountered by the companies in a 
developed socie ty l i k e U.K. This research aims to 
a t t a i n these o b j e c t i v e s . The next chapter discusses 
tha Method and the Procedure adopted to carry out the 
preaent survey* 
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CHAPTER»III 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
The aim of the first chaptRX was to analyse 
some thsaretical aspects of t,ie study which are 
contained in this thesis. The preceding chapter 
reviews many atudins concerning imnngerial responses 
to social respanaibility and the arguments and 
rationale of the prosent study were also discussed 
in brief. The purpose of t'lis chapter is to discuss 
and describe the mathods and procedure that have 
been employed to carry out the present survey. 
To examine the managerial attitudes to social 
responsibility in two countries! India and Britain, 
and to discover the practical problems encountered 
by the Indian and British companies in implementing 
this concept, an investigation into the perceptions 
of the top executives of 48 companies in the West 
Midlands, U.K., of corporate social responsibility 
was carried out. A similar survey of 41 companies 
was carried out in Delhi and District Ghaziabad.U.P., 
India* 
{ \i 
The main objective of the preaent survey was 
to obtain information which allowed for comparison 
of managerial attitudes to social responsibility in 
India and Britain, which are at different stages of 
economic development but having very similar industrial 
and constitutional pattern. 
The specific aspects DXplored were: (a) the 
relevance of social responsibility in the functioning 
of organisations; (b) the structural changes that 
are being introduced by the companies in India and 
Britain in response to social demandsj (c) the 
perceived corporate involvement in social action 
programmes! (d) the problems encountered by the 
companies in implementing social responsibility 
programmes, and (e) how can the behaviour of organi-
sations be monitored to ensure that all actions and 
their consequsneas are socially reaponsible. 
THS; S A W U IN JH Mt<^ « 
A questionnaire waa developed from social 
responsibility literoture and surveys of social issues 
to obtain information on the five main areas described 
above. 
The questionnaire was sent to the managing 
directors of 20D companies in the West Midlands 
I I 
randomly SBlected from the Kompaas 1976 Directory 
on Company Information. This compilation provided 
a representation from a cross-section of industries. 
The industries included engineering, electronics, 
printing and publishing, transport equipments, 
building and construction, distribution trades, food, 
beverages and tobacco, footwear and textiles, mining 
and quarrying, furniture and fittings, petroleum 
and coal products, real estate, manufacture of leather 
and fur, products of wood and cork, insurance, etc. 
The random sample included eighty email companies, 
sixty medium-sized companias and sixty large sized 
companies. Companies were classified into small, 
medium and large on the basis of number of employees 
employed by them. The classification of companies 
into small, medium and large on the basis of number 
of employees was as follows* 
No. of Employeea Compaqi^ eii 
Upto 200 Small 
201 - 2000 Medium 
Over 2000 Large 
It should be noted that our classification of 
companies into small, medium and large, on the basis 
of number of employees, is only one taxonomy of many 
T:2,P &0...... ;;•]) 
that ara passible. Companies, for instance, may also 
be classified into small, medium and large on the 
basis of capital investment, turnover, or the value 
of the total assets. 
Of the 200 quostionnairea sent, 65 were returned, 
of which 48 were able to be used in the analysis. 
This represents a return of 32.5 per cent. In compa-
rison with other similar studies this was a reasonable 
return rate, (for example, BIM, 1976, 32.5 per cent| 
Buehler and Shetty, 1976, 19 psr centj Abouzeid and 
Weaver, 1978, 44 per cent, Holmes, 1976, 34 per cent). 
The question arises whether only thaae who were 
socially responsible replied to the questionnaire, 
Buehler and 5hetty (1976) attempted to answer this 
question by studying the responses to another survey 
which included a large proportion of those companies 
that had not responded to their questionnaire. They 
found from an analysis in areas of comraitroent to 
social action programmes that there was no difference 
in ths level of commitment between responding and 
non«>re8ponding companies. Indeed, ths latter seemed 
more active in social action programmes than the 
companiaa who did respond. 
Of those who declined to fill in the questionnaire, 
/ l > 
some gave the fo l lowing XBasonst 
1• lack of t ime) 
2. inadequate staff} 
3» pressures of business are high; 
4* lack of sympathy with the theraej 
5* the company is in the midst of a takeover; 
6. it is Impossible to answer with any degree 
of accuracyi 
7» we cannot cpare the effort and time needed 
to fill in the questionnaire. 
In addition to questionnaires, fifteen interviews 
(about a third of the total responding firms) were 
carried out in this survey with senior executives of 
the responding companies in the West Midlands, U.K. 
The purpose of conducting interviews was mainly to 
ascertain whether any ambiguity existed in the questions 
and to gather additional information on the open ended 
questions. The issues that were discussed in the 
interviews includsdt 
1. The relevanoe of the idea of social reepon* 
sibility in business} 
2. The social responsibilities of companies 
towards shareholders, employees, customers, 
suppliers, government and the public at large* 
3» The significance of social goals vis-a-vis 
profits! 
OvJ 
4. Involvement of companies (in terms of investment 
raade) in social responsibility activities parti-
cularly in the three areas i.e. urban affairs* 
consumer affairs and environmental affairs, 
5. The cost/benefits of social responsibility 
programmes. 
6. Who should monitor social responsibility? 
?• Mechanisms for the enforcement of social policies. 
8. The issue of legislation as a method of implemen-
ting social responsibility. 
9. Problems arising out of conflicts with maintain-
ing efficiency and profitability and the involve-
ment of companies in Social programmes. 
10. What is the managerial view of social respon-
sibility? 
In additiont the company records of some selected 
companies were analysed for two main reaasons. First» 
to find out if there is a written company policy 
statement relating specifically to social responsibility, 
Sacondy to determine the investment made by companies 
in arsaa of social responsibility and to take into 
account the differences* if any* between the views of 
top managers on the issue of social responsibility and 
the actions that are being taken by the companies to 
8. 
implement social responsibility. 
THE SAMPLE IN INDIAi 
To examine the managerial response to sociid. 
responsibility, a similar survey of 4Q0 companies 
was carried out in Delhi and District Ghaziabadf U.P. 
The survey consisted of a questionnaire which was 
sent to a selscted sample of 400 companies and twanty 
one interviews with top executives of selected firms. 
The purpose of the survey wast 
1. To ascertain the views of senior executivas of 
selected British and Indian companies on issues 
concerning corporate social responsibility! 
2. To investigate and compare the actions that are 
being taken by the companies in India and 
Britain for social improvements; and 
3. To examine the problems encountered by the 
industry in India and Britain for implementing 
social responsibility projects* 
The questionnaire was designed in a way to 
achieve the above three specific objectives of th,B 
research* The questionnaire consisted of sixtean 
main questions requiring a total of 45 raaponsas* 
The questionnaire was sent to the managing 
directors of 400 companies in Delhi and District 
8,: 
Ghazlabadf U.P. selected from the Times of India 
1978 Directory. The sample provided a representation 
from a crcas-section of industries. The sample 
included one hundred and eighty five small companius, 
one hundred and thirty five medium sized companies 
and eighty large companies. Companies were classified 
into small, medium and large on the basis of the 
number of employeBS employed by thara. This .vas done 
for certain comparative purposes to find out whether 
size is a major determinant of social responsibility 
behaviour in companies. 
Of the 400 questionnaires sent, 41 were returned 
(a return of 10 per cent) after follow ups. This was 
a poor return rate in comparison with other similar 
studies (for example, BIM,1976, 32.5 por centt Eilbirt 
and Paskett 1976, 24 per cent| Buehler and Shetty, 
1976, 19 par centj Holroea,1976, 34 per cent). Data 
do not allow for specifying clearly the reasons for 
non'-reBponss. 
Interviawa with twsnty-one of the respondents 
were carried out to determine any misunderstandings 
of the questions and to obtain more information on 
social activities of the firms. The issues discussed 
in the interviews includedi the relevance of social 
responsibility for a developing country like Indiat 
b.y 
the type of social activities undertaken by the 
firme for ahareholderar workers, customers and the 
government, the significance of social goal vis-a-vis 
profits, involvement of companies in social respon-
sibility activities, the cost/benefits of social 
responsibility programmes, the mechanisms for the 
enforcement of social policies, and the problems 
encountered by the firms in implementing social 
responsibility programmes. 
In addition, the annual reports of some aslected 
companies were analysed tu determine the company 
philosophy on social responsibility and the expenditure 
incurred by the companies for the benefit of employees 
and the community in areas of social concern. 
Data for comparative study ware gatherad from 
41 Indian companies and 48 British companies. Thu 
British sample includsd a representation from a cxoas^ r 
section of industries. The Indian sample comprised 
all manufacturing companies located in Delhi and 
Gh;:iziabad industrial area. Both the Indian as well as 
the british samples comprised companies of all size 
vizt small, medium and large. They were classified 
8* 
into smallt medium and large on the basis of number 
of employees employed by the firm. 
Data on managsrial attitudes to social responsi* 
bility in two countries* vizt India and Britain, were 
gathered from a self-administered questionnaire and 
from interviews with senior manager:-, in Indian and 
British organisations. The Annual Reports of companies 
were also collected where available. The returns 
obtained from Indian respondents were nuch lowar 
compared to the returns from British respandenta. The 
data do not allow to specify clearly the reasons for 
a poor return rate obtained from Indian companies. 
The next chapter will take on the analysis and inter-
pretation of data. 
b-
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CHAPTER-IV 
R E S U L T S 
In Chapter II we have reviewed many relevant 
studies which are directly or indirectly related to 
the problem of present survey. Chapter III offered 
an analysis of the methods and procedure that have 
been employed for conducting the present survey. 
The aim of this chapter is to offer an analysis of 
data obtained with the help of questionnaires. The 
data has been analysed separately in terms of the 
attitudes of Indian managers and British managers 
towards soma of the issues that are involved in 
corporate social responsibility. The data, obtained 
with the help of interviews conducted with selected 
Indian and British managers* have been analysed at 
the end of this chapter. The analysis contains a 
total of 41 Indian companies compared with 48 British 
companies* 
b. 
TABLE > I 





















TOTAL 41 100.0 48 100.0 
Q.lt Do you accept in general the relevance of 
socia l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y in business? 
8o 
Nearly 98 per cent (40) of Indian managers 
and 94 per cent (45) at British managers accept 
in general the relevnnce of social responsibility 
in business, while only 2 per cent (1) of Indian 
managers and 4 per cent (2) of British Managers 
do not accept its relevance. The remaining one 
of the British respondents commented merely by 
saying that social responsibility is not of the 
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Table 2 indicates ths main areas that are 
considered relevant to corporate social responsi-
bility. In Britain, employees are clearly the 
most forward group since all 48 (100 per cant } 
of the respondents think thai companies are socially 
reoponsibla to their employees- Table 2, This is 
followed by the consumers (90 per cent), shareholders 
(73 per cant), the public at large (63 per cent) 
and crsditars (54 per cant). Government, at 38 per 
cent is the least forward. 
In India, nearly 93 per cent of the rBSpondents 
think that companies are socially responsible to 
their eraployaes. This was followed by the consumers 
(83 per cent). Government (81 per cent), creditors 
(59 per cent), shareholders (54 per cent), and public 
at largs (52 per cent). It should, however, be noted 
fron Table 2 that while employees rank ae the most 
forward group both by Indian as well as British 
Managers, Sovernmant ranks third by Indian managers 
after employees and consumers, but in the U«K«, 
Government is the least favoured. 
KJ L 
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TOTAL 41 1 0 0 . 0 48 1 0 0 . 0 
Q .3 i How e s s e n t i a l would you t h i n k i t i s f o r 
f i r m s to pursue s o c i a l goals as w e l l as 
p r o f i t s ? 
^, 
Tabls 3 indicates that there are no significant 
differences in the attitudes of British managers to 
that of their Indien counter parts in regard to the 
significance of social goals vis-a-vis profits, 
31 (75 per cent) of Indian managers said that it 
is at least very essential for firms to pursue social 
goals as well as profits. 6 of the respondents (20 
per cent) regarded social goals fairly essential for 
firms to pursue. 1 of the respondents (2 per cent) 
considered sociel goals not very essential and only 1 
regarded social goals not at all essential for firms 
to pursue. 
Similarly, a majority of British executives 
(54 per cent) agreed that it is at least very essential 
for firms to attain social goals as well as profits. 
12 of the British managers (25 per cent) regarded social 
goals folrly eesential for the business to pursue. 
5 of the respondents (10 pet cent) considered social 
goals not very essential and only 3 (6 per cent) 
regarded social goals not at all essential for firms 
to pursua. Two of the British respondents (4 per cent) 
did not respond to this question for the reasons not 
specified in the queetionnaire. 
lU) 
TABLE ~ A 
ANTICIPATED GAINS 
1. Increased productivity and profitability. 
2. Greater job satisfaction among employees, 
3. Improved product quality. 
4. Retention of a significant private sector, 
5. Balanced development against environmental needs, 
6. Increased chances for survival of business. 
7. Good inductrial relations, 
e . Improved working environment, 
9 . Bet ter chances for success fu l marketing and labour 
recruitment. 
10. Improved corporate image. 
11 . Enhanced customer r e l a t i o n s , 
12. Improved r e l a t i o n s h i p s between shareholderSf 
amployaBSf the company's c r e d i t o r s , s u p p l i e r s , 
customers and the p u b l i c . 
13 . Increased s o c i a l aWarenesa. 
14 . I t contr ibutes to general s o c i a l welfare and 
growth of tha country . 
15 . Gives a asnsa of r e s p o n s i b i l i t y and pride to 
managenant and workforce. 
16. Iroprovaroent in tha l i v i n g stv3ndarda of workers, 
17. Avoidance of p r o h i b i t i v e l e g a l s a n c t i o n s . 
18 . Smooth working of the businaas 
19» Greater i n c e n t i v e s and the w i l l to work 
2 0 . Corporate a c c e p t a b i l i t y by publ ic 
21* A b e t t e r i n d u s t r i a l s o c i e t y 
Q.4, What are tha p o t e n t i a l gains that are l i k e l y to be 
achieved from s o e i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y prograoimea? 
i-i 
A Xarge majority of Indian executives (85 psr 
cent ) believed that corporate social involvement is 
likely to lead to some significant gains for the 
business, while 5 per cent of the Indian respondents 
believe that it is unlikely to result in any significant 
gains for the business. The remaining (10 per cent) 
of the respondents did not answer this question. 
Nearly 70 per cent of British executives believed 
that corporate social involvement is likely to result 
in certain significant gains for the business, Positiva 
comnents in rsgard to such expected gains have been 
summarised in Table 4, About 9 per cent (4) of the 
respondents to this question believed that the potential 
gains from social responsibility programmes are likely 
to be very little. 6 per cent of the British respondsnts 
believe that corporate social involvement is unlikely 
to result in any significant gains and the remaining 
ones did not respond for reasons not known from the 
questionnaire* 
TA^LE - 5 ( ^ ) 
TYPES OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACTIVITIES 
( I N D I A ) 
LEVEL OF 
ACTIVITY 

























9 . 7 
4 8 . 8 
0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
c 
&ESIGN 






8 5 . 5 
2 . 4 
9 . 7 
2 . 4 
1 0 0 . 0 
U R B A 
MEDICAL 
ftS^^^TAf^l 







3 1 . 7 
1 9 . 5 
4 6 . 3 
2 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 
t S U M 
QUALITY 






8 7 . 8 
0 . 0 
1 2 . 2 
0 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
N A F F 
CONTRIBUTION 
TO EDUCATION 






3 4 . 2 
19 .5 
19 ,5 
2 6 . 8 
1 0 0 , 0 
£ R A 
MARKETING 
IflPf^QVEMENT? 






5 3 , 6 
7 . 3 
2 4 , 5 
14.f i 
















AIR AND WATER ASSISTANCE TO GOVERNMENT 
POLl^MTIOS FPR COMTRPLI^ING pOUUT|C 





2 6 . 8 
1 T . 1 
2 1 . 9 
3 4 . 2 







9 . 7 
3 4 . 2 
4 1 . 5 
1 0 0 , 0 
I R S 
URBAN 
R?:N^WAI,5 
. P e r C«nt 
1 2 , 2 
2 4 . 4 
1 7 . 1 
4 6 . 3 
1 0 0 . 0 
F A I R 
SERVICES 
Per Ceiit 
5 3 , 6 
4 . 9 
2 6 . 9 
1 4 . 6 




CULTURE ?r ARTS 






















9 . 6 
2 9 . 2 
2 9 , 2 
3 1 . 8 
1 0 0 , 0 
TOMER INFORMA. 
N L EDUCATION 
Per Cent 
4 3 . 9 
4 . 9 
2 1 . 9 
2 9 . 3 
1 0 0 . 0 
CATEGORY 
Per Cent 
7 . 3 
0 . 0 
2 . 4 
9 0 . 3 
1 0 0 . 0 
d.Ss Would you kindly Ind ica te the l e v e l of a c t i v i t y ( in terns of investment} 
engaged in by your company in the three areas , i . e . Urban A f f a i r s , 
Consuaer Af fa irs and Ensivoaental Af fa i r s? in your opinion* conpared to 
other companies* i s i t high low or about the same. 
^u 
Table 5(a) gives a list of social rBSponsibilitx/ 
activities undertaken by the Indian companies in the 
three areas, i»B, Urban Affaire, Consumer Affairs and 
Environmentnl Affairs. In urban affairs category all 
(100 per cent) Indian firms report contributions to 
employrocnt and training. Of these 17 of the Indian 
managers (42 per cent) perceived that the level of 
activity engaged in by their companies was high compared 
to other companies; 10 per cent of the Indian respondents 
saw the contribution mode by their companies as low and 
the remaining 48 per cent of the responding firms 
perceived that their contribution in this area was 
the same as that of other firms. The next most favoured 
activity (in terms of investment made by Indian companies 
in these activities) was supporting improvements in 
medical care facilities at 97 per cent. Of these, 32 
per cent of the responding firms indicated that their 
level of involveroent was high compared to other firms, 
20 per cent saw their contribution as low and 46 per 
cent of the responding firms perceived that their level 
of activity was the same as that of other companies* 
The other programmes attracting moat active involvement 
were contributions to education at 73 per cent, followad 
by contribution to culture and aria at 68 per cent 
and urban renewal at 54 per cent. 
[)\ 
In consumer affairs, the Indian companies 
indicated their major activity to be in quality control 
(100 per cent). This is closely followed by efforts 
in design improvement (98 per cent), marketing improve-
ments and customer service each at 85 per cent. The 
next most practised activity is customer information 
and education (71 per cent). In quality control, 
design improvements, marketing improvements, customer 
service and customer information and education, the 
majority of Indian companies in each category perceived 
that their level of activity was high compared to 
other companies, while the remaining responding firms 
in these areas felt that their contribution was either 
the same or low as that of other companies. None of 
the Indian firms in the quality control area saw its 
contribution as low compared to other firms. 
In environmental affairs, the responding firms 
perceived that they were involved more actively in 
water and air pollution {66 per cent) than in other 
environmental activities. In this area too, the 
majority of responding firms (11) perceived that their 
contribution for the control of air and water pollution 
was high compared to other companies, 7 of the 
responding firms indicated that the level of their 
^ ^ . 
involvemBnt was low and 9 Indian firms saw that 
their contribution was the same as that of other 
firms. The next moat favoured activity in this 
category is assistance to government for controlling 
pollution and in developing environmental monitoring 
systems (59 per cant). The 'other category* generated 
the following responses which were not included in 
the mailed questionnaire! 
1. Rural development} 
2. Advancing loans to workers free of interest! 
3. Good pay, cash advances and incentives to 
work era I 
4« Helping the weaker sections and handicapped; 
5. Sanitation in and around the works premises. 
TABLE - 5(b) 
TYPES OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACTIVITIES 
( B R I T A I N ) 
LEVEL OF 
ACTIVITY 
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20*8 
4 3 * 7 
4 *3 
1 0 0 . 0 
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N S U H E£ 
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4 1 * 7 
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1 0 0 * 0 
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2 2 . 9 
14*6 
5 0 . 0 
1 2 . 5 
1 0 0 . 0 
F A I R 
URBAN 
lENEWALS 
, P e r Cent 
2 . 1 
5 2 . 1 
3 1 . 2 
1 4 . 6 
1 0 0 . 0 
s 
CONTRIBUTION TO 
CULTURE L ARTS 










2 7 . 0 
2 0 . 8 
4 1 . 8 
1 0 . 4 
100*0 
6 * 3 
58*3 

















5 0 * 0 
0*0 
4 1 * 7 
8*3 






8 5 . 4 
1 0 0 . 0 
Q,5t Would you kindly indicate the level of activity (in terma of investment) 
engaged in by your company in the three areas, i.e. Urban Affairs, 
Consumer Affairs and Environmental Affairs? In your opinion, compared 
to other companies, is it high, low or about the same? 
IC .) 
Table 5(b) gives a list of social responsi-
bility activities undertaken by the British firms 
in the three areas i.e. urbsn affairs, consumer 
affairs and environmental affairs. In the urban 
affairs category 96 per cent of the British firms 
report contributions to medical assistance. Of these, 
15 respondents (31 per cent) perceived that the level 
of activity engaged in by their companies was high 
compared to other companies; 21 per cent of the 
respondents saw the contribution made by their 
companies as low and the remaining 44 per cent of the 
firms perceived that their contribution in this area 
was the same as that of other companies. The next 
roost favoured activity (in terms of investment made 
by British companies in these activities) was 
employment and training at 94 per cent. Of theasy 
15 per cant of the firms indicated that the level 
of activity engaged in by them was high compared to 
other companies, 19 par cent saw their contribution 
as low and 60 per cant of tha firms perceived that 
their level of activity was the same aa that of 
other companies. The other programmaa attracting 
most active involvement ware contributions to 
education at 92 per cent;, followed by contribution 
10 
to culture and arte at 90 per csnt and urban renewal 
at 85 per cent. In 'urban renewal' only one of the 
firms saw its contribution high as compared to other 
f i rrn s . 
In consumer affairs, the British companies 
indicated their major activity to be in quality 
control (96 per cent). This is closely followed by 
efforts in design improvement (94 per cent), marketing 
improvements and cuotomer information and education 
each at 92 per cent. The next most favoured is 
customer service (90 per cent). In qu lity control, 
design improvements and customer information and 
education, the majority of British companies in each 
category felt that their level of activity was high 
compared to other companies, while the remaining 
firms in the three areas perceived that their contri-
bution was the same as that of other companies. None 
of the firms in those three areas saw its contribution 
as low compared to other firms. 
In environmental affairs, the responding firms 
perceived that they were doing more in water andedr 
pollution (94 per cent) than in other environmental 
activities. Here too the majority of British firms 
(26) thought their contribution for the control of 
air and water pollution was high compared to other 
10 
companies. Three British firms indicated that their 
contribution was low and 16 firi.is saw that their 
contribution was the same as that of other firms* 
The next most favoured activity in this arsa is 
assistance to goVBrnment for controlling pollution 
and in developing environmental monitoring systems 
(87 per cant). The other types of activity which 
British companies mentioned and which were not defined 
in the questionnaire included the followingi 
1. Supporting overseas activities in similar areas? 
2. Controlling nuisance from heavy lorries; 
3. Improved management techniques to sustain 
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Table 6 gives a breakdown of figures concerning 
structural changes that are being made by the Indian 
and British corapaniaa to implement social responsibility 
projects. 6 Indian firms (15 per cent) reported the 
establishment of the post of a corporate responsibility 
officer. Of these, the majority of responding firms 
has designated this post as labour welfare officer. 
7(17 per cent) of the responding firms indicated a 
committee arrangement and 20 Indian firms (49 per cent) 
said that the3y have made an explicit arrangement that 
social responsibility farms part of the executives 
work. The 'other category' generated tho following 
responses t 
1. Social responsibility is included in the 
philosophy of the company. 
2. Social responsibility is built in the nature 
of executives* 
3* The company has designed a regular progxamms 
to build up culture of social responsibility* 
20 British firms (42 per cent) said that they 
have made an explicit arrangement that social respon8i» 
bility forms part of the executive work, 6 firms 
(13 per cent) indicated a committee arrangement and 
only one firm (2 per cent) reported the establishment 
lOo 
of the post af a corporato reapunaibility officax. 
The *othBr category' generated two respanssss one 
British firm said that in their case specific 
responsibility ha& been invested in personnel and 
public relations departrasnts and the other indicated 
general infor-.al st-itements of manr.gB-.Dnta' social 
responsibility. 
IMPI^ • 7 




Ind ian Comq^ni^ea B r i t i s h Companies 
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
1. Firms that have 
specific policy 
statement on social 
responsibility 
2.4 4.2 
2. Firms that have not 
formulated specific 
policy statement on 
social responsibility 
34 82.9 28 60.4 
3. Firms that have state-
ments on social res-
ponsibility appearing 
in other policy docu-
ments • 
4.9 10 20.8 
4. No Response 9.8 14.6 
TOTAL 41 100.0 48 100.0 
Q. 7J IS there a statement in the company's policy 
relating specifically to social responsibility? 
Ui.' 
Only 2 ps r cent (1) of the Indian reapondonta 
had speci f ic policy statoments on soc ia l r e spona ib i l l t y 
and attached a copy of such statement while 83 per 
cent (34) of the Indian firms did not have such 
s ta tements . About 5 per cent (2) of the respondento 
said tha t although there i s no spec i f ic statement 
of the company's pol icy in th i s a rea , there a re 
p a r t i c u l a r statements on r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s appearing 
in other policy documents, 10 p'::;r cent (4) of our 
resnondentn l o f t t h i s question unanswered. 
Amongst the Br i t i sh firms only 4 per cent (2) 
had indicnted that they have formulated spec i f i c policy 
statements on socia l rDsponsibi l i ty and they enclosed 
a copy of such s ta temsnt , while 60 per cent (29) of 
the Br i t i sh firms had not formulated such Qtateraents. 
21 per cent (10) of the Br i t i sh reopondents said tha t 
although there i s no spec i f ic s tatemsnt of the company's 
policy in t h i s a rea , there are s p e c i f i c statemants on 
r e a p o n s i b i l i t i e s appearing in omployeas annual r epor t s 
and other policy documents, 15 p:ir cent (7) of the 
Br i t i sh firms did not r'sspond to t h i s question for 
reasons not known from the ques t ionna i re . 
10 *.) 
Table - 8 
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Pe r Cen t 
3 1 . 2 
6B.8 
0 , 0 
100 .0 
Q.Bi Does youx company provide any specified 
budget allocations for work in this area? 
lOv. 
10 Indian firms (24 per cent) indicated that 
th0y provide a specified budget for work in this area, 
while 29 firms (71 per cent) said •no* to this 
question. Of these 10 firms providing specific 
budget allocations 4 (40 per cent) were large, 3(30 
par cent) were medium-sized, and the remaining 3(30 
per cent) were small. Fifteen British firms (31 per 
cent) indicated that they provide a specified budget 
for ivork in this area, while 33 firms {69 per cent) 
said m to this question. Of these 15 British firms 
providing specific budget allocations 7 (58 per cent) 
were large with employees over 2000, 4 (27 per cent) 
were msdiura-sized, employing 201 to 2000 employees 
and the remaining four (21 per cent) were small with 
employees under 200* 
l l v i 
T^b^ff - 9 

































TOTAL 41 100.0 48 100.D 
Q.9i What do you think the coats of soc ia l 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y would inev i t ab ly be? 
ilx 
Table 9 gives the con.parative figures regazding 
the attitudes of Indian managers and British managejts 
towards the costs of social responsibility. 29 Indian 
firms (71 per cent) said that the costs of social 
responsibility would inevitably be high, while 7 firms 
(17 per cent) said the costs of social responsibility 
would be low. 3 (7 per cent) of the Indian managerc 
perceive the costs of social responsibility to be 
very low and ths rest 2 Indian firms (5 per cent) did 
not respond to this question. 
35 British firms (73 per cent) indicated that 
the costs of social responsibility would inevitably 
be high, while 7 responding firms (15 per cent) said 
that the costs of social responsibility would be low. 
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Table 10 identifies the problems that are 
encountsred by tho Indian and British companies in 
implementing social rnsponsibility programmes. The 
problems moat frsiiusntly encountered by the responding 
Indian firms in planning and implementing social 
responsibility weret changing oricea (68 per cent) and 
adjusting to legal requirements (44 per cent). The 
other problems less frequently perceived by the Indian 
firms in implementing social responsibility werei 
developing the required technology (reported by 12 
firms) and justifying increased costs of social 
responsibility to the shareholders (reported by 5 
firms). The * other category' produced the following 
responseat 
1. Jealousy of Government officers, Co-industrialists, 
trade unionists and other so-called social 
reformera• 
2. Lack of positive motivation- incentives* 
The difficulties most frequently perceived by 
tha British firms in planning nnd implementing social 
raaponsibility wexet adjusting to legal requirements 
(58 per cent) and changing prices (54 per cent). The 
other problems less frequently perceived by the 
responding firms in implementing social responsibility 
waxet developing the required technology (reported by 
11 '1 
20 firms) and justifying increassd costs of social 
responsibility to the shareholders (reported by 20 
firms ). 
The 'other category' gentirated a number of 
responses which included the followingi 
1, Education of employeesi 
2, Defining clearly the real needsi 
3. Recruitment of young persons hiving adequate 
basic educntion in the prime discipline 
4. Filling in forms; 
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Nearly 88 par cant of Indian managera favour 
tnanagotnent ta monitor social responsibility, while 
only 2 per cant did not favour it. The next most 
favoured was the Government (42 per cent). This was 
followed by unions (32 per cent). The other four, viz. 
social nuditors, public at large, pressure groups and 
accountants were least favoured at 15 per cant, 14 
per cent, 7 per cent and 2 per cent respectively. The 
'other category* gen orated the following responses* 
(a) Chambers of Commerce 
(b) Development Boards 
90 per cent of the British respondents believed 
that management should monitor social responsibility, 
while only 2 per cant said *no' to this question. The 
next most favoured was the unions (65 per cent). This 
was followed by government (46 per cent) which was 
closely followed by the public at largB(44 percent). 
The other three, vizi accountants, social auditors 
and pressure groups were least favoured at 13 per cent, 
8 per cant and 6 par cant respectively. 
The ^ ther category* generated the following 
responses I 
(a) Organisations representing companies auch 




(c) Industry local authority; 
(d) Better to be done at plant level; 
(e) People who can identify the needs in a 
particular area, who are not unduly influenced 
by other considerations. 
li u 
Tqt?J.B " 12 























TOTAL 41 100.0 48 100.0 
Q.12i Should Government bring in more l e g i s l a t i o n 
to f a c i l i t a t e corporate a c t i v i t y in soc i a l 
a f fa i r s? 
1 1 - > 
Table 12 compared the attitudea of Indian 
managers with their British counterparts towards 
increaaed government legislation for implementing 
social responsibility. Nearly 81 per cent of Indian 
executives are opposed to bringing more legislation 
to implement social responsibility, while only 19 per 
cent supported it. Similarly, n large majority of 
British executives (85 per cent) are against bringing 
more legislation to accelsrnte corporate social 
involvement. The argument most commanly advanced 
by the Indian as well as British executives against 
increased government Icgislotiun is that there is 
too much governmental interference nlready in companies' 
affairs. Only 5 British firms (11 per cent) were in 
favour of more government legislation to implement 
Social responsibility and the rest (4 per cent) left 
this quastion unanswored. 
I.A) 
Table - 13 
























TOTAL 41 100 .0 40 1 0 0 . 0 
Q . 1 3 : Xa a w r i t t e n code of e t h i c s r o a l l y n e c e s s a r y ? 
ILx 
Table-13 gives comparative figures regarding the 
attitudes of Indian and British managers towards company 
codes of social responsibility. The majority of Indian 
executives (63 per cent) were opposed tu introducing 
written company codes of social responsibility while 
only 32 per cent ware in favour of written company codes, 
The rest (5 per cent) of the Indiin respondents did not 
respond to this question. The attitude of British 
executives on this issue was quite similar to that of 
Indian executives viewpoint. Only 14 firms (29 per 
cent) were in fTVour of written company codes, while 
29(61 per cent) did not see the need for a code and 
the remaining five (10 per cent did not respond). 
The argument most popularly advanced by the 
executives for introducing a written company code, was 
that a written code would act as guide-lines to clarify 
the policies, monitor subsequent action and would 
provide a chance of remedial action being taken. Those 
who opposed written codes felt that the greatest 
disadvantage of a written code is its inflexibility. 
Quite a few did not specify any reason for opposing 
the introduction of written codes of ethics. 
IL.. 
INTERVIEWS ON CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY^ 
The Burvey consisted of a questionnaire which 
was sent to a random sample of two hundred companies 
in the West Midlands, U.K., and interviews with fifteen 
top executives of British companies which agreed to be 
interviewed on this issue. A similar survey was carried 
out in Delhi and District Ghaziaoad, U.P., and a 
questionnaire was sent to e sample of four hundred 
Indian companies. Besides, interviews with twenty-one 
top GxecutivBs of Indian companies were conducted. 
There were two main reasons for conducting the interviewst 
firstly, to ascertain whether any ambiguity existed in 
the questions and, secondly, to obtrain any additional 
information which was not earlier providsd by the 
responding firms. The questions asked in the interviews 
wsret 
1. What do you mean by the relevance of social 
reaponalbility in business? 
2* Could you explain what you mean when you said 
in the questionnaire that your company is socially 
responsible to shareholders, employees, customers, 
suppliers, government and the public at large? 
3* Why do you think it is essential for firms to 
pursue social guila as well as profits? 
1L u 
4. On whnt basis did you compare the investfnent 
made by your company in social responsibility 
activities with investment of other companies 
in similar activities? 
5. Have you any reason to believe thr^ t the costs of 
social responsibility v;ould inDvitnbly be high? 
6. Why do you think that management, union, govern-
ment and the public at large should monitor social 
responsibility? 
7» la there a mechanism to unsure that social 
policies nre actually onforcBd? 
8» In what areas do ycu think there is already too 
much novernmsntal interfercnce in company nffairs? 
9, Is there any conflict in maintaining efficiency 
and profitability with the involvemont of 
companies in social programmes? 
10» What do you think sucial responsibility is? 
The data obtained by means of intervisws conducted 
with Indian and British managers, indicats that there 
were no significant differences in the attitudes of 
Indian managers to that of British managers on moat 
of the issues raised in the intervievsfs • 
The following is the summary of the executives* 
responses to each of the questions that were asked in 
l ' . : i 
the interviewat 
1* Nearly all of the executives Indian as well 
as British who were interviewed do recognise that 
companies have responsibilities towards employees, 
customers, shareholders, suppliers, the local community 
and the environment. Some felt that because of thair 
size, structure of the organisation and nature of the 
business, their responsibilities were confined largely 
to their own employees rather than the society as a 
whole, which they believed that their impact on local 
community and society was relatively insignificant* 
Making a profit is regarded by many as an important 
social responsibility of business, for it will allow 
companies to affurd social responsibility programmes. 
2. A large majority of the Indian and British 
executives interviewed felt that a company is socially 
responsible tot 
(i) omployeesiin providing them a reasonable 
standard of living, stable employment, oppor-
tunities for training and promotion, good 
and safe working environment, etcf 
(ii) customsrsx in providing them with good service, 
good products at reasonable prices} 
(iii) the public at largei in establishing a good 
image in the minds of general public* 
V vi 
The axecutivas also argued that a company is 
financially rssponsiblB toi 
(iv) aharehalderst in protecting their investment 
and in providing them a fair return on 
investment; 
(v) suppliers* to pay their bills and settle the 
accounts. 
The executives argued that corapanies are 
responsible to: 
(vi) Government: only to the extent of carrying 
out the legislation. 
3» A number of senior executives who were inter-
viewed argued that in the wake of sufficiently extensive 
legislation and socially conscious workforce, companies 
have na choice but to pursue social goals. If a firm 
deliberately or unintentionally ignores social goals, 
it will not survive for long and possibly will go 
out of business. Hence, most of the executives feel 
that companies, in their long-term self-interest, must 
invest in socially responsible actions. Soma feel 
that profit and social goals go together, for the two 
are complemantory rather than contradictory. Thus, 
most of the executives, British as wall as Indian, who 
were interviewed felt that while profit is an important 
1 .^^ . 
social reaponsibility, a compnny must also have certain 
social objectives or ~inimum standards* 
4, In response to this question, meat of the 
executives said that they have no me ns of comparing 
the investment mnde by their conpanios in social reapon-
sibility activities with investment of other companies 
in similir activities. Hence, in the b^scnce of proper 
yardsticks to make such camp'risons, the responses 
given by the executives were largely a guess work based 
on their subjective judgement nnd thi'ir experience of 
working in the industry. Some British executives 
indicated that in areas such ns expenditure incurred 
for the training of employees, fostering marketing 
improvements and providing imprf^ved services for handling 
warranties and guirantoes, the co ipnrisona were made 
in termo of the requirements for the standnrde as laid 
down by the Engineering Industr, Tr3ining Board (EITB) 
and that of the Gas Board, A few Indian executives 
indicated thjt thsy compared the investment made by 
their company in sticial responsibility activities in 
relation to their size of business. 
5. A vast majority of the British as well as 
Indian executives argued that the costs of social 
responsibility would inevitably be hight although in 
IL . 
the long run the return might partially be offset. 
Nearly all the sxeeutives who were interviewed felt 
that the vast amount of legislation with which companies 
have to cope incurs heavy cost. Some felt that the 
main problem here is that social and human costs are 
extremely difficult to quantify. Others argued that 
the costs of social responsibility would depend on 
the criteria with which it is relnted and would differ 
in uach case depending on the level of involvemsnt 
of the company in social responsibility programmes. 
6. A vast majority of the executives who were 
interviewed argue thot management and union should 
monitor social responsibility primarily because they 
are directly concerned in the total exercise. It is 
directly concerned with management because managa-
Rient manages and makes dacisions keeping in view, 
primarily, the profit motive. Unions ought to monitor 
on behalf of the employees for social motives. Most 
of the British executives who oppose government for 
monitoring of social responsibility argus that govern-
ment is to govern and industry is to produce and nach 
could atop interfering in the affairs of the other. 
Many Indian executives» however, who were interviewad 
favour govemmant to Monitor social responsibility* 
Soma argue that govarnmant doss enough monitoring 
I'-O 
already through legislation. A few argued that other 
than management and union, the public at large could 
monitor social responsibility in so far as the image 
of the company is concerned, 
7, Some argue thnt thnre is no single mBch^ni3m 
for monitoring of social responsibility practices. 
Others felt that it is a self-»monitoring situation. 
A few others suggested mechanisms such as legislation, 
self-sntisfaction, pressure groups, company board 
review, etc. for the enforcemont of social policies. 
8. A vast majority of British and Indian executives 
who were interviewed argue that there is too much 
governmental interference in company affairs and this 
is primarily because government is trying to do too 
much too quickly. The executives indicated that the 
amount of time spent by the personnel in going through 
the various pieces of legislation auch aa the {employment 
Protsction Act, Health and Safety Act, Industrial 
ReXationa Act, etc. is enormous and incurs a heavy coat 
in terma of the loas of the production hours. Soise 
Indian executives felt that the incentives for the 
amall buaineas to produce more have largely been eroded 
because of the high rate of corporation tax levied. 
A small minority of British executives argue that in 
IrJ 
the absence of an agreed mechanism to monitor social 
responsibility, legislation seems to be the only way 
of furthering the cause of social responsibility. 
9» In response to this question, opinions of the 
executives in both countries- Indian and U.K., were 
evenly divided. Some of the executives who were 
interviewed argued that there are bound to be conflicts 
in real business situati ns between one's commitment 
to one's own conscience and practicalities of decision 
making situation. Others felt that no conflicting 
situations arise since profitnbility and social goals 
go together, and hence are complementary rather than 
contradictory. 
10, A majority of the British and Indian executives 
feel that social responsibility is about improving the 
quility of life in the environment in which we live. 
To achisve this objectives, the cooperation and goodwill 
of all concerned is needed. However, the executives 
tsnd to argue that the involvement of companies in 
social rasponaibility activities roust be within the 
limits that ensure the survival and continuation of 
business. 
loU 
WB may conclude that the objectives for vrfiich 
the interviews were conducted were largely realised 
although some ambiguity existed in regard to the 
terminolcgy of questian 2. The executives felt that 
their companies are financially responsibie, as against 
socially, to shareholders and suppliers and are 
legally responsible to government. In the questionnaire 
the term 'socially responsible' was taken to mean 
broadly sucial as well as financial responsibility 
and hence the term included the financial and legal 
responsibility. The sec-.nd objective for conducting 
interviews was also realised since some additional 
data which was not earlier supplied by the responding 
firms was obtained from the interviews. It was 
evident from the interviews conducted with Indian 
and British managers that the executives showed a keen 
interest in discussing the social issues since the 
time spent in conducting an interview far exceeded 
the time that was allocated for. 
The data indicate that there are strong simila-
rities between the Indian and British managerial 
attitudes to social responsibility. Corporate social 
rsaponsibility was regarded by almost all the senior 
ii 
Indian as wall aa British executivea ae a relevant 
constraint to business and the executives regarded 
social goals very essential for the firms to pursue. 
The groups which perceived as raost relevant to 
decisions concerning social responsibility were those 
involved directly in the day to day running of the 
ccmpany. This finding togethar with these questions 
on the costs and benefits associated with social 
responsibility suggest a tendency to be concerned more 
with economic aspects of decisions rather than moral 
and social aspects* 
Most of the Indian and British corapaniee perceived 
that they ware actively engaged in some form in almost 
all the areas concernad with social responsibility 
decisions-in terms of specific policy statements and 
structural changes to deal with social responsibility 
issues, there were few companies in India and Britain 
which reported such actions. Most companies do not 
provide budget for social responsibility activities. 
These findings suggest that despite strong public 
and government pressures, many companies in both 
countries, namely India and Britain, have not made 
structural changes to implement social responsibility 
programmes. This tendency to limit social responsibility 
i; KJ I-
considerations to the company together with a strong 
prefersnce for monitoring of social responsibility 
decisions by the management may be seen by some to 
be doing little more than paying lip service to the 
notion of social responsibility. 
The benefits arising from social responsibility 
were seen by the executives as likely to be significant 
but the costs were also expected to be high. There 
is a strong similarity between the magnitude of 
problems perceived by the Indian executives to those 
perceived by the British executives. The attitudes 
of Indian as well as British executives towards 
increased government legislation for enforcing social 
responsibility are unfavourable. 
These findings tend to suggest that there was 
already too much interference by the government in 
companies* affairs in both the countries, namely India 
and Britain^ and this has led some companies to feel 
that merely by keeping the law they are meeting quite 
high standards of social responsibility. The next 
chapter is devoted to a discuasion of the main findings 
of the present survey. 
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MANAGERIAL ATTITUDES 
TO SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN INDIA AND BRITAIN 
Chapter I offered an analysis of the notion 
of social responsibility and the difficulties in 
formulating a precise definition of the concept of 
social responsibility were discussed briefly. In 
Chapter II the existing literature on corporate 
social responsibility was critically reviewed and 
the implications of acceptance of the relevance of 
social responsibility to industry in a developing 
country like India were examined* Chapter III 
described the method used in this investigation to 
obtain information which allowed for comparison of 
managerial attitudes to social responsibility in 
India and Britain. Chapter IV offered a comparative 
analysis of the data in terms of the attitudes of 
Indian and British managers concerning some of the 
i;... 
issues that were involved in corporate social 
responsibility* 
This chapter examines the findings of the 
survey in terms of the three main objectives of this 
investigationt 
1, The attitudes of Indian and British managsrs 
concerning some of the issues that are involved 
in social responsibility are compared and 
similarities and differences in the views of 
senior Indian and British executives are noted) 
2, The actions that are being taken by the compa-
nies in India and Britain for social improvsments 
are investigated and the effect of size on 
corporate response to social responsibility 
is sxaminedf 
3* The problsms that are encountered by tha 
companies in India and Britain in implementing 
social responsibility and ths oirganisational 
implications of social rssponsivsnsas in a 
large undertaking are examined in the light 
of socio-economic and constitutional patterns 
of ths two countriss* 
Finally, a proposed model which identifies 
the main stages and their inter-relationships for ths 
11 u 
process of developing a corporate social responsi-
bility strategy is suggested and the problems arising 
out of non-respondents axe briefly discussed* 
THE ATTITgi?£^» 
The present investigation was concerned with 
an analysis of Indian and British managers* attitude 
to a wide range of social responsibility issues 
including the relevance of social responsibility in 
business, the importance of social goals as well as 
profits, the areas considered relevant in corporate 
social responsibility, specific policy statements 
on social responsibility, the nature and extent of 
company involvement in social action programmes in 
India and Britain, organisational arrangements of 
Indian and British firms, the problems in implementing 
and monitoring of social responsibility programmes 
and the relevance of mechanisms such as legislation 
and code of practice for enforcing social responsi-
bility. 
An investigation of this nature Mas considered 
important since it enabled the investigator to 
ascertain not only the Indian and British executive 
opinions on social responsibility but also it enabled 
him to compare the attitudes of Indian and British 
lo. 
managers on the issue of social responsibility 
and the actions that axe being taken by the Indian 
and British companies to implement social responsi-
bility programmea. The present investigation also 
aims to examine the problems involved in implemsnting 
social responsibility in two countries- India and 
Britain, which are at different stages of economic 
development but which have often been remarked upon 
for their similar administrative and constitutional 
patterns. 
RELEVANCE OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: 
The findings of the present survey indicated 
that nearly 98 per cent of Indian executives and 94 
per cant of British executives agr-^ ed that social 
respunsibility was relevant to business (Table 1, 
Chapter IV)» but there was less agreement on the 
relative importance of social goals to economic goals. 
Only 54 pex cent of British managers and 75 per cent 
of Indian managers said that social goals were very 
essential as well as profit goals. Thass responses 
•re not contradictory* As Keim (1976) points out 
it is important to distinguish between constraints 
1* Keim, fiOt "Managerial Behaviour and Social Raspon-' 
sibility Dsbatei Goals vs Constraints"! ^ cadaify 
of Hanaoement Journal. Vol, 21, No.1,197B,pp.57<-6B. 
li <i 
fox businoas and goals of business. It appears that 
there is consensus among Indian and British managers 
concerning the relevance of social responsibility 
as a constraint but only about a half of the British 
respondents and three-fourths of Indian respondents 
perceived social responsibility as a goal of business 
2 
along with profit. Indeed, Keim concludes from his 
historical studyt "The rules of the game may have 
changes over time, but the object of the game remains 
the same** • These findings are in close agreement with 
those of Webley (1975) who found that over 90 per 
cent of the 180 U.K. Chief executives questionned 
agreed that the company has functions and obligations 
beyond the pursuit of profit, that is, it is a relevant 
constraint. However, he also found that almost 50 
per cent believed that profit is the goal of the 
business* 
However, if social responsibility is relevant 
to business then which interest groups are perceived 
as legitimate sources of constraint and which are 
beneficiaries of social responsibility? Table 2, 
Chapter XV, shows the order and the degree of agreement 
2 . I b i d . 
3."Webley,SI "Cftyaffyfl^ ffi .SflgJLgl f^ ftPqnq f^c^UJb^y*» report 
on a survey conducted on behalf of the Public 
RaXations Consultants A s s o c i a t i o n , London,PRCA, 
19TS, p . 1 7 . 
K ,. 
among exoeutives concerning the relevance of the 
various groups. 
There would appear to be general agreement 
among Indian and British executives about the rele-
vance of the employeeSf consumers, shareholders and 
Government but less about the general public and 
creditors. The first four groups have a greater 
direct control over the economic health of a company 
than the others especially on a day to day basis. 
This may suggest more a conctsm for the economic 
consequences of not considering the interests of 
these groups than a focussing of social responsibility 
4 
actions. Xn a similar finding Webley (1975) reported 
that nearly 80 per cent of the Chief executives agreed 
that "neglecting the interest of employers, customers, 
suppliers, creditors, government and the community 
acts against the interests of shareholders". It 
may be that these and other findings suggest a strong 
eeonemic motive behind the involvement of companies 
in social responsibility actions. As Keim (19T8) 
suggested, "it sesms unlikely that there is wids-




executives are really more altruistic than most 
other mortals"• 
In this context one of the British executives 
commentedi 
"A company's role is fundamentally economic. 
It creates real wealth by producing greater value 
than it consumes. It performs at optimum level when 
all directly interested parties are enthusiastic 
about their particular relationship with the company* 
If these levels of enthusiasm are not kept in reasonable 
balance a reaction will eventually occur* In this 
context interested parties are defined as foJllowsi 
1* Enployeesi Such is the low level of efficiency 
in most U.K. companies that their earningst conditions 
and aspirations can be easily met out of iniprovsd 
performance by management. Greater efficiency in 
itself adds to morale. Pride is the great motivator 
in the bulk of mankind. It does need careful nurturing 
however. 
2. Customerst Except in monopolistic public sector 
organisationsy they can opt out, consequently they 
must be sntisfiad. 
3* Shareholderst as in 1. 
4a Supplierst There is considerable scope for 
14x 
developing a more integrated relationship to routual 
advantage* 
5. Government! They would be well advised initially 
to do their job more effectively. They could then 
develop a more integrated relationship with business 
based on mutual respect". 
These findings are also consistent with the 
findlnrjG of a survey carried out in Britain by the 
BIM (1976). The BIH survey found thnt most companies 
accepted the idea of social responsibility in business 
but felt that compliance with the noirmal standarde by 
which they conducted their business was sufficient 
in this respect. One of the Indian executives 
commentedt 
"Lack of emphasis on social and ethical education 
in our present day education system is primarily 
xesponeible for growing pressures from our rapidly 
changing social and economic environment* If we 
all sincerely discharge our social obligations in 
whatever humble way, strictly adhere to ethical norms 
and at the s&me time learn to adjust ourselves and 
lanagement Survey Report, Sthiffft and Pgfq^toi BXH HI 
No.28, London,197o* 
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to be contented In the given circumstances, it is 
felt that most of our social ills and evils will be 
eliminated considerably in no time. 
The other reasons for growing pressures, as 
aforesaid, may be our passionated inclination towards 
materialism which has made us selfvcentred and selfish. 
Here also lack of proper education plays its part". 
The results of the survey clearly suggest that 
the majority of the exacutiues tend to agree with the 
view that to become socially responsible a firm must 
give at least as much weight to fair wages, fair 
prices, fair community practice and fair environmental 
practice as it does to fair return on investment. 
One of the objectives of the investigation was 
to determine the bonefite that are likely to be 
achieved from corporate social involvement. TKe 
executives were asked to indicate all -^oss potential 
gains that are likely to be achieved from the kinds 
of social involvement practised by their firms. A 
large majority of Indian executives (85 per cent) 
believed that corporate social involvement is likely 
to lead to sone significant gains for the business. 
14 i j 
The views of B r i t i s h exacut ives on t h i s i s s u e were 
quite s imi lar to t h e i r Indian counterparts . Nearly 
70 per cent of B r i t i s h execut ives tend to agree that 
corporate s o c i a l involvement w i l l promote eventua l ly 
a bet ter r e l a t i o n s h i p between industry and people , 
and a qood working environment and i t would l ead to 
enhanced customers r e l a t i o n s and corporate image of 
the company (Table 4,Chapter IV) , Some B r i t i s h 
execut ives be l ieved that tangible gains from corporate 
s o c i a l involvement are l i k e l y to be very l i t t l e . On 
the other hand, they be l i eved that corporate s o c i a l 
involvement i s l i k e l y to r e s u l t in some negat ive 
outcomes. For exampln, one of the B r i t i s h execut ives 
cormnentedi 
"Social r e s p o n s i b i l i t y drive i s l i k e l y to d i v e r t 
the a t t en t ion of the execut ive from h i s main 
objac t ive"• 
S imi lar f ind ings have r e s u l t e d from a recent 
survey of executive opinions carr ied out in ths U.S*A* 
by Sandra H Holnsa • The survey found that there was 
considerably more agreement on poEiitive outcomes of 
7 . Holmes, St ''6?^ffBwUvg. PfygBHUfffTft fff CffffPggfl^ B 
pp«34«>40. 
SggAl^ R»aBftni4bUJ(r^V*« Business Horizons, \JunB 
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corporate social involvemDnt than on negative 
outcomes* Almost every respondent believed that 
corporate reputation and goodwill would be enhanced 
and a large percentarje believed that the social and 
economic systems would be strengthened by corporate 
social involvement. The survey further reported 
that more tnngibla rcnult such as gaining customers 
increased profitability and prGferential treatment 
of investors, were thought to be Issa likely. It 
appopra that noBt Gxccntivos only consider the benefits 
accruing to the company and tend to respond by das-
nribing benefits to groups outside the company, 
TH^ IFFI-CT OF U(?|St,/\TtQNt 
The present survey also producsd information 
concerning Indian nnd British managerial attitudss 
towards increased legislation to implement social 
responsibility* There is a strong similarity between 
the attitudes of Indian executives towards bringing 
more and more legislation to implement social respon-
sibility and those perceived by the British executives. 
The findings of the survey clearly indicate that 81 
per cent of Indian executives and 85 per cent of 
British executives oppose more and more legislation 
to enforce corporate social involvement (Table 12, 
14 
Chapter IV). The executives argue that the time 
they are obliged to give in going through the various 
pieces of legislation is enormous and incurs a heavy 
cost. This finding is consistent with the findings 
g 
of the BIM survey (1976) which commented that in 
some areas such as consumers, employees and environ-
ment, the amount of legislation is quite extensive, 
and the extent of legislation has led some companies 
to feel that merely by keeping the Law they are 
meeting quite high standards of social responsibility. 
Thus, examples of statutes in areas such as employees 
might include the regulations concerning the employ-
ment of the physically handicapped, minorities or the 
sex discrimination Act. Statutes such as the Factory 
Act impose restrictions on business practices which 
are enforced by inspections and by the compulsory 
presentation of reports. The Companies Acts have 
social as well as economic and legal implications. 
There is a statutory requirement for disclosure of 
information in company and other reports. Similarly, 
it would be useful to examine the effects of such 
legislative actions as the Monopolies and Restrictive 
8. op.cit. 
TxadB Practices Act to identify the efficacy of 
the intervention in achieving its social aim and 
to determine the sffecta on the rest of the economy. 
The findings of the present investigation are 
significant since they provide executive opinions 
across two societies on the crucial issue of State 
intervention as mecinQ of raiping standerds of social 
responsibility. This is clearly an area where a 
great deal more study ia needed to determine the 
areas appropriate to such intervention and of the 
methods which should be used. 
CODE OF ETHICS I 
In tsrms of attitude towards companies having 
codes of ethics, there is a strong similarity betwsen 
the views of Indian executives to those of British 
sxacutivsa. Only 32 per cent of Indian executives 
and 29 per cent of British executives were in favour 
of written company codas of social responsibility 
(Table 13 Chapter IV). This is contrary to the 
Q 
findings of BlM survey (1976) which found that 
attitudes to codes were fairly split between those 
that saw the need for a code (66) and those that did 
not (60) with only four remaining neutral. Since 
9* op*eit. 
14. 
part of the BIM eample was deliberately selected 
to include companise known to have codes, the high 
proportion in favour is not surprising• The examples 
of draft model codes appear in Appendix-II. 
Those who supported the idea of a code of 
ethics felt that a written company code will act as 
a guideline to clarify the policies, monitor subse-
quent action and give an impetus for remedial action 
beiny taken. Also some felt that establishment of 
written policies will have a significant effect in 
raising the general standards of corporate behaviour* 
It would appear that many Indian as well as British 
senior executives do not think that a company code 
of practice or ethics is a good way of promoting 
or maintaining social responsibility actions* 
The executives argued that there are problems 
in introducing wsittsn company codes, as to the 
nature and format of such codes as well as the 
problwn of keeping them up to date with changing 
times. Moreover, the other main problem with codes, 
as found out by the BIM survey (1976) is to introducs 
some mechanism by which the company can ensure that 
policies are enforced. This could best be done by 
incorporating social objectives in the existing 
/; 
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systems of managementf such as corporate planning 
and reward systems and making use of some form of 
social accounting to monitor and control practice in 
this area (Collins'^, 1974). 
THE ACTIONS* 
One of the o b j e c t i v e s of the present survey 
was to i n v e s t i g a t e aaid compare the ac t ions that are 
being token by the companies in India and B r i t a i n 
for s o c i a l improvements in the three areas , i . e . 
urban a f f a i r s , consumer a f f a i r s and environmental 
a f f n i r u . The i n v e s t i q a t i o n found that nearly a l l 
forty-one Indian firms and f o r t y - e i g h t of the respond-
ing Br i t i sh firms perceived that they are engaged in 
corporate r e s p o n s i b i l i t y work (Table 5 (a ) and 5 ( b ) , 
Chapter IV) . These f ind ings are c o n s i s t e n t with the 
f indings of a survey caxried out in the U»S» by 
11 
C i l b i r t and Parket ( 1 9 7 3 ) . The survey reported 
that a l l n i n e t y - s i x of the responding firms were 
engaged in some form of s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y e f f o r t . 
12 
The other study by Ackerman (1973) reported that 
10 . Collins,Jt"gflyn^Mj.gti,nq Cp:ppqy,a1i? ^OffAgl Pffil4ffV» 
Considerat icns of the e f f e c t of Management A t t l -
tudea"! Academy of Management ProcBBding8,1974. 
1 1 . C i l b i r t , H and Parket, IRi "Current Statue of 
Corporate S o c i a l Responsibility**; Busineee Horizons. 
August,1973, pp. 5 - 1 4 . 
12 . Ackerman, RWt"How Companies Respond to S o c i a l 
Demandet Hgryaff^ fiMg^nffftf RitiSW* Vol .SI ,Mo,4 , 
1973,pp.66«>98. 
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there are hopeful signs that large corporations in 
the U.S. are devBlopintj processes for converting 
the rhetoric of corporate social responsibility into 
meaningful actions. 
The results of the present survey suggest that 
in urban affairs, Indian companies perceived that they 
were more actively involved in activitiee such as 
employment and training, medical assistance and 
contributions to education and they were less active 
relatively in rjctivities such as urban renewal and 
contributions to culture and arts (Table 5(a),Chapter 
IV). There is a strong similority in the level of 
company activity in the Urban affairs category as 
perceived by the British executives to those of Indian 
executives. In the urban affairs category, the British 
companies perceived that they were more active in 
employment and training, medical assistance and contri-
butions to education (Table S(b), Chapter IV). Froa 
this table, it can be seen that cultural improvements 
and urban renewal activity was seen by many British 
executives as being the areas in which they were less 
active compared to other companies. It may follow 
that it is in these two areas that greater involvement 
may take place over the next few years* 
i^  uU 
These findings are consistent with the findings 
of two other duties carried out in the U.S. by 
13 14 
Buehler and Shetty (1976) and HcGuire and Parish 
(1971) . These s t u d i e s reported thut in tJie urban 
a f f a i r s category , the programmes a t t r a c t i n g the most 
a c t i v e involvement weret employment and t ra in ing and 
contr ibut ions to educat ion. 
In consumer a f f a i r s , the majority of Indian 
companiss perceived t h e i r major a c t i v i t y to be in 
qual i ty control (100 p^ er cent ) and design improvements 
(98 per c e n t ) . This was followed by e f f o r t s in 
marketing improvements and customer s e r v i c e each at 
85 per cent (Table S(a},Chapter IV) . There i s strong 
s i m i l a r i t y in the involvement of companies in the 
cons jmer a f f a i r s category as perceived by the B r i t i s h 
exBCutivse to those of Indian e x e c u t i v e s . In consumer 
a f f a i r s , the B r i t i s h companies ind ica ted that they 
were more a c t i v e l y involved in qual i ty contro l (95 
per cent) and in design improvements (94 per c a n t ) . 
This i s c l o s e l y fo l lowed by e f f o r t s in marketing 
13. Buehler, VN and Shat ty , P, "Mamagerial Rssponas 
to Soc ia l I s a p o n s i b i l i t y Challenge"! Ae^dewv e f 
Wsnaqft« e^n1; f^aMynaA* "arch 1976, 
14. fCGuire, JW and Parish,JBi "Sta te s Report on 
Profound Revolut ion", C a l i f o r n i a Hnnaoeaent 
Review, V o l . 1 3 , No,4, 1971 ,pp .79-86 . 
lb. 
improvements and customer information and education 
each at 92 per cent and customer service (90 per 
cent) (Table 5(b)pChapt8r IV). Froro this table* it 
can be seen that in quality control, design improve-
ments and customer information and education, none of 
the British firms saw its contribution as low compared 
to other firms. Similarly, from table 5(a) we can 
SRB that in qu lity contrrl arua none of the Indian 
firms saw its contribu'cion as lew cnnparer' to other 
firna. It n.ay follow tliut it is in these nrens that 
the i.iajority of Indian as well as BritisVj companios 
are i.ioau ac Lively invalvsd, probably for economic 
reasons. In environmental affairs, the majority 
of Indian as well as British firms perceived that 
they were more actively involved in air and water 
pollution, than in other environmental activities 
Table 5(a) and 5(b}, Chapter IV. This is again 
supported by the findings of the study carried out in 
IS 
tho U.S.A. by Buehler and Shetty (1976). 'Ths pressures 
for increased government regulation of environmental 
pollution in India as well as in Britain, pitibably, 
encouraged company involvement in this activity. 
15* op.cit. 
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ORSANISATIDNAL STRUCTURE! 
The findings of the present survey suggest that 
there is a strong similarity in the area of specific 
organisational changes incorporated by the Indian and 
British firms to implsnent social responsibility 
programmes* A vast majority of Indian as well as 
British firms have not effected formal organisational 
changes to accomniodate social responsibility activities 
(Table 6« Chapter IV). This is consistent with the 
findings of a survey carried out in the U«S* by 
Buehler and Shetty (1976). They found that despite 
tremendous public and governmental pressure, many 
firms had not effected internal changes. But this 
in contrast to the findings of another survey carried 
out in the U.S. by Eilbirt and Parket (1973)^^ which 
found that 90 per cent of firms who responded had 
formal organisational structures such as the estab-
lishment of the post of a Corporate Responsibility 
Officer» Committee set-up etc. in respect of social 
responsibility activity. It appears that many Indian 
and British executives see the implementation and 
monitoring of social responsibility behaviour as the 
individual responsibility of the manager whereas the 
16. opvcit. 
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Americans tend to favour mora organisational control. 
POLICY STATEMENT ON SOCIAL RESFQNSIBILITYt 
One of the main ways in which companies have 
formulated their belief in the relevance of social 
responsibility is by a policy statement concerning 
social responsibility. The findings of the present 
survey did reveal that a large majority of Indian 
companies (34) as well as a majority of British 
companies (29) had not formulated specific policy 
stateraant on social responsibility (Table 7, Chapter 
IV). In American studies far greater proportions 
of companies have been found to have social respon-
sibility policy statements. Bushier and Shetty (1976) 
found that SS per cent of companies had such policies. 
Although American studies tend to involve larger 
companies in their sample than those in this study, 
there is as yet little evidence to suggest that size 
is a major determinant of social responsibility 
behaviour In companies from this study. The findings 
of the present survey are contrary to the findings 
of the BIM (1976) which found a surprisingly high 
number of companies that had made a positive commit-
ment to social responsibility, both through statements 
of philosophy and concrete actions. However* those 
ir ) i 
differencBB may, probably, be due to that whereas 
our findings were based on a random sample, the 
findings of the BlM were not. Thus, the high propor-
tion of companies in favour of written policies or 
codes of social responsibility as indicated by the 
BIM (1976)» is not surprising. The extracts from 
statements concerning company policy on social respon-
sibility appear in Appendix-IIX• 
The present investigation indicated that only 
ten Indian firms and fifteen British firms provide 
specific budget allocations for work in this area 
(Table 8, Chapter IV). The findings of the present 
survey tend to suggest a relation between the sizs 
of the firms and allocation of budget for corporate 
responsibility activities by the Indian and British 
companies. Of these ten Indian firms providing 
specific budget allocations, 7(70 per cent) were 
large and medium sized and the remaining 3(30 por cent) 
were small. Similarly of the fifteen British fizme 
providing specific budget allocations, 7 (58 por cent) 
were large with employees over 2,000, 4(27 per cent) 
ware small with employees under 200. It tends to 
U)., 
suggest that budget allocations are provided largely 
by bigger fitms. This is consistent wi^ the 
findings of a survey carried out in the U.S. by 
Eilbirt and Parket (1973) . This survey reported 
that only a minority of firms provide a specified 
budget for work in this area and that budget alloca-
tions may be a characteristic of only very large 
firms • 
THE PROBLEMS! 
One of the objectives of the present survey was 
to examine the problems that were encountered by the 
Indian and British companies in implementing social 
responsibility projects. There is a difference between 
the order of magnitude for problems perceived by the 
Indian executive and those perceived by the British 
executive. Whereas the difficulty wost frequently 
psrcsiv3d by the Indian companies was changing prices 
the British executives saw adjusting to legal require-
ments as the most frequently recurring problem. The 
other probloms less frequently perceived by the Indian 
firms in implementing social responsibility weret 
adjusting to legal requirements and developing the 
17* op.cit. 
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required technology (Table 10, Chapter IV}• The 
British executive saw developing the required techno-
logy and justifying increased costs of social respon-
sibility to the shareholders as the less frequently 
perceived problems by their companies (Table 10, 
Chapter IV}. Similar findings were reported by 
Buehler and Shetty (1976). The study reported that 
in implementing social responsibility programmes the 
most serious problems cited by companies were changing 
prices and adjusting to legal requirements. The 
problem of companies keeping abreast with mare and 
more legislation and governmental control recurs 
throughout studies. 
Little is known of the economic costs and 
benefits associated with social responsibility actions. 
From Table 9,Chapter IV, it may be aeon that 71 par 
cant of the Indian exeeutives and 73 per cent of the 
British executives perceived that the costs of social 
reaponaibility would at leaat be high. It follows 
that there ia a atrong similarity in terms of attitude 
towards costs of social reaponaibility perceived by 
the Indian executive and those perceived by the 
British executive. We may then conclude that there 
U), 
may be strong economic constraints on Indian as 
well 88 British companies carrying out social 
responsibility programmes and actions. 
It is argued by some that since the corporations 
are necessarily limited by various internal constraints 
there are limits to which they can go for social 
improvements* The study group on business social 
responsibility sponsored by the Committee for Economic 
Development (C.E.D.) in the United States, has 
expressed the essence of the limited responsibility 
approach* 
"Corporations are necessarily limited by 
various internal constraints on «fhat and 
how much thsy can do to iraprtpive the society".. 
Cost benefit considaratlons are a very important 
factor. No company of any size can willingly incur 
costs which would Jeopardise its competitive position 
and thereafter its survival. While companies may 
well bs able to absorb modast costs and undartaks 
sons activities on a break-even baais* any substantial 
expenditure must bs Justified in terms of the benefits 
tangible and intangible that are expected to bs 
produced. Since major corporations have aspscislly 
long planning horizons^ they may be able to incur 
11 oo 
costs and forego profits in the short run fox social 
improvements that are expected to enhance profits or 
improve the corporate environment in the lung run. 
But the corporation that sacrifices too much in the 
way of earnings in the short run will soon find 
itself with no long run to worry about. Thus, manage-
ment must concern itself with realising a level of 
profitability which its stockhoiders and the financial 
market consider to be reasonable under the circums-
tances. This means that substantial investments in 
social improvements will have to contribute to earnings 
and the extent of such earnings will be a major factor 
in determining the mix of a company commercial and 
IB 
social activities• The majority of business 
corporations will agree probably with the views 
expressed by the study group on business social 
responsibility although the costs, however assessed, 
should not be regarded as the sols determinant of a 
company's social policy for several reasons* Firstly, 
19 
as Ksith Davis (1965) i n s i s t s that c o s t s , howevsr 
computsd, are not the s o l e determinants of s company's 
s o c i a l ro le* Ha says t 
18 . Comaittee fox Cconomic Davslopmsnt, ^oy ia l Reanon-
s l b i l i t i s s of Buslf^aaa (1971 )» New York.pp.32-33 . 
19* Davis , Ki^Tha Publ ic Rol« of Management** Evolving 
Concepts in nanagsnantt AgffiSlff»^ Y Bf Han^qtHiintt 
196S,pp.9<»11. 
l).> 
"Economic progross is important but thsra 
are social responsibilities in achieving 
it. If the countries of the world dissolve 
freedom and depreciate social values in a 
headlong desire for material gain, it may 
be like materialistic Esau who sold his 
birthright for a mess of poltage and had 
nothing left but an empty bowl. And if 
management contributes to this by ignoring 
its public role, it may, like Esau, lose 
its birthright of freedom to manage"• 
Secondly, although the costs of social respon-
sibility may be high, not all social programmes 
involve expenditure* While policies such as pollution 
control, investment for quality control and design 
improvements and pursuing generous employment policies 
can cost the company vast suras of money, programmes 
such as increasing the dsgrea of employee participa-
tion or introducing work re^organisation to increase 
Job satisfaction may be implsmented in such a way 
as to cost tha company virtually nothing and may even 
Isad to greater productivity, increased efficiency 
and profits. 
Thirdly, in assessing the costs of social 
responsibility, it is important that all coats, social 
as well as human, are taken into consideration. Tha 
l C i > 
problem hare is that social and human costs are 
extremely difficult to quantify and meaaure, HowQver» 
the use of cost-benefit analysis will ensure that 
such coots arc taken into account. A company may 
also incur costs by not acting with social respon-
sibility and these 'opportunity costs* should also 
be assessed and taken into account in reaching a 
decision* 
WHAT OF THE SHAREHOLDERS? 
The findings of the present survey indicate 
that the problem of justifying increased costs of 
social programmes to the shareholders is less frequently 
pnrceived by the Indian and British executives. This 
may probably be because the attitude of shareholders 
towards such programmes is not unfavourable* On the 
other hand, some studies, but mainly in U*S* have 
reported that shsreholdara favour social activities* 
For instance, the U.S. Wall Street Journal reported 
in 1972 that shareholders of Simbel Brothers Inc., 
annual aeating appeared more interested in community 
involvement than company finances. 
"Most of the shareholders* questions concerned 
how the retail chain will spend its money in tha 
community"* In the same article, John R Bunting, 
u ) JL 
President of First Pennsylvania Corporation, commentsdc 
"Shareholders do not seem to react adversely to 
aggressive corporate social policies", 
20 The other study by Bowman (1972) reported 
that interviews witli hoth institutional investors 
in Europe and in America indicated that an appropriate 
concorn for corporate social responsibility on the 
part of a company is a sign of good manigeraent and 
therefore consistent with andnecessary to a good 
investment* 
pNlTqmQ ffF SQp]tAW f>|Sp9N^|saiTY« 
There are a number of mechanisms by which the 
social behaviour of organisatiors may be monitored 
Most of our sample in India as well aa in Britain 
believad that management should monitor the actions 
of their own company (Table XZ, Chapter XV). 
However* should this be part of every manager's 
Job description- the concern of existing or of 
specially constituted committees; the job of a 
specialist managert that is* the Social Responsibility 
Officer, or is it mainly the concern of the Board 
of BixeetorsT The responses fall into three groupei 
20« BowM«n, CH« "Corporate Social Reaponoib;.lity and 
the Investor", ifffuynajl 2^ ^^^Hm[tM9^S BM^ Jl.n«l»9i 
Winter, Vol.2, No.1,1972. 
IC, 
la Internal Control «> management and unions 
2, Societal Control - public and governmont 
3» Specialist outside - accountants^ social 
groups auditors* pressure 
groups 
There was little support in our sample in 
India as well as in britain for the last group but 
this may well be because of lack of knowledge of 
their role and use, for example, social auditors. 
This latter spscialist has been gaining ground as 
a means of making an organisatian aware of the 
social implications of its actions, a function 
which may be very difficult for a nanager to fulfill 
because of his company orientation and work pressures 
(Hedawar, 1978 ) ^ \ 
It may be that this preference for internal 
control shows a reluctance to be held accountable 
to outside groups* 
One form of government control is legislation* 
In India and Britain adequate legislation aimed 
at setting minimal standards of organisational 
behaviour has bean introduced. Though it has been 
21* Ma^wax, Ct*Tt^ a Social A^dtt Canaumer Handbook" 
(tecNillan Pxaaa Ltd.,1978* 
1 O.) 
axgued "the Law will play an impor^nt xtile in 
determining the extent of social xeeponsibility" 
and that "legal institutions can provide the frame-
work of controls necessary for the expansion of 
22 
the corporation's public role" (Schluaberg, 1969) . 
It was clear from our study that most of the senior 
Indian and British executives argued that thej^ e was 
no need to bring in more legislation to enforce 
corporate social responsibility because there was 
already too much interference by their governments 
in company affairs and more would be counter-
productive in the two countries. 
This study proposes the fallowing general model 
which identifies the main stages and their inter-
relationships for the process of developing a corporate 
social responsibility strategy- (Figure 2). 
The proposed model identifiest 
1. The main areas and the issues that are involved 
in corporate social responsibility fox the purpose 
of framing an effective and flexible responses to 
social issueat 
2« It outlines a framewoxk for the concxeti^ 
22, Schlusbexg* NOt "Corporate Legitimacy and Social 
Responsibilltyt the Role of Law "Ciylifoxnia 


















































































































































actions that could be undertaken by a corpora-
tion to implement social responsibility in 
practice; 
3* It suggests a number of mechanisms for moni-
toring the social behaviour of organisations 
and identifies the main problems involved and 
thnir inter-relationships for the process of 
developing a corporate social responsibility 
strategy. 
Of the 200 questionnaires sent in the West 
Midlands, U.K., 65 (32.5 per cent) were returned 
after initial mailing and follow ups. Of the 65 
questionnaires returned,15 British executives declined 
to complete the questionnairSf 2 were partially 
completed and hence in all 48 usable questionnaires 
were obtained from British companies* While we 
suspect that more socially active British companies 
responded for more frequently than socially inactive 
ones, we are unable howevert to justify this suspicion 
quantitatively. 
Of those British executives who declined to 
complete the questionnaires, most gave jreasons. Some 
i b u 
said that because of lack of time, staff and 
prosaurea of production, they wore unable to help. 
One British company raareiy said they did not wioh 
to participate. Another flritish concern said that 
they were in the midst of a takeover and hence 
could not help. Others questionned the validity 
of the questionnaire as a method of collecting 
data on such an extremely complex subject. For 
instance one of the British executives comnentedi 
"This extremely complex subject with its 
possibly far»xenching implications for 
society generally does not lend itaelf to 
investigation by means of forced choice 
questions" . 
Another senior British executive believed thatt 
"The whole field of corporate social respon-
sibility is opaque and still a victim of 
value judgements, relative assumptions and 
diverse interpretations, not susceptible to 
very precise questions, let alone answers". 
One of our British respondents declined to 
complete the questionnaire on the ground that a 
very large part of the questionnaire could not be 
answered by the company since it would involve making 
assumptions in certain areas as to the policiaa which 
IG 
.• i 
are set out by the parent company* 
WB are unabia to identify the problems of 
Indian non-respondents in the absence of a reliable 
data to this effect* Of the 400 questionnaires 
sent to the Indian companies, 41 were returned ( a 
return of 10 per cent) after follow ups. Of those 
Indian companies who did not respond, none gave 
reasons. Hence, the datn cancsming Indian companies 
does not allow to specify clearly the reasons for 
non-response. 
Some of the criticism levied by the British 
executives is valid* The concept of corporate social 
responsibility is complex since it involves balancing 
of many sets of conflicting relationships. Further 
more, there is no single universally accepted 
definition of the concept of social responsibility 
and in the absence of general agreement in this area 
of industrial accountability, social responsibility 
will mean different things to different people* 
However, because of these inherent difficulties in 
the area of corport^ te social responsibility, this 
is no reason to sidestep the issue it raises* On 
the other hand, it would be extremely useful to make 
the discussion of social responsibility more careful 
IG u 
and xigozous. This research was carried out to 
encourage this process and to sxamins in particular 
the managerial attitudes to social responsibility 
in two countries- India and Britain- which are at 
different stages of economic development but are 
having some similar economic structure and constitu-
tional pattern. 
wmm.--
strong similarities are noted beHween the Indian 
and British executive perceptions of corporate social 
responaibility. Corporate social responsibility is 
said by almost all Indian and British executives to 
be a relevant constraint and many of them saw it as 
a worthwhile policy for companies. However* this 
concern for social responsibility is considered by 
many companies to be met simply by observing the 
law and abiding by their normal business standards* 
In terms of their attitude towards budget allocation 
there is a strong similarity between Indian and 
British executives. The Indian as well as British 
companies are reluctant to be held accountable to 
outside groups. These considerations suggest that 
while lip*servic8 may be paid to the idaa of social 
responsibilityt in practice, some companies will only 
!(..> 
bshave in a socially reaponelbla way if forced by 
Xagialation or the praaaure of adverse publicity. 
Thia is failing to meet the atandarda expected of 
any mature participating membera of aociety* 
There is a strong similarity between the 
magnitude for problems perceived by the Indian 
executive and thoae perceived by the British executive. 
The problem of companies keeping abreast with mora 
and more legislation and increaaing governmental 
controls in India aa well aa in Britain racurs through-
out studies* In terms of attitude towards companies 
having codes of ethics, the majority of Indian and 
British executives were not in favour. It would 
appear that many senior Indian as well as British 
executives do not think that written company codas 
of ethics is a good way of promoting social respon-
sibility actions. 
However, there is an important diatinction to 
be made between thoae corporate activities which ara 
eoncerned with masting legal requirementa and which 
are carried out within the context of normal operations 
which are socielly responsible, and those ectivities 
which are over and above the normal obligations. The 
latter has been called corporate social involvement. 
17 u 
To be regarded as a responsible part of society, a 
company must meet the requirements of social respon-
sibility* But further social involvement programmes, 
although they may appear to give great benefit to 
society may also give industry, particularly the large, 
waalthy corporations, the opportunity to increase 
their control of society by taking over some of the 
responsibilities of government. 
In view of this, it is suggested that the 
implications of permitting industry the degree of 
autonomy in the carrying out of social involvement 
programmes, as well as ths degree of government regula-
tion of industry, must be carefully examined prior to 
laying down of policies by the government towards big 
business* 
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CHAPTER - VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
The preceding chapter discussed the main 
findings of the present survey and comparisons 
are drawr. between the attitudes of Indian managers 
and that of their British counterparts on issues 
concerning corporate social responsibility. The 
purpose of this chapter is to give aunmary and 
conclusions on the basis of the findings of the 
present investigation. Soros suggestions for 
further research have also been made towards the 
end of this chapter* 
fiSHEffAfc. cpiitf;u!^^|Qf|St 
The concept of social respons ibi l i ty has 
been discussed extensively during the past dseadaa 
by the economists, p o l i t i c a l s c i e n t i s t s , psycho* 
l e g i s t s and s o c i o l o g i s t s . The idea of soc ia l 
responaibiXity is thus not a new one* HowBver, 
new pressures to reeognise aoeial reeponsibilities 
have arisen in recent tiiaea in the developed and 
many developing eountriea of the world. The 
growth of larger industrial enterpriaest the break-
down of joint family 8ystea« the threat of pollution, 
growing consumerism pressures, greater affluence» 
persistent labour disputes and a changing and 
challenging social order have made necassary to 
re-examine the role of business in society. 
A precise definition of the concept of social 
responsibility is difficult to formulate since it 
involves a series of subjective judgements which 
are extremely difficult to quantify. However* there 
are two opposing views between those for and 
against the assumption of social responsibility 
by business. Those u^o argue against corporate 
social responsibility see the main aim of the 
firm as profit naxinisation and profit is regarded 
as the sols indicator of the success of a business. 
Those in fsvour argue that a firm is responsibls 
to many groups beeidss ownsrs- including enployees 
and custoMsrs. Therefore, profit maximisation should 
r^ 
not be the sole objective of a businses. Some 
profits should be diverted to social responsibi-
lity projects nnd this will lead to a greater 
ability to survive and to satisfactory long-run 
profits* However, between these two extremes* a 
current consensus appears to emerge that while 
profit is the company*s most important objective 
the company should also have certain social objec-
tives or uiiuimum standcrdo to serve the society. 
During the pc3St decade much research has 
been carried out on several aspects of corporate 
social responsibility. Some studies suggest that 
an increasing number of corporate managers accept 
the relevance of the notion of social responsibi-
lity in business (Monsen 1974, Webley 1975, Harmon 
and Humble 1974, Melrose-Woodman and Kverndal 1976 
Holmai 1976, Rockafellar 1974 }• Corporate responses 
to social demands have been extensively studied by 
Aekerman (19731* Cilbixt and Parket (1973)» Bushier 
and Shetty (1976) and corporate responses to 
consumerism pressures were studied by Webster(1973)* 
kmkmx and Bay (1972) and Noss (1972). Managerial 
responses to the challenge of urban affairs were 
r..j 
were studied by Cohn (1970) and NcGuirs and Parish 
(1971}. environmental issues were looked into 
by Bragdon and Marlin (1972) and Buehlex and Shatty 
(1976)* Managerial attitudes towards codes of 
practice ware studied by Mel rose-Woodman and Kverndal 
(197^) in a survey carried out for the British 
Institute of Management. 
The studies reported here* however* suggest 
that a large part of this rese.irch has been carried 
out in the context of the prevailing business 
environment in the Unitad States and Britain. No 
systematic attempt has been made to study the views 
of senior managers on issues concerning social 
responsibility in two distinct cultures namely 
India and Britain. Many have argued for compari-
sons to be made of managerial attitudes to social 
responsibility in two different societies since 
they suspect that socio-eultuxal influences will 
be strongly manifested in patterns of corporate 
•oelaX behaviour. Moksbach (1972) for instance, 
believes that culture affects the individuel 
beheviour of managers and their basis for decision 
Making, ethics, morality, degree of individuel 
responeibility towerds society, etc. 
r.o 
The aim of the present survey was to examine 
the attitudes of senior managers on issues concer-
ning social responsibility in the light of direct 
comparisons between business organisations in two 
countries- India and Britain- which have very 
similar industrial and constitutional pattern but 
which have often been noted for their cultural and 
social differences. 
It would be fair to confess that the findings 
of our survey may not represent the entire popula-
tion of ccmpanies in India and Britain since the 
research was carried out particularly in the context 
of Delhi and District Ghaziabad, U.P., in India and 
West Midlands in the U.K. We suspect that more 
aaoially active companies in this field probably 
responded far more frequently than socially inactive 
onsSy However* we are unable to state this suspicion 
quantitatively• 
strong similarities are noted between the 
attitudes as pereeived by the Indian managers to 
thoSB perosivsd by tha British managers on issues 
IV-
concBxning social rsaponsibil ity* For in8tanc8« 
a large percantagB of Indian as wall as British 
axBCutivea accept in general the relevance of 
social r e s p o n a i b i l i t ^ i n industry and they tend 
to agree that business has respons ib i l i t i e s not 
only to the shareholders and employees but i t also 
has respons ib i l i t i e s to customsrst suppliers* to 
the society within which i t ia operating and to 
the State* 
Most of our respondents- Indian as well as 
Bri t i sh- argue thr3t i t i s very essent ia l for firms 
to p'jrauB soc ia l goals as well as p r o f i t s . The 
executives believed that corporate soc ia l involvs-
msnt wi l l promote eventually a better relationship 
between industry and people, a good working environ-
ment, enhanced customer relat ions and enhanced 
corporate image of the company. Only a small 
pexeantage believed in the negative outcomes of 
corporate soc ia l involvement* 
There ie a strong s imilari ty between the 
leve l of corporate a c t i v i t y aa perceived by the 
Indian executive to those perceived by Brit ish 
executive in eocial reaponsibil ity areas, Neerly 
l ; K.} 
all the responding Indian and British firms 
perceived that they are actively involved in 
corporate responsibility activities such as 
emplayment and training, medical assistance, 
contributions to education, qunlity control, 
design improveraentt;, larketing itnproveraenta, 
customer information and educaticin and customer 
service. 
The findings of the present survey clearly 
indicate that the attitudas of Indi<3n executives 
are similar to those cf British executives on the 
use of legislation and codes of practice for 
implsmGntating social responsibility. Most oppose 
more legislation and ths use of codes of practice 
for promoting standards of social responsibility 
This suggests that there is a widespread feeling 
in the industry in India as well as in Britain 
that in 80M8 areas such as employees and consumers 
tha amount of legislation is quite extensive and 
this incurs a heavy coat for the company and 
proves eountar«productive. 
Significant similaritiss were also noted 
bstwsan tha responses of Indian and British firms 
in rsspeet of specific policy statements on social 
l ^ o 
responsibility, organisational changes to implement 
social responsibility and providing specific budget 
for corporate responsibility work. 
The present survey revealed that a large 
porcentage of firms- Indian as well as British-
did ncjt hove a written policy statenient relating 
specifically to social responsibility. Firms which 
have prepared a specific policy statement relating 
to social responsibility are few and also tend to be 
quite large. Similarly, a large percentage have not 
made structural changes to irplement social respon-
sibility. Firms which have made structural changes 
to implement social responsibility generally tend 
to be large* The majority of Indian and British 
firms do not provids specific budget allocations 
for work in this area. A relation was found between 
•ize of firms and allocation of budget for corporate 
rssponsibility activities. This relationship 
indieatsd that the proportion of companies providing 
spseific budget allocations for work in thi s area 
was higher anong larger firms than smaller ones* 
This holds trua both in case of Indian companies 
tts wsll as British companies. This suggests that 
in terms of structural diangsa, separate policy 
documents covering social responaibility and 
I'oi) 
providing spaeific budget allocations for social 
sesponsibility activities, corporate response 
was influenced in most cases by the size of the 
company* These findings raise a few questions 
which remain unanswored. For Bxampls, are the 
executives of larger firms more sensitive towards 
needs in this area? Is this because of the profit-
ability and resources of larger firms, that they 
can afford to be mors socially responsible? Or ths 
giant firms may simply be the 'torgets* of public 
criticism and thus find it necessary,because of 
their dominance, to take concrete actions for 
social development programmes. 
There is e strong similarity between the 
magnitude of problems as perceived by the Indian 
executives to those perceived by the British 
executives* The difficulties most frequently 
perceived by the Indian and British companies in 
implenonting social responsibility wsrs adjusting 
to lagal requirements and changing prices* 
Ths cost of social responsibility is seen 
•8 high and sxeeutives disagree with ths view that 
a soeially conseious corporation does not have 
i^x 
hlghiir unit costs, for employeos may accept 
lower wages and customers may pay higher prices 
when a company has the reputation for promoting 
the welfare of the entire community. 
The present investigation indicated that 
a large percentage of executives disagree with 
the view that the problems of monitoring social 
responsibility are mainly due to the absence of 
agreed machanisms by which cormanies can ensure 
that the policies are actually enforced. On the 
other hand a large percentage of Indian and British 
executives agreed that management should monitor 
social responsibility. Some had suggested certain 
mechanisms such as legislation, taxation incentive 
and social audit to monitor and control practice 
in this area. The exponents of 'social audit* 
believe that it would seek to help the process of 
decision by encouraging public reporting of 
performance in those fields of social responsibility 
which they believe to be generally recognised as 
important. Some would wish to make this reporting 
compulsory, others see it as a voluntary process 
by which the firm helps itself to understand how 
its performance looks to outsiders and to measure 
18<. 
the reXativft importanea and cost of actions that 
are taken to implement social reaponsibility. 
There is no evidence to suggest on the 
basis of this study that managerial attitudes to 
social responsibility would vary significantly 
in two distinct cultures. The research reported 
in this thesis suggests that cultural factors 
such as peoples* expectations on the essential 
nature of business firms will not significantly 
affect managerial responses to social responsibi-
lity in India and Britain, The managers in the 
two countries have very similar attitudes towards 
social issues which could partly be ascribed to 
size and other conmon contingent factors. The 
eimilaritics in the attitudos of Indian and British 
Bxacutives towards social responsibility could 
also be intnrpreted in view of some of the simila-
rities which commentators hove noted botwaen the 
industrial and constitutional structures of India 
and Britain. 
The comparisons indicate thei contingent 
factors such as size of company have some bearing 
upon corporate response to social responsibility 
Uio 
even in c u l t u r a l l y d i s t i n c t i v e s o c i a t i e s . This 
study gives a l imi ted support to a contingency 
perspect ive of corporate s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
across d i f f e ren t s o c i e t i e s . Buehler and Shet ty 
(1976) have also presented some evidence for a 
general support to a contingency perspect ive of 
corporate r e s p o n s i b i l i t y and they argue for the 
poss ible value of such analys is to those formula* 
t ing corporate s t r a t egy and publ ic po l i cy . 
Our comparison of deita from Indian and 
Br i t i sh companies suggests that an extension 
of the basic contingency model through allowing 
for the impact of changing environment can provide 
a meaningful i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of s i m i l a r i t i e s in the 
pa t t e rns of corpora te s o c i a l behaviour in the two 
count r ies* India and B r i t a i n . 
^ug^?|5T|Qi^s FOR fui^TMP B^SRAR(;H« 
It would appear from the preceding diaeussion 
that opinions differ considerably in deciding what 
are the social responsibilities of business and 
what relative importance should be assigned to 
each of them. This is not a problem which can ba 
18 
fully resolved by theoretical discussion since 
there is always room for further discussion abiout 
the nature of responsibility of a part of society 
towards other parts and towards the whole* In 
practice social responsibility has to be taken 
seriously if a sufficiently large and influential 
group considers it important even though the views 
of that group may be illogical and inconsistent 
with other views. A study of the views of several 
different groups in our society such as managers, 
employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers, 
environmentalists and the public at large would 
enable us to understand not only the views of 
various groups of people about social responsibility 
but also allow us to study the changes of these 
views over time. 
It is, therefore, suggested that further 
study of the origins of ideas about social reapon-
sibilities of business and the attitudes of several 
different groups towards social responsibilities 
of business should be carried outv 
The argument for social responsibility 
applies not only to business but equally to every 
18 o 
citizon, to every group and institution in society* 
It is unfair to single out business for attention 
when socially irresponsible actions by trade unions, 
government departments^ local authorities, etc* 
may be equally significant. The social responsibi-
lities of service industries and institutions 
such as banks, insurance companies, educational 
institutions, etc. should also be looked into* Zt 
is, therefore, suggested that further studies should 
be undertaken to examine the social responsibilities 
of service industries and institutions and to find 
out how these issues are viewed by the rfianagors of 
service institutions and what concrebe actions are 
being taken to implement social responsibility* 
Tho findings of some studies have indicated 
that corporate response to social responsibility is 
influenced in most cases by the size of the company 
(Ackerman 1973, tilbirt and Parket 1973, Buehlar 
and Shetty 1976, nelrose~Woodman and Kverndal 1976)* 
The present survey also found that in terms of 
structural changes, separata policy documants 
covering social responsibility, specific allocation 
to activities and company involvement in social 
18 u 
programmes, corporate response was influenced in 
most casas by the size of the coropanios in India 
as wall as in Britain, Is it because of the 
dominance of larger fiams that they make visible 
efforts to establish their image in this area? Ox 
are the executives of larger firms more socially 
conscious tovjards needs in this area? This is 
clearly nn area where further reaonrch might yield 
highl\/ significant findings. 
The findings of the present investigation 
indicated that executives disagree with the view 
that the problems in monitoring of social respon-
sibility are mainly due to the nbsenca of agreed 
mechanisms by which companies can ensure that the 
policies are actually enforced. Qn the other hand, 
some hdd suggested certain mechanisms such as 
legislation, company Board and * social audit* to 
laonitor performance in this area. The proponents 
of 'social audit* argue thst this would lielp the 
process of d8cision>»niaking by encouraging the public 
reporting of performance in those fields of social 
responsibility which are generally recognised ae 
! & • 
important. But the problem here is that the 
necessary generally agreed neasurement techniques 
are not available. 
Furthar study could he conducted into 
methods of social accounting. This is an area 
of growing importance particul jjdly to the account-
ing profession and one in which there would be an 
opportunity to help to develop practical reporting 
techniques* 
Social responsibility can oe impooG.' either 
by legialativs intervention or can be developed 
within industry as an oxpression of social conscience 
of the individual. The findings of the present 
survey clearly indicate that a large percentage 
of executives- Indian as well as British- do not 
favour increased government legislation to enforce 
social respansibility. The executives argue that 
the amount of legislation in some areas such as 
employees, consumars and environment is quite 
extensive and such regulations impose a heavy cost. 
On the other hand some say that in the absenea of 
generally agreed mechaniame to monitor social 
responsibility* legialation seems to be the only 
18o 
way of furthering the cause of social responsibi-
lity* Thus* when ono raises the issue of legia* 
lative intervention as a method of imposing social 
responsibility* it becomes clear that a great deal 
more study is needed of the areas appropriate to 
such intervention and of the methods which should 
be used. Also the implications of increasing 
government legislation in a developing economy 
like ours for the enforcement of social policies 
could be examined• 
It is suggested that further study be 
conducted to examine some recent efforts to impose 
social responsibility by law in order to Judge 
whether this method has been effective and what 
side effects were produced. 
An intermediate step between reliance on the 
social conscience of each corporation and the uaa 
of legislation to implenent social responsibility, 
ia the use of * codes of practice for promoting 
standards of social responsibility. The prasent 
investigation clearly indicated that a large 
percentage of Indian as well as British executives 
do not think written company codes are really 
18 o 
HBCsssary and in practice the majority of 
companies did not have a wrrittan policy statement 
relating specifically to social responsibility. 
This is contrary to the findings of a survey 
carried out by Melroae-Woodman and Kverndal(1976) 
for the British Institute of Manageraent, This 
survey found that the majority of companies were 
in favour of written codes. 
It is suggested that further study be carried 
out to examine the significance of codes of practice 
as a method of promoting social raaponsibility* 
The ideas about social responsibility can 
be promoted by education and training of managers* 
The way institutions work is much influenced by 
the corporate attitude of managers and more so 
now when management is said to be becoming incrsas* 
ingly specialised and professionalised. The 
individual characteristieo of managers such as 
age, education and their religious background may 
have a detexnining influence on 'social profile* 
that the firm shows. A study is needed of the ways 
in which ideas about social responsibility could 
be influenced by tha training of managera. Sueh 
IKJH 
an investigation should enable us to deterroins 
in general the impact of individual characteris-
tics of managers on their attitudes to social 
raaponaibility^and in particular, the effect of 
management education in creating greater social 
awareness in organisations. 
Some studies, but mainly in the U.S. » have 
indicated that many corporations have been commi-
tting their organisations towards social action 
programmes (Cohen 1970, McGuire and Parish 1971, 
Moss 1972, Aaker and Day 1972, Eilbirt and Parket 
1973, Bushier and Shetty 1976). However, there 
is some evidence from previous studies to suggest 
that certain characteristics of organisation 
stxucture are barriers to socially responsible 
behaviour in a largo divisional corporation* For 
exainplef Ackerman (1973) studied the responsss 
of large corporations tu social issuas in the U»S«A, 
He discovered that thsrs are three main factozs 
that hinder social responsibility implementation 
in large corporations: 




2* The financial reporting system used 
for measurement doss not includs 
social responsibility. 
3« The process for evaluating and rewarding 
managers is not designed to recognize 
performance in areas of social concern. 
We suggest studies should be carried out 
to investigate organisational barriers to social 
responsiveness in a divisional organisation. Such 
studies would be of immense help in identifying 
the factors that hinder the imploraantation of social 
responsibility in large organisations and those 
which necessitate a change in the existing systems 
of management* 
The subject is a vast and complex one. 
During the past decade, there has been a growing 
interest in corporate social responsibility. 
However, there is still lack of empirical analysis 
concerning manegarial attitudes to eociel respon-
sibility in two cultures. The aim of the present 
investigation was to examine and compare managerial 
attitudes to social responsibility in two 
countries, viz: India and Bfitain- which have a 
similar administrative and constitutional patterns 
but which have often been remarked upon for their 
social and cultural differences. 
Strong similarities are noted between the 
Indian and British managerial attitudes to social 
responsibility. Host of the Indian and British 
executives accepted the relevance of social 
responsibility in business and felt that it is 
essential for firms to pursue social goals along 
with profits. Nearly all the responding Indian 
and British companies parceived that they are 
actively engaged in some form of corporate respon-
sibility efforts. In terms of structural changes, 
separate policy documents covering social respon* 
sibility and providing specific allocation to 
activities, it was found that corporate response 
was influenced in most cases by the size of the 
company. A large percentage of executives- Indian 
as well as British, oppose strongly inereassd 
government legislation to implement social respon-
sibility on the grounds that there is excessivs 
So 
government intervention already in company affairs* 
Also a large percentage of Indian and British 
executives do not think written codes are really 
necessary. The cost of social responsibility 
is seen as high and the difficulties most frequently 
perceived by the Indian as well as the British 
firms in implementing social action programmes 
wore adjusting to legal requirements and changing 
prices. 
There is no evidence to suqgest on the basis 
of the present study that cultural factors are 
likely to influence, significantly managerial 
response to social issues in two different countries. 
Comparisons indicate that contingent factors,such 
as the size of the organisation, have some bearing 
upon corporate response to social issues. This 
study gives a limited support to a contingency 
perspective of corporate social responsibility 
even serosa national boundaries. 
Xn case of India which is wadded to democratic 
socialism, we suggest thst business corporations 
should by and large practice and propagate the 
"Social RBSponsibility of Management*. This 
would help in eradicating poverty and improve 
the quality of our teaming millions* Individual 
charity and social responsibility of corporations 
should go hand in hand to deliver the goods to 
the nation. 
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APPENDIX. 1 
Below you will find a list of questions concern-
ing some of the issues that are involved in corporate 
social responsibility* 
The purpose of this survey is to discover how 
the top executives view the nation of social respon-
sibility and to secure some systematic data on what 
actions, if any, are being taken by the companies in 
Delhi and District Ghaziabad, U.P., in this field. 
I would be very grateful if you would complete the 
questionnaire and return it on the address mentioned 
in the accompanying letter. 
To answer the questionnaire, please put a tick 
along the space which you consider to be most appro-
priate. If you have any comments or suggestions about 
any of the questions, please note thsm at the back 
of the last pagei I would be delighted to have them. 
1. Name of the Firm 
2. Daaignation of the 
parson who filled in 
the questionnaire 
-(xxiil)-
3« Address of the firm 
4, No, of cmploycoa 
5. Annual sales turnover fi^. 
for 1978. 
6» Main product groups 
1• flo you accept in general y 
the relsvance of social 
responsibility* in business? 
2, To which of the fallowing 
groups do you think your 







if) Public at large 
3. How aasential would you 
think is for firms to 
pursue social goals as 




Not Very Cssantlal 














- ( x x i v ) -
4t What a r e t h e p o t e n t i a l ga ins t h a t 
a r e l i k e l y to be ach ieved from 
s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y progratnmas? 
PART - 11 
5 . Below you w i l l f ind a l i s t of s o c i a l r a s p o n s i b i -
l i t y a c t i v i t i e s i n the t h r e e a r e a s , i . e . Urban 
a f f a i r s , consumer a f f a i r s nnd Environmental 
a f f a i r s . Would you k ind ly i n d i c a t e t h e l e v e l of 
a c t i v i t y engaged in by your company. P l e a s e g ive 
t h e l e v e l of o c t i v i t i e s in terms of i nves tmen t 
by^our company i n t h e s e a c t i v i t i e s i n r e l a t i o n 
to your t o t a l i nves tmen t i n t h e year 19T8. In 
your opin ion compared to o t h e r companies, i s i t 
h i g h , low o r about t h a same? 
ifTwn nr ArTtuTTv LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 
\\mii Ml- ft^TIYATT, IN TERMS OF INVESTMENT 
( i ) P rov id ing equal employ- Hiah 
• e n t and t r a i n i n g oppo- , ""^  
ttinities for •inorlty ™ 
gsoups (male 8. fsmala) oape 
*Social Responsibility is defined in this c^eationnairi 
to mean as an obligation on business to take account 
of the interests of 8e\eral different groups that 
constitute our society beyond the consideration of 
profit. 
- (xxv}* 
( i i ) Supporting 
in medical 
X i t i e s . 
impiraveniBnta 




(iii) Contributions to educa-
tion and expenditure 
incurred for the train-




liv) Promoting davelopment of 
housing, transportotiony 










<^ ,ffn8MR?ir htf^lm^ 
(vi) Designing product improve-
ments regarding safety, 
testing, reliability* 





(vii) Maintaining improved 






improvsments in I s b e l l i n g , 





(ix) Providing improved sarviiBsa High 
fox handling wazrantios and Low 
guarsntoBO* Sane 
(x) Furnishing improved product High 
information and edueation Low 
for customers* Same 
•.(xxvi)-
(xi) Curtailing air and High 
water pollution. Low 
Same 
(xii) Giving hslp to Government High 
agencies in controlling Low 
environmental pollution. Same 
(xiii)"Other",please spocify. High 
Low 
Same 
6* Have any of the following changes bean tnade in 
the organisation s t ructure to accomnodate 
corporate social ac t iv i t i e s? 
(a) A post of corporate respon- ««« 
• i b i l i t y officer ^° - _No. 
(b) A committee to monitor 
company's social respon* 
sibility activities. 
Yes Mo. 
(c) An arrangement whereby y^g MQ 
social responsibility ' " 
forms part of the exeeu-
tivss work: 
(d) Other arrangeroent« please Yes , No 
specify, 
9« la thara a statement in the 
company's policy relating spe-
cifically to social re»pon» Yee..^  .„,Wo.., 
sibility? If yes, please 
attach a copy of sueh state'-
ment. 
-(xxvii). 
8. Does your company provide 
any specified budget alio- Yes No 
cations for work in this — — — -
area? If yes, pXeass 
specify the amount of total 
budget. 
PAPT - lU 
9, What do you think the coats of social reapon-
9ibility would inevitably be? 
Very High .«««._»««_ 
High 
Low ,^^  
Verv Low 
10. Does your cor.pany oncour.ter any of the following 
problems in implainenting social reaponaibility 
programmes? 
(a) The problem of changing Yes No., 
prices 
(b) The problem of developing yes 
the required technology _No_ 
<c) The problem of justifying 
increased costs of social Yes No 
responsibility programmes 
to the shareholdsrs 
(d) Difficulty in adjusting to y 
legal requirements* .No. 
(s) Other, plsass specify. Yes No 
If. Who should monitor social responsibility? 
(1) Management Yes No 
(4i) Unions Yes ^No. 
(iii) Government Yes N^o 
->(xxvi i i ) -
( i v ) Social Auditors 
(v) Accountants 
( v i ) Public at large 
( v i i ) Pressure Groups 
( v i i i ) Other, please specify* 
12. Should Government bring in more 
l eg i s la t ion to f a c i l i t a t e cor-
porate ac t iv i ty in socia l ' ^ —^ "°-
affairs? If the answer i s no, 











13 . Is a written company code of 
e t h i c s r e a l l y necessary? Would 
you kindly s p e c i f y the reasons Yes No 
for and against having such 
cotfss in accordance with your 
answer? 
P . S . Would you be prepared to be 
a member of a small s e l e c t i o n Yes, No 
of people in tesv iewed on the 
i s s u e of s o c i a l rsapons ib i* 
lityt 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP AND COOPERATION 
•(xxlx)-
fff^AFT MQPSit gPPE^ 
A number of draft 'modal* codas have been drawn 
up by various paoplet nans purporting to be the ideal 
code but all seeking to set down the niain points which 
should be embodied in one. 
Two examples are printed here, which provide a 
useful starting point for companies intending to draw 
up their own code. The first is intended as an indivi-
duol company code, the second applies to companies as 
a whole, but the framework can be adapted and extended 
tu suit the individual company* 
A C9npQR/\T|; pp^ OF ^pc|% RESPONSIBILITY 
STANDARDS 
The •••...•••• Company hereby publicly declares 
that it accepts the obligation of framing policies and 
conducting operations in a manner which is consistent 
in the lettsr and the spirit with the following code 
of standards. This affirmation is mads solemnly and 
in good faith and svury effort will be mads throughout 
the organisation at all timss to abide by it. However» 
the cods must bo regarded as binding in honour only 
and is not legally onforceable. Shoul any smployss 
suppliar* oustomsr, shareholder, msmbar of any organi-
sation or ordinary merobsr of the public have reason 
-(xxx)-
to believe that any of tha company's acts ox intsn-> 
tions violates this coda, he is invited to comrounieate 
anonymously if he so vfishea, with the Manager of the 
Company's Social Responsibility Unit at the address 
below. A speody investigation and reply is promised* 
Any person who feels that any item in the following 
cods should be amended is also invited to communicate 
with the same unit* 
I . pRqFiTABRITY: 
The Company's o v e r a l l o b j e c t i v e i s to maximize 
i t s revenue surplus in the long term subject to meeting 
the fol lowing standardst 
2*1 The Company w i l l not allow any operation to be 
carried out which r e s u l t s in l e v e l s of e f f l u e n t / 
po l lu t ion ( instantaneous ox prolonged) greater 
than the l i m i t s estabXishsd by law* 
2 .2 The Company agxeas to raonitox a l l e f f l u e n t and 
s i l sources of p o s s i b l e environmental ham and 
to prepare f igures g iv ing a true and f a i r view 
of the s i t u a t i o n at any t ime. These f i g u r e s w i l l 
be ava i lab le for publ ic in spec t ion during noanMl 
working hours at the address bslow* 
2 . 3 The Company's p o l i c y i s that the l e v e l of each 
indiv idual e f f l u e n t s h a l l be b e t t e r than the 
average for the industry as a whole in t h i s country* 
2*4 The Company's p o l i c y i s not to market products 
which, i f used normally, could lead to p o l l u t i o n 
-(xxxi)-
levels Bxceeding legal maxima. 
2*5 Products marketed will lead to a lower level of 




The Company will not change any product in whole 
or in part, nor introduce any new product, unless 
the change results in a reductijn in cost or an 
important improvement in product performance. 
3.2 Product Obsolescence: 
The Company will not deliberately build obsolescence 
into its products. Where cust-benefit considera-
tions for the user rather than the company suggest 
that a longer life product would be beneficial, 
the company*8 policy is to introduce such a product. 
3.3 Use of Paekagingt 
The company's policy is to use packaging aa econo-
mically as possible to minimize the use of packa-
ging material consistent with the proper product 
protection and sales appeal. The Company strongly 
supports in general terms the principle of return-
able containers. 
3*4 Recycling Waatei 
The company strongly supports in general terms the 
principle of recycling waste product and materials 
and will do thia wherever it is, or may bs seonomic. 
3.5 Industrial Archaeology! 
The company will not destroy or convert any machins 
building or resourcs that may have permanent valus 
to the local or national cororounity (using tha 
approximate critarion of 100 years minimum age 
for items of value) without holding prior commu-
nications with the main amenity bodias concerned. 
Wherever possible, amenity bodiee will be encou-
raged to participate in the planning process and 
the company will not recklessly override widely 
supported public wishes. In certain circumstances 
the company may be prepared to make a financial 
contribution towards the cost of preserving build-
ings or machines of historic value and/or trans-
ferring ownarship. 
3*6 flffya and f^qm* 
The company does not wish any of its policies or 
actions to endanger rare species of plant or animal 
life. If any such threat is pointed out to tha 
companyt it will consider urgently posaibla steps 
to remove or reduce the threat. 
3*7 Use of Raw Natorials and Energy! 
Tha company's policy is to conserve raw materials 
and onargy to tha maxinum dsgrea consistent with 
sttonoHiie and profitable operations. If any parson 
or group beliavas that any aspect of operations 
violates this principle and communicatss with the 
companyt it will consider urgently posaibla steps 
to rectify the situation. 
3.8 Land Developmentt 
The company's general policy is not to use or 
develop land in a manner which is harmful to the 
environment or wastsfult nrfisther by mining and 
quarrying, the erection of plant, offices or roads 
-(xxxiiiK 
or the disposal of scrap and waste. The company 
undertakes to publicize locally any proposed 
change in land use not latar than the date of 
application for planning permission where this is 
relevant. Furthermore, the company undertakes 
to allow a reasonable period to hear representa-
tions from individuals or groups who oppose a 
development before starting development work. The 
company will make every reasonable effort to meet 
objections and will provide objectors with what* 
ever details of new developments could reasonably 
be needed to present their case. 
4. EMPLOYEE WELFAREt 
4Mot8i It is impossible to develop a standardized 
code under this haadint}, since a great deal will 
depend upon the precise nature of the views on 
employee participation in management held by the 
companyt its employees and the communityi moreover 
employment practices are subject to constant change, 
e.g. four-day weeks)• 
4.1 Job Satisfaction! 
Although the company desiree that every employee 
should derive the maximum satisfaction from hia 
work* it is recognised that in practice there are 
many and gr :at difficulties. The company constantly 
monitors new developroonte in job enrichments,work 
structuring and other related techniques and will 
progressively inclement changes where these are 
practical. In addition, all employees are encou. 
ragod to submit suggestions through the Suggestion 
Sehana. All suggestions will be published {anony-
iKBua), anawarsd and implemented where practical. 
4.2 Pay and Conditionst 
(Items for possible inclusion under this category 
includei 
Updating pay and allov^oncss for cos t» l iv ing changes 
Product ivi ty bonuses 
Prof i t sharing 
Level of wages and s a l a r i e s } * 
4.3 Safety and Health* 
The company regards safety at work and employee 
health as pre-requisites for conducting operations. 
Summary details of all lost-time accidents for a 
moving five-year period are available for public 
inspection. The company's expenditure on safety 
and health will be published annually in detail. 
The company provides requisite safety protective 
clothing and equipment on free permanent or tempo-
rary loan to all employees as necessary. The 
company is prepared to allow safety and health 
inspections by suitably qualified external consul-
tants at the request of employees, local residents 
or other groups. The company's basic policy is to 
provide enough leadership and finance to xradues 
accidents and ill health caused by unsafe or toxic 
practices and conditions to a level which is Itetter 
than the average for the industry. 
4.4 Participation! 
(This subjoct demands separate detailed treatment) 
4*5 Employee Rights and Freedomst 
The Company will not attempt to remove in practice 
any democratic right or freedom of speech or written 
ooroment or action from any employee which he enjoys 
a« a citizen* by disciplinary action, threat of 
-(xxxv)« 
disciplinary action, victimization or threat 
of victimization. In particular, each employee 
is free to follow the dictates of his conscience 
outside working hours, even where this involves 
opposition to company policy. Where restrictions 
have to be imposed (e.g., publication of confiden-
tial information or of research work), these are 
to be apecified in the Conditions of Employment. 
4.6 Noise: 
The CO ipany recognizes tha t excessive noise ia a 
ser ious hea l th hazard and a t h r e a t to the qua l i ty 
of l i f e . The com-iany wil l take whatever s t eps 
are required to ensure th^t no sraployce i s sub-
jected to any graaitier l eve l of noise within the 
company's cont ro l than opacified below* 
Current year ino decibels 
Next year 90 decibels 
Following year 80 dedibels 
The pos i t ion w i l l be reviewed again before t h i s 
threo-year period i s completed. 
4»7 EquityI 
The company tto es not , and wil l not , p r a c t i s e any 
form of discr iminat ion on grounds of sex , na t iona-
l i t y , r e l i g i o n , race , personal b e l i e f s or union 
membership. Recruitment i s made on the grounds 
of a b i l i t y or po ten t i a l a b i l i t y . If , for l oca l or 
other reasons , t h i s policy has to be broken, a 
public dec l a ra t ion wi l l be made, e . g . , the Rur i -
tanian fac tory wi l l employ only ^ur i t an lan n a t i o n a l s . 
Once r e c r u i t e d , a l l employees have equal opportu<«> 
nitiea*^ 
-(xxxvl)-
4.8 Security of Employmentt 
A fair system for disciplining and dismissing 
employees is practised and this is standard 
throughout the company* Details are contained in 
the booklet Conditions of tmployment, a copy of 
which is given to every new employee and which 
is available for public inspection in the Social 
Responsibility Department. 
The company has a *no redundancies* policy for all 
permanent employees• Every effort will be made to 
avoid dismissals owing to redundancy by stopping 
recruitment and by natural wastage during difficult 
times. While the company cannot guarantee that 
there will neves be redundancy dismissalst it does 
not guarantee that every other solution to cost-
cutting problems will be oxplorea first* and 
implemented if possible* 
S»1 Gsnarait 
The company wishes to encourage comment fron 
customers and consumer bodies about its products 
•o as to be well informed about public opinion. 
Any views should be placed before the Social Res-
ponsibility Ospartment at the addrsss below* 
5.2 Psoduct Safetyt 
The Company's policy is to market products which 
are safs when used in accordance with the instruct-
ions for use and to incorparate new safety features 
as these are developed* Since it is always possible 
to increase safety by increasing cost, soae conflict 
may arise* The company will maintain a file of 
• (KXKVii)-
all product safety proposals put to it from any 
source with a summary of the investigations mads 
and the decisions taken. Thia file will be avail-
able for public inspection. 
5.3 Price and Size Changssi 
The company's aim i s to give value for money and 
to make i t as easy as poss ible for the customer to 
assess value by marketing meaningful s i z e s , e . g . 
16 oz . r a the r than 15-1/3 oz.> 2 p in t s r a the r than 
2.1 p i n t s . Furthermore the company wi l l not a l t e r 
s i ze s unless the a l t e r a t i o n ia a genuine innovation 
or a product r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n , (A comment on the 
company's =approach to metr icat ion could be appro-
p r i a t e h e r e ) . 
5.4 Packaging I 
The company will not use any packaging which could 
tasd to deceive the customer about the nature and 
quality of the contents. Furthermore, the companY*s 
aim is to minimize the cost of packaging materials 
consistent with tho need for adequate product pro-
tection and sales appeal. 
5.5 Innovation and Rationalisation! 
Where p o t e n t i a l product improvements ex i s t s these 
w i l l be incorporated in ex i s t ing products wherever 
p o s s i b l e . New Products wi l l only be introducad i f 
they are intended to meet a new need or i f they are 
improvements, or i f they r e f l e c t a change in fashion. 
A long-standing model wil l not be replaced unless 
a t l e a s t one of the above cons idera t ions a p p l i e s . 
Where a change i s made, ex i s t i ng components and 
8ub-as8(Hmblies wi l l be used wherever poss ible* 
5.6 Product Qucaityi 
The compeny'e aim i s to market products which are of 
- ( x x x v i i i ) -
the qua l i ty required by customers. Quality wi l l 
not ba held down or reduced in order to give shor t 
product l i v e s which lead to repeat s a l e s . Wherever 
qual i ty or economic l i f e can be increased and 
where t h i s would be in the customer 's i n t e r e s t , 
t h i s wil l be done* Spares wi l l remain ava i l ab le 
for the fu l l economic l i f e - t ime of products . Product 
design ( e . g . access , s ize of modules and sub-
assemblies) w i l l be geared to minimum maintenance 
costs wherever poss ib l e . 
5.7 Advertising* 
The company undertakes in its advertising to 
present a fair view of its products. It will not 
include any mnttnr which could tend to mislead or 
deceive the average viewer about the value* use or 
coat of the product. 
5.8 Landing and Guarantee: 
Where extended crndit/hirc purchase facilities are 
included in a sale, ths true rate of interest will 
be prominently displayed on the contract doeunent« 
a copy of which will be given to the buyer. The 
company will not use vague warranties of quality 
or performance or ask a cuotomer to waive any conroon 
law rights. Where guarantees are offered, th« 
company will either repair the product or replace 
it entirely free of charge if, in the company*8 
view, the failure was the result of a genuine 
product defect. 
5.9 nonopolistic Practicest 
The company declares that it will not be a party 
either officially or unofficially to any price* 
fixing agraament with any othar 3uppliBr» or to 
any arrangement on salas territories or areas of 
influence, or new capital expenditure without full 
public disclosure of any such arrangement or under~ 
standing* 
5*1 Donations and Use of Facilitiest 
The company is not a charitable institution and 
therefore the level of donations must be aeveraly 
limited. Nevertheless^ the company recognizee 
that it shares the obligations of individuals and 
society as a whole to contribute selectively to 
worthy causes. To give f3ff6ct to this, a sua equal 
to 0,05';^  of planned sales is s-^t aside each year 
for gifts of cash, product and . .r. lagerial time to 
selscted outlets. Local needs and projects will 
take some priority over wider-based needs,e.g., 
the company would tend to be more favourably disposed 
to contribute to local appeals and charities than 
to international causes. A list of donations for 
the previous year will be made public, with the 
cost value of qifts of company product and a rot-* 
listic valuation of the time the company's manpower 
has devoted to community service* 
tn principle, the company is prepared to allow soma 
of its facilities, e.g. Iscture rooms, tools and 
machines, sports facilities, to be used by appvovod 
external groups on a selective and controlled basis* 
In principle, the company is prepared to allow a 
small proportion of managerial time to be devotod 
to approved community projects on a selective and 
controlled basis* This includes the provision of 
- ( x X ) -
spsakers and Xscturers and company v i s i t s by 
parties of school children, res idsnts , e t c . 
6.2 Cmploymsntt 
The company doss not diacriminato in its smpXoy-
roant policies against any group or individual except 
as may be stated in item 4.7« Its general policy 
is to employ as high a proportion of handicapped 
or disabled people as exists in the local employ-
ment area* 
6.3 Csthsticst 
The company recognizes the importance of esthetic 
valuas in the design and appearance of its factories, 
offices and in its usa of land. The general policy 
is to maintain a high standard of housekeeping and 
to avoid dirt, uglinatsa and dereliction. Buildings 
will bD dasittnod to tona in to the environment 
whHru nacoaacry landscaping will be employed. Where 
aignificnnt new develupments are involved, the 
company undertakes to make its intentions public 
with artists* sketches and supporting data. Ths 
company will make every effort to publiciato its 
plans sufficiantly in advance to enable local rep-
resentations to be made, although this cannot bs 
guaranteed in all cases. 
5.4 Treatment of expositioni 
The company*a desire and intention is to operata 
aocially responsibls policies and to be an asset to 
oomiMinitiBS in which it is placed. Navarthele88» 
it ia recognised that its policies will need to be 
monitored continually and, inevitably that conflicts 
will arise with individuals and groups* Tha company 
has I stabliahsd a powarful and permanent channel of 
communications bstwaan the Board and tha Public 
-(xli)-
through its Social Reaponsibillty Departnent. The 
sesvices of this depaztmont are available to members 
of the public during normal working hours to provide 
the information noted in this coda and to hear 
representations on any matter of concern. The com-
pany also undertakes that all comments made will be 
most carefully considered and that answers to requests 
and suggestions will be givsn as speedily as possible. 
6*5 Criminal Activitiest 
The company declares that it will not consciously 
permit any illegal or criminal activity to take 
place and will not,with due knowledge indirectly or 
directly, support or encourage any illegal or 
criminal activity in athcro. 
The Company undertakes to appoint an independent 
body each yenr to audit the company's performance 
in matters relevant to thio code and to report its 
findings to the Board, This report will be made 
public* 
-(xiii)-
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1» Extract from tho Annual Accounts of a large 
British Company* 
"Our purpose in business is to create wealthy 
to build B better co'ipany. For this to be 
posjibl:; WR must please our customers and 
enjoy tho confidence of our shareholders and 
emjalovero. We must 'lakB good prof5.t3 so 
that after providing for taxes and dividends 
(an in presrnt conditions financing inflation) 
there ia nvcilable enough money to keep our 
factories and equipnont modern and to enable 
us :^o grow in strength and maintain or improve 
our market position. We endeavour to provide 
good satisfying employment for our people* 
Creating wealth and building a better company 
is our contribution to better standards of 
living"• 
-(iaui>-
TO CREATE WEALTH WE MUST 





These are a l l 
i n t e r - r e l a t e d . 
Fai lure in one 
jBopardizus a l l 
the others 
Make good profits 
Plough profits back 
into business 
Provide good satisfying 
employment for our people 
Retain the confidence of 
those who provide our 
capital- shareholders &. 
lenders 
Keep our factories moder 
.1 . , J 
2* Extract from the statement of the company o b j e e t l v s s 
of a B r i t i s h concerni 
•The company o b j e c t i v e s are derived fmm the 
company purpose «i*hich i s bnmdly continued surv iva l 
as an seononie and s o e i a l l y aeeuptablf. e n t i t y • • • 
The »»aln r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of the wanage-rent i s to 
tran&iate the agreed aims into workable company 
o b j e c t i v e s which s a t i s f y not only the owners but 
a l s o the o ther grotrpa i n t e r e s t e d in the company 
which axat custoniBrsy employ era, suppliars and 
locaX and national govarnroant* 
A* Qwn,era» «.. to service our borrowings and pxovida 
for a reasonable dividad. A trading profit of not 
less than 15?b on capital Dnplcyed would noxinally ba 
be held to satisfy this objective. 
B, C^ ggtopgyat Customer satisfaction is achieved by 
reliability of quality and customer service and a 
reasonable and responaible pricing policy... Being 
customer oriented also means keeping in touch with 
developments ^n the industry which might profitably 
be used for the benefit of the company and ita 
custoiaers. 
C* ^woloyaqst The aim is to be a good amployer, to 
pay reasonable market level salaries and wages and 
to get a reasonable return of work for them. This 
ie coupled with the aim to operate with the minimum 
necessary staff and woa^forcs which must ba properly 
motivated* trained and provided with working condi* 
tions both 88 regards safety and amenities which 
are at least as good as those required by legislation. 
0* SuDDiiersi Our interests require us to maintain 
and foster good relationships with the suppliers to 
the company of all goods and services and to ensurs 
that these goods and saih/ices are such as will make 
the maxiraum contribution to the company's resources 
and results. 
E:* LffiP^ l flK Na^iiiffna^l ,^ 9V¥acnPHmt« The aim here is to 
operate an efficient and continuing enterprise which 
will provide continuing finance through rates and 
taxes and do so whilst complying with required environ* 
mental factors. 
3. Extract from the Annual Report and Accounts 
of a targe British manufacturing companyi 
A cotnpany*s success depends upon satisfying as 




We seek to harmonies the differing and 
sometimes conflicting interests of these groups* 
Our objective is to ensure the continuing prosperity 
of the company so that wo can meet the expectations 
of the five groups in a balanced and reasonable 
manner* 
4* Extract from the Statement on Social Policies 
of a British Company* 
1 * We intend to continue to be a respected employer 
of Isbuur in our locality and industry and to maintain 
a high stcndard of labour relations* 
2* We will be a good '^citizen in business" taking 
into account the interests of the local community in 
which we operate. 
|f« We will pey proper regard to the social and 
environmental consequences of our business activitiaa 
and not aeerifice safety in the interests of eiqiadltfTrky 
of competitiveness* 
4* Within reason we will encourage end help those 
of our employees involved in trades union and community 
activities to combine their responsibilities with 
their obligations to our company* 
5« txtxact from para 16 of MBmorandum of Association 
of an Indian Coropanyt 
"To provide for the welfare of employaes or 
ex-employees (including Directors and ex-Oirectors) 
of the company and the wives and families or the 
dependents or connections of such eroployeeB by 
building or contributing to the building of 
dwelling houses or quarters, to grant money, 
profit sharing bonuses or benefits or any other 
payments* by creating and from time to time 
subscribing or contributing to pinivident funds, 
institutions, funds, profits sharing or other 
schemes or trusts and by providing or subscribing 
or contributing towards place of instruction 
and recreation, hospitals and dispensaries, 
medical and other attendance or assistance as 
the company shall think fit," 
